B. H. S.

Commencement Week.

The Baccalaureate Sermon.

Newton-Sholes.

Commencement week of the 'Belfast
at 10.45 a. m.
with the Baccalaureate sermon at the
Universalist church.
Disregarding the
overcast sky and threatening rain the
entire High school, their parents and
many friends, gathered early
at the
church. The auditorium was filled to
over-flowing with the exception of the
seats directly in front of the pulpit that
were reserved for the school and lined off
in sections with tissue streamers: purple
and gold for ’17; green and white, ’18;
green and gold. ’19; red and white, ’20, of
the class colors. Each class marched in
separately with Mrs. H. A. Drinkwater
at the organ and led by marshals of each
class with ribbon batons in class colors:

High school opened Sunday

Dean Knowlton for the

Durham,
Craig, the
ed

the

juniors;
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and

John
Avard

freshman. After all were seatseniors came in with Charles
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Gatchell
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marshal and were followed

by Supt. Wm. B.

Woodbury

and
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This most impressive'feature
should be established as a precedent. The
teachers.

church had been

elaborately decorated by

committee from the junior class, Misses
Kathleen Colcord, Eleanor Bruce, Katha

erine

Kittredge,
Bramhall,

Alice
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Roswell,

Theo-

“Down in Dixie.”

BELLS.
Mr. Walter I. New-

ton of Portland and Miss
Myrtie Louise
Sholes of Belfast were married at the
Unitarian parsonage Wednesday evening,
June 6th. Rev. Arthur E. Wilson officiated
using the single ring service. The bride
was
becomingly gowned in a blue silk
taffeta suit with a dainty white crepe-dechene waist. She wore a white picture
hat hand-painted in a conventional de-

sign of blue.
She carried a beautiful
shower bouquet of bride roses.
They
were accompanied by Mr. and Mrs.
Roy
L. Sholes. The marriage was
private on
account of the recent death of the bride’s
father, Mr. Nathaniel Sholes. The bride
graduated from the Belfast High school

in the class of 1908. For several .years
she clerked in the Belfast dry goods
stores artU later was employed in the office of the Waldo County Herald.
Mr.
Newton has been employed as lireman on
(the Belfast-Burnham branch of the Maine
Central R. R.
He has recently been promoted to engineer and will probably be

assigned (o the run between Rockland
and Portland. They were the recipients
of many beautiful presents.
They left

immediately

after the

auto for Swan
spend

Lake,

ceremony in an
where they will

Dean

Harold

Knowlton.

The

Burgess

choir

and

Dixie,” a war romance in
four acts, presented by the Baptist Young
People’s Improvement Society last Friday
“Down in

and Saturday evenings under the direction of Rev. J. Wilbor
one

of

as

rail was

Richardson,

was

the best amateur performances

seat

was

indeed sad.
a

The s enery of the fourth
in tht Trevoir mansion in
The

cast was well

chosen;

all were letter perfect and imbued
with the spirits of their individual parts.
No one was prompted and there was not
the slightest hesitancy at any time. Much
of the credit is due Mr. Richardson’s excellent coaching.
Miss Laura Morris as
Helen Trevoir, a southern heiress, starred

the cast as she adroitly refused the love
Horatio D. Crie of Castme, and Mrs. Ella of
Mayor Bradley, a Confederate officer—
Flavill Woodcock of Belfast, formerly of
remarkably well sustained by Warren
Dorchester, Mass., weremarried at Rock- Nichols in his becoming uniform'of gray—
land May 5th.
Young Crie has enlisted and encouraged the advances and returnters on a yellow surface. On either side as engineer in the Maine Coast Guards
ed the love of Harvel Wells, Colonel in
of the pulpit were ferns; in front were with headquarters in Rockland, and his
the Union Army. The latter part was
immense bouquets of yellow tulips; white bride is with her mother, Mrs. Ella D.
taken to perfection by Albert Cuzner,
narcissus graced the pulpit stands, and on Flavill of Dorchester, Mass,
who looked every inch a real soldier in
either side of the pulpit were single yelhis blue uniform. The thread of romance
SECRET
SOCIETIES.
in
tall
low tulips
bud vases.
Leaning
tnrougnout tne tour acts centered around
against the front base of the pulpit was a
Waldo Lodge, No. 12, I. O. O. F., will these three, and the thrilling scene when
beautiful purple pansy pillow with T7 in
observe Memorial Day at Grove Cemetery the heiress compelled young Wells to
small yellow flowers in its center. Music
next Sunday. All Odd Fellows are in- choose between her and the flag of his
E. P Frost and
was furnished by Mrs.
vited to meet at Odd Fellows lodge room country was beautifully done. The lighter
Miss Emma Skay, assisted by the little
at nine o’clock in the forenoon and par- parts of Congressman Dusenberry and
Misses Mona Burgess, Charlotte Knowlhis ambitious wife were well taken by
ticipate in the exercises
ton, Dorothy and Margaret Drinkwater.
Keith Weymouth and Miss Emma Slipp,
The
members
of
Aurora
Rebekah
This was also a very pretty feature and
Lodge
who brought out the fact that it does not
something new. The pastor, Rev Arthur who attend the district meeting at Searspay to marry a man to reform him. Harry
A. Blair, preached a most eloquent and port this evening, will leave Odd Fellows
Snow as reporter to the New York Herald
practical sermon from the text, “There- building at 5.30 o'clock sharp, in the large was the
bright and omnipresent kind in
fore take no thought saying what shall autos of the Maine Transportation Co.
search of the catch word of news—which
we eat, etc.
The thoughts were those The fare for the round trip has been
was not censored in those days.
Little
inspired by the present war conditions, placed at 50 cents.
Miss Edna Trundy, the vivacious chum
Phoenix Lodge, F. and A. M., will obthe presence of so many young people,
of Miss Helen in love with the reporter,
the tendency of the present generation serve their centennial anniversary, St. was sweet and winsome.
Bert Brier in
to seek the shadows of life rather than John’s Day, June 24th, at the Baptist his make up as a
slippery Yankee in
The sermon will linger church with an address by Rev. J. Wil- search of
its substance.
graft, could scarcely be recoglong in the minds of all who heard it, bor Richardson, who recently gave a nized by his best friends. He sustained

pulpit,

back of white scrim curtains
caught with purple ribbons. Under the
pulpit arch was suspended the class motto, “Upward and Onward,” in purple let-

tter

u
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lurch and learning that
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; ensure in behalf of the
c of the Unitarian church
'.tend to the Universalist
invitation to unite with
■rship until such time as
h closes for the summer

Fraternally

yours,

Arthur E. Wilson.

'rational Church. Minister,
Hawthorne, 26 High street,

particularly the children and youth. At
the close of the service rain fell in torrents and many in summer dresses were

Service will be held in
mal Church
V

t

mon

Sunday

on

without protection.
The class ride to Camden planned for
Monday was given up on account of the
rain.
Naturally disappointed the class

The subject of the
will be “Possessing

'ic will be led by our vol.mier the leadership of Mr.

made hasty plans for an outing at the
Fahy cottage, below the city park and

We cordially invite you to
us.
Sunday school will

Tuesday morning, accompanied by Mrs.

centennial address for

a

Stamford, Conn.,

Masonic Lodge.
Timothy Chase Lodge,
F. and A. M. and Primrose Chapter, O. E.
S. will be guests of Phoenix Lodge on
this occasion.
Frederick O. Eaton of Rumford, Grand
High Priest of the Grand Royal Arch

Mrs, George Holt and Fred Seward as
Chapter of Maine, made an official in- plantation slaves were excellent in make
spection of Corinthian Royal Arch Chap- up and were loyal in their devotion to the

dance of food set out in the rain for

a
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sermon
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tacks

when all attacks were repulsed. Since
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can

submarine and several of the crew are

belated season.

Bible school convenes in the missing.
Very few sinkings are being reported.
btorium.
A large attendance,
How much is being accomplished by the
;
asm, good teachers, classes
submarines is not known.
A gigantic increase in the striking power of the Allies is manifested and the

A welcome extended to
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meeting at 6.30. All young
Sunday evening preach- aggressive

attacks of the Germans are
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TRADE SUMMARY FOR NEW ENG-

subject for meditasfving Human Longing.’’
meet for practice at 8 p. m.

|

was

grand good time.
dates.
Among the out-of-town visitors
Wednesday evening the class banquet were District Deputy Grand High Priest
s Methodist Church next
took place at the Baptist church followed Fred C. Chalmers of Bangor with live
m the pastor, Rev. Charles
by their dance later in the evening in companions and District Deputy High
speak on “Life’s Morn- Odd Fellows hall.
Priest W. D. Barron with two companions.
tigs and Burdens,” a serThis, Thursday, evening, the graduating
Phoenix Lodge, F. & A. M., worked the
ung—in years and spirit, exercises will take place in the Opera
Master Mason degree last Monday evenat 12 m., and there is a
House, when Prof. Wilmot Mitchell, the ing. Timothy Chase Lodge F. & A. M.,
If you are competent to head of the
English department of Bow- worked the Entered Apprentice and Felnicer, for we need more doin College, will give the address.
low Craft
degrees Tuesday evening.
now.
New classes are
Palestine Commandery, Knights Temhers are planned. TeachWAR SUMMARY IN BRIEF.
plar, worked the Red Cross and Malta detelp you and others also.
grees Wednesday
evening, Timothy
neat
diivj liici
Last week the British captured MesLCacneSL
Chase Lodge will work the Master Mason
In the evening at 7.30 the sines ridge and advanced their lines along
degree this, Thursday, evening. Prim•k on “Some Definite Rea- a front of five miles.
Mines were exD. eving there is Life after ploded under strong German positions rose Chapter, O. E. S., will meet Friday
when refreshments will be servial music generally. Spon- and the detonations were heard 130 miles evening,
ed by a committee with Mrs. Hattie S.
ging praise service.
Let ug away.
Seven thousand prisoners were
J. Wood:
rile hymn, and help us sing taken and many guns. The Germans Ritchie, chairman, Mrs. Eleanor
cock, Mrs. Emma Tyler, Mrs. AbbieF,
irsday, evening the prayer seemed dazed by the hitherto unknown
Cook and S. A. Parker.
'•0, subject, “Why one need violence of an attack. The British losses
uraged.” Parsonage No. 7 in killed and wounded are said to have
RESOLUTIONS OF RESPECT.
Telephone 213-11.
been slight, as compared with those of the
Germans. So great was the demoralizaQuantabacook Lodge, F. and A M.,
Rev. J. Wilbor

Banks,

Misses Melvina V. Parker
and Leonia J. Achorn, and with an abun-

>ur

;;

henchman

Trevoir family. One and all deserve only
words of commendation and congratula-

E. A.

ail®of

8

farming done.

j

been given out.
—

OAK HILL, (Swanville.)

has

adopted

the following

Whereas, the messenger of death has
taken Brother Levi M. Poor, a past master and highly esteemed member of Quantabacook Lodge of Masons, therefore be it
Resolved, That in the death of Brother
Poor we lose one who was an honor to
Freemasonry, one whose presence in the
lodge room was an encouragement and inspiration; a beloved soldier, who nearly
lost his life in a southern prison, he will
be sadly missed in all the walks of life.
Resolved, That we would offer our sincere sympathy to his family, that our
charter be draped in mourning, that a
page of our records be inscribed to his
memory, that these resolutions be sent to
his family, and copies sent to the Belfast
papers and Weekly Commercial for publication.
A. L. MADDOCKS, ) Committee
on
G. W. Butler,
O. A. Tibbetts,
I Resolutions.
1917.
Searsmont, June 2,

[

THE NEWS OF THE GRANGES.

Morning Light Gra :ge, Monroe, held an
Cyrus Roberts has moved his family : interesting meeting on Saturday evening.
back on the farm after spending the win- I June 9th, at which the Boys’ Club were
ter in Belfast.
guests during the open session-following
The following program was prerecess.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Ripley of Searsport j
sented by the lecturer: Song by the choir,
were guests lof Mr. F. O. Seekins and |
roll-call, newspaper clippings; reading,
family^very recently.
Mrs. Ellingwood; story, Anson EllingMr. Carl Snow and Miss Ruth Hanley
wood; topic, Fraternity in the Grange,
of South|Thomaston were recent guests
; and how far it should be carried; question
of Mr. {and Mrs. E. C. Peavey.
box. An opportunity was given to all to
Mr. and[Mrs. E. C. Peavey, Mrs. W. R. 1 become members of the Red Cross AuxilPeaveyfand Mrs. A. T. Toothaker visited iary, and several took advantage of it.
Mrs. James Wallace June 6th.
The grange also' voted to give a sum of
money to the auxiliary to be used in purThisjisjworth remembering. Mr. Hoover chasing supplies. Coffee and cake were
says: “He also fights who helps a[fighter served and the young people joined in
fight.” Every citizen can[do,this.
| various games at recess.

following

tion.

County

W. C. T. U Con-

vention.
George C. Thompson left Monday to
visit his parents in Augusta.

were recorded in Waldo County Registry
of Deeds for the week ending June
9,
1917:

L.

Waldo

transfers of real estate

Mrs. Harry

spending

Louise S. Shales, Belfast, to Bertrand
Davis, do.; land and buildings in Bel-

a

fast.

bright sun, that, strange to say,
shone all day, greeted the delegates to
W. C. T. U. convention at Monroe last
week. A cordial welcome from the assem^

_

R.

Murray df Unity is
few days in Belfast.

Miss Ruth Maffitt has returned home
from a short visit in Portland.

bled friends awaited them at the Grange
Hall. The county banner, flowers
posters,
Staples has been in
Winterport the past week, the guest of prohibition map and a table of literature,
Anna R. Pendleton, Cambridge, Mass.,
all made it pleasant. Opening devotional
her aunt, Mrs. B. N. Fish.
to Susan A. Pendleton, Unity; land and
services were led by Mrs. Etta C. DollifF,
Charles W- Coombs of this city will
buildings in Unity.
president of Jackson W. C. T. U. who
leave the last of this month for Bayville,
Hiram P. Farrow, Belmont, to James
was later elected secretary pro tern.
Roll
where he has employment.
E. Jackson, do.; land in Belmont.
call, appointment of committees, secreHarlie F. Godfrey arrived Tuesday
Walter J. and Etta E. Thompson, Monttary’s report, and introductions occupied
ville, to Oramandel Morse, do.; land and from Portland to spend a few days with the morning session. As part of posthis mother, Mrs. Harriet P. Godfrey.
buildings in Montville.
poned program, the memorial service
Elmira C. Thomas, Hampden, to Willis
Edmund P. Brown, mail clerk on the was first in the afternoon. The

Charles B. Daggett, Troy, to Pearl B.
and Edna G. Daggett, do.; land in Troy.

Miss Charlotte

spending a
month’s vacation at his home in Belfast.

county
active member the past
year, Mrs. Ada E. Brier of Belfast. Mrs.

Miss Eliza J.
Cunningham arrived
from South Portland last Friday to spend
a short vacation in
Belfast, her former

Mary Littlefield of Belfast and Mrs. Sarah
B. Moody of Winterport, for years most
faithful members, have also gone from

home.

us.

Charles M. Craig left last Friday to
join Mrs. Craig at Holyoke, Mass., and
attend the commencement at Mt. Holyoke
College.

The afternoon
largely given to a
symposium on Department work: reports, experiences, questions, brought out
many helpful hints for another year’s
work. The same officer? were re-elected:

Boston-Bangor
!

train,

is

Marden, do.; land in Swanville.
Miss Dorothea Sargent of Malden,
Caswell, Searsmont, to Emarrived Tuesday to spend a few
Mass.,
ma Hills, do.; land and buildings in Searsdays with Miss Anne M. Kittredge and
mont,
mond R.

Jennie F.

Lena E.
Foster and

Mass.; standing timber on land in Brooks.
Mary Collier Knight, Northport, to Ida
L. Burgess, Appleton; land and buildings
in Northport.
Robie Mears, Morrill, to George W. Dow,
do; land in Morrill.
Ross W. Berry, Pawtucket, R. I., to
Loren E. Stewart, Montville; land and
buildings in Montville.
David F. Sanborn, Liberty, to Frank
P. Bennett, do; land and buildings in Liberty.
E. B. Hunt, Unity, to E. B. Rand, do;
land in Unity.
Herbert L. Stevens, Belfast, to Herbert
M. Stevens, do; land and buildings in
Belfast.
Annie
Jacob F.

Miss Clara B. Keating.

Jones, Brooks, to Charles T.
Fred M. Johnson, Leominster,

N. 'Wentworth, Searsport,
Eames, do; land and buildings

Mrs

in Stockton Springs.
O.
Nason, Brunswick,

and Mrs. William T. Faulkner.

Lancaster, Washington;

Murch, do;

Miss E. E.

Miller, Noith Searsmont, Pres.;
Mrs. Annie M. Frosi, Belfast, Sec.; Mrs.
S. H. Bates, Sandvpoint, Treas. Owing
to changes among tne Supt’s the list is
not yet complete. The resolutions covered Total Abstinence, National Prohibition,

term of the

I

to
in

to

land in Lib-

land in Belfast.
LIBERTY.

Mrs. Robert P. Coombs returned home
extended visits in
Boston, Providence, R. I., New York and

at least.”

convenuon

Mrs. W. D. Tasker is ill.
E. A. Ramsey went to Pittsfield Satur-

last Saturday from
.Miss Grace Hunt, who has been passing
the winter in Belfast, returned home last

war

Hal R. Eaton, principal of the Bangor
pieogea its "loyal,
High school and formerly of the Belfast j whole-hearted support to our country” in
High, will be one of the directors at the j the present crisis. We likewise agreed
to put forth every effort to win equal
Boys Volunteer Camp at Winthrop.
Mrs. George Hatch and little grand- suffrage for the women of Maine, through
daughter, Miss Marjorie Sprague of North the special election next September. All
the same, a belief in Suffrage is not a
Penobscot, arrived last Friday to visit
Mrs. Amy Sprague and Mrs. J. G. Paul. condition of membership. The non-believer is cordially welcomed and finds
Mr. and Mrs, Harry C. Haywood, Mr.
plenty of work.
Alfred Bosworth and Kenney A. Burgess
Mrs. Deborah Knox Livingston of Banwill arrive tomorrow, Friday, to spend a
gor arrived about 5 p. m. coming over
few days with Mr. and Mrs. Albert C.
with Senator Conant, after a morning
Burgess.
ride from Farmington.
Mrs. Livingston
Miss Ruth Curtis, who has been seriis a favorite among us, a charming little
ously ill while in Beverly, Mass., where
woman; Nat. Supt. of the W C. T. U.
she was a student nurse in the city hospiDept, of Franchise, and chairman of the
tal, has recovered and is the guest of her
campaign committee for the State Sufmother, Mrs. P. I). H. Carter.
Her evening address
frage Association
Mrs. Julia A. Rose and daughter Lena was full facts
and persuasions,—one fact
M. Rose of North Islesboro were in Belbeing that most other countries are farfast last Thursday and Friday on their ther
advanced on Suffrage lines, than
way home from Rockland, where they
America, especially New England. As a
attended the Rugg-Rose wedcfthg.
consequence, women coming here from
Mr. and Mrs. William White of Berke- these other nations lose their voting
ley, Calif., formerly of Winthrop, have privileges.
been guests the past week of Mr. and
Mrs. N. H. Small. They left Friday for
CENTER MONTVILLE.
an extended visit at Leeds Junction.
me

Blanche A. Russell, Boston; land and
buildings in Lincolnville.
Rodney P. Morang, Liberty, to George
H.

one

work among the young in several departments, the support of our papers, and a
Dr. Stacey J.
Noyes, who recently hearty resolution of thanks. It was also
graduated from the Louisville, Kentucky, “Resolved that the use of grain in the
Dental College, is visiting his father, present condition of
shortage, for the
James F. Noyes of this city.
making of alcoholic liquors, is a crime
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Wood of Freedom that Christian civilization should not
and Mr. and Mrs. Alden Chase of Bry- tolerate, and we demand that such use of
ant’s Pond arrived Monday to visit Mr. our grain supply be prohibited for the

Grace M. Lancaster, Stockton Springs,
to Lawrence Canning'Co., do; land and
Minnie

has lost but

tives and friends.

Searsport.

buildings

Lewis F.

Gannon and little son
Alfred returned to their home in Albion
last Monday after a short visit with rela-

erty.
George H. Newey, Winterport, to Jay
Homer, Bangor; land and buildings in
Winterport.
Sarah Marion Perry, et al., Dorchester,
Mass., to Clarence Sturtevant,Wollaston,
Mass.; land in Lincolnville.
the character from first to last. Alton
Walter G. Norris, Burnham, to Melvin
Braley as Corporal Hooligan and a true
D. Brown, do; land and buildings in Burnblue veteran, was fine particularly in his
ham.
devotion to his Colonel in the dungeon
Caroline E. White, Belfast, to Arthur
scene.
Clifford Tinker’s part as Bradley’s
R.

ter of Belfast Tuesday, June 5th.
A
chicken pie supper was served at 6.30 by
ladies of Primrose Chapter, and followed
by the Royal Arch degree on three candi-

'tonight, Thursday, at 7
week service will be held

The

PERSONAL.

in Belfast. Practically every
sold in advance and only the
most favorable comment was heard by
the large audience, including members of
all the other city parishes. The scenery
used is the personal property of Mr. Richardson and was painted for the play when
given several years ago in Stamford,
Conn.; also under Mr. Richardson’s coaching. In the first act the Washington home G. Pierce,
Rockville, Conn.; land and
of Hon. Dusenberry, Congressman from
buildings in Northport.
Virginia, was most attractive; and its
Mae E. Cousins, Monroe, to Frank E.
old furniture was used through the courSargent, do.; land in Monroe.
tesy of G. C. Lower. The plantation
Fred E. Wyman, Northport, to Kenscenery with its tropical growth and typi- neth B.
Wyman, do.; land and buildings
cal southern style was really artistic, in
Northport.
while the Richmond city jail dungeon
James B. Sweetser, Searsport, to Annie
was real enough to be
gruesome in the
N. Wentworth, do.; land in Searsport.
extreme and the song of death, rendered
Hattie M. Marden, Swanville, to Rayby the Sleeper Victrola, made the scene
seen

ever

in the Matthews

cottage.
they were
by the office force of the Herald, a serewas made up including perdraped with yellow scrim and festoon- nading party
ed with strips of purple tissue, with sonal friends of the bride and the trip
“’17” In purple on the center front. was made to the lake last Saturday evenSmall evergreen trees were arranged in ing.
the rear of the railing.
A large AmeriCRIE-WOODCOCK.
Edward Packard
can flag was draped in the rear of the
Crie, the elder son of Mr. and Mrs.
dore

soon

by Local

Talent.

room
act,
was line.
located Virginia

several weeks
As

A Civil War Drama Presented

TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.

day.

Atlantic City, N. J., Reading, Penn.,
Miss Margene Foy
Hartford, Conn., Haverhill, Mass., and fortnight.

week.

is at Pemaquid for

a

Portland.

Oliver Newell got home from Boston
Principal and Mrs. Llal R. Eaton repre- Saturday.
LAND.
L. F. Hurd.
sented the Bangor High school faculty at
M. W. Jones, State leader of farm
the banquet. of the graduating class ai management, was at C. E. Howard’s
has
Neal
who
been
Skidmore,
While there has been little change in
working the Bangor House Monday
evening, and June 6th.
the general business situation, on the in Beverly, Mass., arrived home last week
Mr. Eaton made the closing remarks on
Mrs. James F. Ramsay is home from
the
summer.
to
has
occurred
pass
some
improvement
whole,
the toast list.
in the volume of transactions in a number of commodities, and the outlook is

better for summer trade.

Many retailers, having despaired of
spring merchandise sales at the prices
established early in the season, are offering most kinds of staple articles at lower
prices, holding so-called bargain sales.
The weather, coupled with high prices,
has been very unfavorable, but now, with
improved climatic conditions, business is
expected to* improve, although profits are
likely to be somewhat sacrificed. In dry
♦goods, jobbing trade has improved slightly, and in most departments there is a
The textile situamore hopeful feeling.
tion continues strong, with mills and
factories all very busy, and many of them

actively employed on military goods
that the quietness of civilian trade is not
causing anxiety as to continued full employment of machinery. There is some
improvement in the demand for leather,
but it is so slight that the depression
formerly existing in the footwear and allied industries is still quite pronounced.
A great many shoe factories are shut
down and tanners talk of a possible closing of tanneries unless business materially improves shortly. Hide dealers are
now looking for gradual improvement.
On practically all food products prices
favor sellers and the tendency is higher in
many cases, the shrinkage in consumption
being counteracted by .small supplies.
Wholesale flour prices have declined, but
High prices
buyers show no interest.
have effectually stopped trading in butter
the
advance
will
and it is expected that
so

Holders of cheese are
tendency of
values, while eggs have accumulated
slightly and are less firm.
PORTLAND.—The retail demand for
groceries, provisions and other foodstuffs
is normal for the season, but trade in
clothing, dry goods, shoes, etc., is showing temporary quiet, particularly in country districts, where the late spring weather is causing a rush to get seeds into the
ground. An increased acreage is apparent in nearly all sections of the State.
Manufacturing plants continue running to
full capacity, with more complaint than
Collections are
ever of labor shortage.
prompt and money is in liberal supply,
but the bond houses are doing little beyond placing government securities.—
Dun’s Review.
not be sustained.

resisting the

downward

Miss Hazel L. Coombs, who is employed in the office of the Klamber Embroidery Works at Alfred, is spending a two
weeks’ vacation with her

mother, Mrs.

Mary McMahan Coombs.
There is little doubt now that Belfast
will lose one of her passenger trains,
with the coming changes and the with
drawal of a number of trains on the part-

of the Maine Central railroad.

Mrs. Helen Post and daughter Frances
spent Sunday in town with her father,

Pittsfield.

Roger Brown and John Hoit, who have
been working in New York State the
past year, returned home last week.

Woodcock has returned
from Nassau, N. P., where he spent the
winter in his art studio. He plans to
Walter Young took a party to Swan spend the greater part of the summer at
Lake last Sunday. In the party were i his home here, where he will build a
Postmaster Gray, B B. Wentworth and studio in the near future.
Hartwell L.

John Fuller.
Mr.

and Mrs.

Donald

Dr. and Mrs. Carl H. Stevens and little
John Wescott returned last week

Mathieson left

last week for Fairfield, where they will
visit for a few days with Mrs. Mathieson’s mother.

son

j

from several days’ visit to Mrs. Stevens
former home in Bluehill. Her sister, Miss

Alice Wescott, expects to sail shortly for
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Deimel and little I the front as a Red Cross nurse.
daughter of New Jersey arrived Saturday
Miss Clara R. Steward returned Tuesto pass the season at their summer home day to her room in the Coombs’
house,
at Keniston’s shore.
from the Waldo

Ralph M. Carter of Belfast

was

at

C.

E. Howard’s Friday.

a

Fred L. Gav had the misfortune to lose
cow last week.

good

Miss Hattie Boynton is home
Haverhill, Mass., for a vacation.

from

J. F. Ramsay is the guest of Mr. and
Mrs. E. O. Clement in Pittsfield.
Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Mason were guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Lucas Sunday.
Mrs. C. P. Carter was the guest of Mrs.
C. E. Howard from Tuesday to Friday

Ralph Thompson has sold his Metz
roadster, to H. E. Hamlin, mail carrier.

High street,
County
Miss Nella Jackson went Saturday to
Hospital, where she had her tonsils revisit relatives in Pittsfield and Newport.
moved. She will spend the remainder of
Volney Thompson sold a new Concord
her vacation at the home of her mother,
wagon last week to J. W. Ingraham of
fast by Mrs. Sanford and their niece, Miss Mrs. P. G. Hurd in Northport.
Knox.
Alice Light.
Mr. and Mrs. John N. McLellan, who
Mrs. C. M. Berry is in Morrill at presThe meetings of the Lincoln Baptist have been occupying one of the Kittridge
in the family of Mrs. John
cottages the past three weeks, left Thurs ent, helping
W. D. Sanford, who has been on a business trip in Boston for the past week, returned home Sunday. He was met in Bel-

Association which were held in the church

Wednesday of last week were largely at- day for their home in Cedar Rapids,
They will spend several weeks
tended, many visitors coming from other Iowa.
churches. The services all were intense- en route visiting in Boston, Niagara,
and Chicago.
ly interesting. Rev. J. Wilbor Richard- Cleveland

Fenwick.

Volney Thompson & Son have bought
Overland five passenger
R. Gilkey of Belfast.

a

new

car

of W.

Miss Mary Wentworth and Embert
son, pastor of the Baptist church in BelFrank J. Rigby of Portland, a former
fast, preached the closing sermon which resident of Belfast and for many years Ramsey are among the graduates from
was a national sermon.
Those who were leader in the Belfast Band, has enlisted this town at the Maine Central Institute.
unable to be present missed a literary as a member of the Fort Williams Band.
Miss Mary Benpett has a situation for
treat.
Mr. Rigby married Miss Kittie F. Conant the summer in Liberty with Mrs. R F.
Deimel of Hoboken, N. J., who has a cotThe memorial exercises, which were of Belfast and they have frequently visithere since living in Portland, where tage at Georges Lake.
ed
Memorial
on
account
of
Day
postponed
Joseph Walker, wife and child of Freethe storm, were held at the church, Sun- Mr. Rigby had a large class in music.
dom were week-end visitors of his sister,
day, June 10th, in the presence of a small
Miss Evelyn M. Peavey arrived last
audience, but what was lacking in num- Friday from Dallas, Texas, where she Mrs. Oramandel Morse.
bers was made up in the very able and spent the winter with her mother, Mrs.
Harry Watts of Hallowed has been
scholarly address of Mr. F. M. Phillips of M. F. Peavey and her brother, Ralph A. spending a few days with his aunt, Miss
Watertown, Mass. This is the second Peavey, and remained to take a full Etta Thompson, and other friends in town.
time Liberty has been favored by listen- course in Red Cross
work, in which she ! Quite a number from here attended the
ing to this able man on Memorial occa- was deeply interested.
l^lr. and Mrs. commencement exercises at Freedom
sions and we hope we may have the same Peavey went to Boston to accompany her
Academy last week. In the class of lfi
pleasure again another year. Music was home.
graduates, 9 were from Montville. They
furnished by an impromptu choir, Mrs. C.
are Harriet Marie Clark, Myrtle
Angelia
Mrs. Herbert R. Snow of New York,
M. Hurd, Miss Susan A. Copp, Mr. Ralph
Miss Edith Rea Skelton of East Clement, Dollie Eden Myrick, Myrtle E.
formerly
I. Morse of Belfast with Miss Catherine
1
Penney, Nora Blanche Wiggin, Claude
a May bride, returned home last
Sanford at the organ. The church was Belfast,
Foster Clement, Dewey Elias Had, Asa
had been employed
Snow
Tuesday.
Capt.
elaborately decorated with large and small
Gardner Berry Tibbetts.
some time by the Merrill-Chapman Hall,
for
flags, also evergreens, the work being
was
a
member
of
and
the
Wrecking Co.,
#1,000,000 to Red Cross.
done by Mrs. C. B. Hoit.
United States Naval reserve with rank of
New York, June 10. A conditional
Mr. and Mrs. Charles S. Bickford were lieutenant. Shortly after his marriage
in Orono this week to attend the Com- he was ordered into scout patrol service gift of $1,000,000 from Cleveland H.
Mr. Bickford, and last Friday evening he was granted Dodge, chairman of the finance commencement exercises.
’82, who has an enviable record for at- an hour in which to say goodbye to his mittee of the Red Cross war council,
tendance at Commencement, is now a bride and inform her that he was to sail toward the $100,000,000 Red Cross war
1
member of the Board of Trustees.
fund, was announced here tonight.
Saturday under sealed orders.
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by the President and consist of three or
more members, none of whom shall be
connected, with the military establishment, to be chosen from amopg the local
authorities of such sub-divisions or from
other citizens residing in the sub-division
or area in which the respective boards

;

J

Multiply it by four

(■—

visible keep-it-in-ycur-pocket sum
Diamond Tire.
Your tire dealer will assure you that you can
save four times as much by
using Diamonds on all
four wheels.

fe

nated before the draft.

£=

To do this will be

part of the work of the local boards.
Exemption-of those who have families or
others solely dependent on them for support and also the cases of those who are

You

creed

save a

when you

a

whose

vT

A

FOR^u^|

RECRUITS OFF TO BORDER TO TRAIN

Those who are manifestly unfit and those
who are exempted hy law Will be elimi-

societies

■

I

will have, jurisdiction under the rules and
regulations prescribed by the President.”

members of

■

buy

one

Ke knows the saving and the service.
he recommends Diamonds.

Ee

!

Ill* 1

^=jf 1

That’s

why

is

I

against war, will be decided by the local
boards.
An appeal may be made from
the decisions of these boards.

That’s why he is

a

good accessory dealer for you.

.Diamond
mjt* W Tires

The quota for the new national army
will be 500.000 men. In addition to this a

sufficient number will be drafted to recruit the regular army and the National
Guard up to war strength. Probably the

s=

^

«

® J

For Automobiles, Bicycles and Motorcycles >

A. H.

|
|

1,000,000
men, and out of these perhaps about
600,000 in all will be finally accepted.

draft will be called for at least

MAIN
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GERMANY’S FLEET WANTS TO

The European war opened in August
1914.
Far-sighted men, men who did not
altogether live in the present but had

thought for the future, emphaticalTheir appeals
ly urged preparedness.

■-some

We had some excel-

disregarded.

were

speeches

in. Congress, some of our
newspapers urged that action rather than
But only here and
words was needed.

lent

there

was

a

who apprehended im-

man

However,

pending danger.
was

done.

In two years

we

very little
have manu-

factured only 66,000 rifles of the required
pattern. Four months ago the State of
Maine owned only 1,700 rifles, and there
was then no place where more could be
The
obtained for immediate delivery.
same shortage of rifles existed all over
The same deficiency in
the country.
•every other sort of equipment existed in
ihe State and in the nation. Supplies of
machine guns, artillery and ammunition
were entirely lacking.
There were no
airplanes, few submarines and few motor
trucks.
In fact everything pertaining to
the carrying on of war was on a soundBefore we can send an
asleep basis.
army to the battlefield all these things
must

be had.

wastage of
many

But
war

is

this is not all.

The

A

good

enormous.

rifles have been rendered useless

the Hindeuburg line, and the same
must be said of equipment of every sort.
Enormous wastage must be provided for
on

before our troops embark. Germany has
known about this f’om the start. There-

in Bluehill.

Copper Mining

FIGHT.

UNFORTUNATE BUT TRUE.

—

A leading German newspaper announces
that the German fleet is anxious to meet

high prices to be obtained for copper may
enable the present company to make a
success of this venture. A. I. BROWN.

Preparations are being made to reopen
PRIVATE DYER’S AMBITION.
and operate the old Douglass copper mine
safe in their fortified harbor behind their I in Bluehill. It will be remembered by
mines, while their submarines and torpedo I many, that a little less than 40 years ago Vinalhaven Boy Serving in Marine Corps.
boats keep guard just outside, and there 1 a mining craze swept over the State. The
Hopes To Go To Annapolis.
they will remain. Sending out their fleet excitement was centered in Bluehill
Private Leslie B. Dyer of the U. S. S.
to fight the British will be the last card where copper ore was found and in Sulli- Texas, is ill in a southern hospital with a
which the Kaiser will play, before he falls van where the metal sought was silver. severe case of measles, but is doing line.
to his knees and begs for mercy.
The Douglass was one of the pioneer He writes that he hopes to take a furlough
Just about a year ago his ships came mines. At least eleven so-called mines home to recuperate, as his eyes are bad.
out to give battle near Jutland. The first were opened within half a mile of the He, as well as his people, is doubly disapanniversary of that battle has just been Douglass, the most noted of which pointed, as he had been nominated by
celebrated in London. London does not were the Bluehill and the Twin Lead.
Congressman Hon. Wallace H. White,
celebrate defeats. The fact is that the GerThe region where these operations were Jr., as a possible candidate for Annapolis.
mans were beaten and the ships that were
carried on is broken by an irregular chain The examination took place in Lewiston
able steamed to safety, where they have
of ledge hills, not very high, the foot May 26th, and Private Dyer had contemsince remained.
If the Germans want to ! hills of Bluehill mountain. A road winds plated taking this trip. The Navy Defight they have only to come outside. along between these hills, which seemed partment would have granted him a leave
The British fleet is waiting for them and to me never to have been built but to of absence at once had he passed the exVice Admiral Sims is “all ready now, have evolved from an old logging road. amination.
He will, however, try the
Sir.”
The hills were mostly covered with a one aboard ship June 27£h, which is open
scanty and half starved growth of trees. to 100 boys under 20 years of age. Had
Merrily the Game Goes On.
The only farm within the mining area he been able to have taken the trip to
was the Douglass farm.
Here lived Uncle Lewiston, he would have been just 19
At a special meeting of the directors of
As this is
the Chicago Board of Trade, June 4th, Veenie Douglass, as we all called that years and 2 months t& a day.
His wife was a sister of only open to boys who have served 1 year
the maximum price of corn for future good old man
Robert and Mr. Thomas Limeburner, or more in the Navy this was a special
delivery was fixed at SI.65 per bushel. Capt.
A privilege.
But Congressman White had
Reduced to a plain statement this is who were so long citizens of Belfast.
fine old couple they were, growing old to- found by consulting the Navy Departequivalent to saving “you may gamble on
gether in their snug little white house ment that he could appoint one already
corn, you may force prices up, but you
was upon the sunny side of a few
in service, and Mr. Dyer’s record of sermust not go higher than $1.65 a bushel.’’ which
of stony fields. Adjoining vice, in his enlistment of nearly 11
Not long ago Congress was talking about green acres
the fields on the westerly side was a pas- months and as one of Uncle Sam’s solregulating prices of grain, and putting
the British in

a

naval battle.

They

are

|

ture

where there

was

a

little earth in

the speculators out of business, but the
speculators are still manipulating our

places and much bald ledge.

food products.

ture

was

of

some

15

or

This pas20 acres in extent

The appointment and organization of these boards will take perhaps a month or more. The law specifies
that these local boards ‘‘shall be

appointed

Omiaren

uir
FOR FLETCHER’S

O ASTORIA

Bluehill ore is a low grade ore and under
the conditions then existing it was thought
best to abandon the work. The improvement in proceasea of reduction and the

For« Cool Clean Kitchen

diers of the sea had proven, that he could
make good.
His many friends hope for his speedy
recovery, and that he may pass the ex-

and when the Douglass mine was organfore she has not feared us, nor has she
“SECTIONALISM" AND TAXES.
ized the incorporators paid Uncle Veenie amination, which would gain him enpaid much attention to the notes from
Whenever a Republican dares to make $10,000 in good American money for the trance at the Annapolis Naval Academy.
the President, nor to the speeches made
His mother was formerly (Nellie R.
and here was then and is now the
a
protest against the East paying more pasture
Where
does the blame for
in Congress
Sheldon! Dyer, well known as a teacher,
Mine.
Douglass
now the wife of Mr. Ira O. Allen, a Civil
present unpreparedness lief We think than its share of taxes the Southerners
About two years later Uncle Veeniesold War veteran, 15th Maine.
that the President has sometimes tem- j raise the cry of “sectionalism.” In the
the rest of his farm to another mining
porized when he should have acted. We House of Representatives recently, when
think Congress has listened too much to a surtax of one-third of all income taxes corporation for $15,000 spot cash. The Common Sense from a Cabinet
the seductions of the politicians and to was made retroactive for 1916, and Uncle Douglass mine reached a depth of someOfficer.
the wiles of grafters. We think our peo- Joe Cannon referred to the fact that the what over 200 feet. The shaft was ledge
Aealth
of
Kansas was about
per capita
inch of it from the grass roots
Keep Good Food Out of Your Garbage
pie, themselves, are to be blamed also. the same as that of Illinois and that the every
A large chamber was blasted out
down.
Pail and Kitchen Sink, Don’t Feed HighUntil now they have not felt a national former only paid
the
was
$140,000,
cry
I should judge was 100 feet long,
Priced Human Food to Hogs or Chickens.
shock sufficiently severe to wake them raised of sectionalism.
When he showed which
since the Civil War
They have been that only 3,000 persons in Texas, with 16 feet wide and 80 feet high. I think I
U|
“For partial immediate relief, every innearly five million
(fifth in have understated the size of this, but I dividual and
plowing the fields of trade in an effort to rank in the United population
community should consider
States*, paid taxes, wish to keep well within bounds in this earnestly the matter of food conservation
make !»o dollars grow wdiere only one once more he was accused of
sectionaland
the
limitation
of waste. As a nation
article.
When this rock was hoisted to
They have made "Uncle ism.
gr.w before
we seem to have a disdain of economizNow
the
facts
are
surface
it
was
stubborn
that
is
•Sam
tt
richest man on earth and have
things and can“cobbed,”
ing. In many homes there is a strong
not be eliminated
hard names. broken
1«
by sledge hammers into pieces feeling that it is ‘only decent’ to provide
preparedness to him. But like many I he States whichby calling
voted against Wilson
more food than will be eaten and that it
another, when “Uncle Sam” got rich, last fall are going to bear the great bur- more or less large and then the pieces
is demeaning to reckon closely. The exden of the coming taxes. Professional were sorted, some going to the ore dump
Uncle Sam” became lazy.
perts of the Department of Agriculture
men, business men, manufacturers, etc., and some to the waste dump. The comreport to me that the dietary studies made
ECONOMY AND BUSINESS.
are to pay heavily in taxes, surtaxes and
a
pany employed
large force of men and by them point to an annual food waste of
on increased profits, but the cotton
growat the end of a year of active work the about $700,000,000. Of course, the waste
ers
of
the
South
There is just as
escape.
t.c I.noniy is being urged upon us. Many
in families of very limited means is
much reason to put a tax on cotton or ore dump became in truth very large.
d these appeals are not practical nor are
slight, but in the families of moderate and
sugar as there is on coffee or extra taxes The problem then was to turn this ore
ample means the waste is considerable.
they needed There is an abundance of on steel.
into money. The company had no re- Even if the estimate were reduced by
We would be the last to raise the cry of
The life of busimoney in this country.
half, the waste would still be enormous.
sectionalism, but when the leading com- duction works, no smelter, no crushness requires that this money shall cir“The food waste in the household, the
mittees
of Congress are headed by South- ing stamps. The ore was chalcopyrite
Strict economy in all things will
culate.
experts assert, results in large measure
ern men, when the North is discriminated
is
a
combination
of
from bad preparation and bad cooking,
which, plainly stated,
soon stagnate business, throw men and against as
compared with the South, we
and iron. The chalcopy- from improper care and handling, and, in
women out of employment, reduce wages insist that the facts be taken into con- copper, sulphur
well-to-do families, from serving an unrite was embedded in very hard quartzite.
and invite disaster. Strict economy in sideration. There is no possible excuse
due number of courses and an over-abunfor a retroactive tax which hits the North- The Douglass company decided to use the
dant supply and failing to save and utilize
all things should of course be practiced by
eastern portion of the country almost exconcentration process, by which they ex- the food not consumed. As an instance
every one who is living beyond his means,
clusively. It is against common sense,
to get rid of the quartzite and of improper handling, it is discovered
but there is no valid reason why all our against good public policy and, as we be- pected
that in the preparation of potatoes 20 per
would
then
the
against
Constitution.
lieve,
Nevership the concentrate to New cent of the edible portion in many cases
in
all
their
economize
expenpeople shall
the situation will be borne as Jersey for reduction. A
theless,
was
is discarded.”—Secretary of Agriculture,
big building
When all men become misers,
ditures.
cheerfully as possible, but we object to erected and
equipped. The rock first March 3, 1917.
business plunges into the last ditch. In injecting sectionalism as a cry when there
Food is wasted when anything edible is
went through a crushing stamp. From
reducing waste and in conservation of is nothing but cold fact involved.—Philaallowed to go to the garbage pail or althis
it
between
three
delphia Inquirer.
sets lowed to
passed through
food we have more than a duty to perspoil for lack of proper handling.
of Cornish steel, chill hardened rollers.
Food is wasted when too much is servform. It is a necessity. Our mothers
SOUTH MONTVILLE.
When the last set finished its work the ed at a meal. Uneaten portions are left
and daughters must help.
They are alrock was reduced to a powder. The dust on the plate and later thrown into the
and
more.
If
will
we
help
Mrs. Clifford Randall entertained the
ready helping
garbage pail. Learn to know the needs
then was washed in a set of riffles, so ar- of
your family and serve each no more
are to supply more than half the world soap club last week.
that
the
water
carried
off
the
ranged
than you think he will want.
with food, and keep prices from soaring
John Esancy and daughter Angie have
Fnrwl ic tlfuctorl urbon + r»rv T"n 11r-K Jo nro_
ugiiici quai i/, u jai ciiiu me uie uusi ieii
still higher, demand must not outrun gone to Burkettville to board.
for a meal. Unserved portions are
to the bottom of the riffle tanks. This pared
supply. We must all strive together.
likely to be thrown into the garbage pail
Enos Hatch of Belfast spent a few days plan did not prove successful
because, or allowed to spoil. Many housekeepers
Greater economy and less waste of food
last week with his daughter, Mrs. J. W. owing to the hardness of the
quartzite, do not know how to use left-over foods
than now prevails must be practiced.
Sukeforth.
the rolls soon were made worthless. This to make appetizing dishes.
This will cause a slacking down of busiFood is wasted when burned or spoiled
A
experiment must have cost the company in
number
from
this
attended
the
place
but
business
ness in some lines of trade,
cooking. Improperly prepared or poorbefore
it
was
abandoned.
auction
of
$50,000
Jennie
Caswell in Searsmont
ly seasoned food will be left on the table
will adjust itself to meet the new condiThe
then
decided to erect a and probably wasted. Buy food wisely
company
In the first place, work will be last week.
tions
first thing to be done was and then prepare it carefully.
E. H. Cram and wife and her mother, smelter. The
plenty and wages will be good. Every
Food is wasted when handled carelessto get rid of the sulphur. Quantities of
railroad will be taxed to the utmost to Elnora Harriman, made a business trip to
ly. Buy clean food, keep it clean until
wood were obtained, a part of which was
used, and be neat in all details of cookmove our freights.
Every factory will Rockland last week.
cross piled on a space about an eighth of ing and serving.
This lessens waste and
busily hum. The Liberty Loan will much
Orville Gross and family and Mrs O
an acre in extent.
On top or this was is a valuable health measure as well.
of it lie spent in this country and will P. Fuller of Camden visited relatives
Food is wasted when we eat more than
piled a layer of rock from the ore dump. our bodies need for
circulate through the arteries of trade. here one day this week.
growth and repair and
Then
another layer of wood, then more to supply
energy for our work.
Countries which before the war imported
The W. C. T. U. met last week with
till
a high pile was made.
The wood
Overeating tends to poor health and
ore,
largely from England, France, Italy and Chessell Davis. Four new members joined. was
then set on fire. The fire smoulder- fat instead of brawn, makes us sluggish
us.
from
and
indolent instead of energetic and renow
buy largely
The next meeting will be with Hazel ed and fumes of
Germany will
sulphur filled the air. sourceful. Eat enough and no more. Eat
Business will be good.
Adams.
These fumes killed all the vegetation in for physical and mental efficiency.
C. S. Adams and wife went to Water- the vicinity, and later on the fall rains
Demonstrate thrift in your home, make
EXEMPTIONS FROM THE DRAFT.
town, Mass., last week, called there by leached the ashes and the water ran into saving, rather than spending, your social
standard.
Nothing is yet definitely setttled relat- the sudden death of his
niece, Mrs. Minnie a nearby pond and killed the fish. In the
Begin to save today. For practical ad•ng to exemptions from thedraft. Charles Leighr Lapaline, who died with brain mean time a smelter had been built and a vice on how to feed your family efficientB. Warren of Michigan, a major in the trouble. It was a great shock to her
and make the most of the food you
many baffling effort was made to separate the ly
officer’s reserve, has charge of the work relatives and friends. Mrs. Adams did copper from the rock. The flux ordi- buy or raise, write today to your State
Agricultural College, to your county
of preparing rules and regulations. These not accompany her husband
home, but narily used in smelting was not adapted agent, or to the
to
the
President
submitted
been
have not
will visit her sisters in Haverhill, Mass.
to the treatment of Douglass ore. SuffiU. S. Department of Agriculture,
and Secretary of War. How long it will
Washington, D. C.
cient success was had, however, to enable
Chase
the
Kill
the Pain.
Ache,
be necessary for the President to hold
the company to smelt and refine a few
Get busy. Act now. Use Sloan's Liniment
these for consideration or revision is of
thousand dollars worth of fine ingot copHOW’S THIS?
for your rheumatic pains, toothache,
neuralgia,
•course not known. The law requires that
per. When the Douglass mine opened
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for
sore muscles, stiff joints, BprBins and strains.
the President shall prescribe the regulacase of Catarrh that cannot be cured
by
Better than anything you ever tried to soothe ingot copper was worth about 22 cents a any
Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
tions and we must wait until he decides hurts, reduce
swelling and inflammation. pound. When the first ingots of Douglass
Hall’s Catarrh Cure has been taken by catarthis knportant matter.
Cleaner than ointments or plasters, as it does copper was ready for market the price rh sufferers for the past thirty-five years, and
It is believed that the regulations will not clog the pores or stain the skin. Easy to had fallen to 11 or 12 cents a pound. The has become known as the most reliable remedy
for Catarrh. Hall’s Catarrh Cure acts through
call for some 3,800 local exemption boards, apply, it penetrates without tubbing. Always company had expended some
$300,000. the Blood on the Mucous surfaces, expelling
have a bottle of Sloan's Liniment in your rm d*
one from each county and one from each
There was no reason to expect a rise in the Poison from the Blood and healing the
diseased portions.
icine cheat. At your druggist, 26c., 60c., Sl.OO
30,000 people in cities of more than 30,000
Hall’s
copper metal.
inhabitants.

Photo by American Press Association.

The New Perfection Oil Cook Stove'.
It's different.
slow as you like, without soot, or ashes, or drudgery.
than coal or gas.

Cooks fast <
And cheap

The Long Blue Chimney, that’s the reason. It’s as necessary, in order to obtain cle ,■
an oil stove, as the long glass
chimney is to obtain clean, satisfactory
light from an oil lamp.

intense heat from

1

Equipped with the New Perfection Oven, it bakes better than the baker.
air, correctly circulated.

Clean,

fW

The New Perfection Kerosene Watet Heater will give you abundant steaming
hot water at low cost.
Ask your dealer for illustrated booklets on the New
Perfection line.

For best results

STANDARD

OIL

PRINCIPAL OFFICES:

use

SOCONY Kerosene

COMPANY

NEW YORK

of NEW YORK

ALBANY

BUFFALO

BOSTON

A

NEW P

I

CTION

OIL COOK
LONG ARM OF WAR GEiS LAWMAKERS

i

Always

i

Belfast

I xperiences

■

Twelve Ye
Kidney weakness

can

But what caused it
Here’a

Belfast

a

!

I

once

man

attacks.
Several times in

twelve >

Kidney

used Du«*n’s

Pills

!

Doan’s hav
Twelve years ago Mr. Hea
He says that

1

Doan's

j

confirms his stater
merit?
proof
Proved by years of exper
Told by Belfast people.
This is convincing testimon
W. J. Heal, retired farmer
Beltast, says: “I suffered v\
kidneys. At times my hack
that it was difficult for me t
en up.
Doan’s Kidney Pills
backache and corrected all 'lit
kidneys. I take this medicti
He

it

<

now

ter

of

s

|

1

keeps my kidneys in perfigiven November 19, !

ment

Colds Affect tilt- hi
On November 1, 1916, iV
have every hit as much e<
Kidney Pills

now

as

when

!

At

times, w
cold, I have noticed a slig>
troubie, but Doan's )Kidru->
failed to give prompt relift
Price 60c at all dealers,
for a kidney ren edy-get I
endorsement.

—the

same

that Mr. Heal
Foster Mi

recommended.

Buffalo, New York.

TRUCKING
Edwin Denby, former member of congress from .Michigan, enlisting in
the marine corps ns a private. Lower picture is Representative Augustus P.
Gardner of Massachusetts, who has taken up his duties as a reserve officer.

GOOD WORK.

Navy

is watching the race
in the building of submarine chasers, and
there is a lively competition not only beThe whole

tween the navy yards and the private
builders but between the different Gov-

yards themselves. The New
York Navy Yard has the honor of launching the first of the new “subchasers,”
which went into the water one day last
week. The keel was laid on April ldt,
and in five weeks the 110-foot vessel was
After you have taken
Catarrh Cure
for a short time you will see a great improve- in the water. Construction was started
ment in your general health
Start taking on another chaser at the New Orleans
Hall’s Catarrh Cure at once and get rid of ca- yard on April ldt, and this second boat is
tarrh. Send for testimonials, free,
reported as about as far advanced in conF. J CHENEY ft CO.. Toledo, Ohio.
struction as the one just sent into the
Sold by all Druggists, 76c.
water. She will be launched in Idle next
ernment

few days.
A good deal of work remains
to be done, of course, to complete the
vessels after they are launched, but both
the private builders and navy yards are
making new records in construction.—
Seaman’s Journal.

Safety First with Cough and Cold.
“Oh, juat

cough,” today may become grippe
or pneumonia tomorrow.
Thousands die from
neglected colds. Take Dr, King’s New Discovery before your cougb bpcomos chronic
A
few doses check the cold hv killing the germs.
The healing balsams so the the throat, loosen
the

phlegm

a

and clear the air passages of

secre-

tions which provoke coughing Contains mild*
ly laxative ingredients which remove the waste
that aggravates the cold.
At your druggists,
60c., $100.
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Veterans.
ustom of many years
of the Waldo County
non was held in MorWhile the Associa,1 guests of Honesty

MARVELLOUS
FRUIT JUICE

cut G. A. R. members,
bools and the coramuniextended the

was

iheir friends from 8.30
t car and team left the
While

ge.

[County

not

clear

:itil 3.45 with

Thousands Of Sufferers In England
And Canada Owe Their Recovery
To “Fruit-a-tives”.

record

a

during the concert of
18til-5, “I rather hear

country.”

band in the

Monroe, snare drumlajor of Co. D. in the
laniel Dickey of Mor-

a as

member of the

a

le not

veteran John
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knew how to play the
i of those times.
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the Association was

the Grange assembly
appropriately deco-
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iloreand red, white and
is.
The well appointattractive with potted

linen, etc. In
K Trask of Newburg,
ison of Monroe, secrefresh

S. Crockett of Brooks

vordsofthe May meetccepted. Sec. Stinson,

iV interport and Ripley
ast were made a comd place of next meetdav they reported the
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ad

time the
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instead of the first
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D.
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19th

Lynn,

of

Billings

B.

July

Levi M. Poor

neelled.
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I. 26£h Maine; Ed; East Knox, Co. G. 20th
Co.

Appleton,

Proctor of

6th

reported as having
Beyond since the last
S. W. Shibles presided at
march to the banquet
led by Comrade CrockHere the neatly ap■entered with large boullowers, had covers laid
guests, and they were
were

at

1

times

three

with

an

i-d well served by a large
ladies. Recent changes
1 had been the addition
and

most commodious

a

kitrhen.

The

in-

menu

wvn bread, relishes of all
ikes, cookies, doughnuts
ike talk followed, when
d with the compliments
id the community. Dur-
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iny

Bowen, who

on

Comrade

were

detain-

illness,

the former's

and

arch, including the drum
is, the veterans and citirrnal raising of the new
ig—8 by 12 feet and a
Hag pole of 45 feet—the
Merriam, had been set
The program, under
Comrade J. G. Harding,

■wn.

Prayer

-inging America.
Rev.

:

Nathan Hunt

of

Merriam, daintily

Helen

raised the flag as all
Spangled Banner.” Comalthough unexpectedly
front, made an excellent
an old veteran can when j
a patriotic scene.
He |
;ing all to stand by the
lie,

hat

|

never

d down.
■

i by

had and never

After the salute

Harding,

Comrade

using cheers called out by
kett. With music by the
>

marched into the church
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exercises.
the

Here, too,
thoughtful

same

ration in decoration.
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In

pulpit platform was susbunting flag with smaller

above the

arch

and

on

over the neatly framed
edge of the platform was
potted plants in blossom and
so
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jardineres;

in

with ferns

stands.

Strands of red,
tissue were looped from

ue
■

andelier and over the organ,
wers and Old Glory’s hues
the subdued tones of the

o

ceiling. After every availfen

taken the school chil-

direction of their teacher,
Wentworth of Appleton,
m

the vestry entrance to
them in front with

for

Merriam at the organ; all
s< hool flags.
They presently and appropriate appearseated amid the applause
resident Trask called the sesand explained his enforced
f he morning and his pleasure
s
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present.
The opening prayer
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Fred Morgan of Quincy,
immer
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resident of Morrill.
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welcome was by Comrade J.
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simply voiced what all
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time,

which the Veterans stood to
d numbering 38.
“Our Own
and Blue” was sung by the
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w’,|‘ children
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for

Achorn waved the flag as he
on it.
The flag salute was

the

direction of

The following

Katherine Hunt; “Call
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GOODRICH

|!

BLACK SAFETY TREAD TIRES
_

\

perties of fruits are many times
lucreased.
“Fruit-a-tives” has many times
its value in cases of Stomach,
■iver and Kidney Trouble—in Rheumatism, Headaches, and Neuralgiain Dyspepsia and Constipation
in
Nervousness, general weakness and
Skin Diseases.
“
Fruit-a-tives "Is sold by dealers
at 50c, a box, 6 for
{2.50, trial size,

5roved

UNDREDS of thousands of tire users from the
pioneer days of the automobile, acclaim
Goodrich Tires the TESTED TIRES of
America on the TEST of TIME.
But the Road Test is the Goodrich Test
its Tires.

Photo

|

by American Press Association.

Conscription
war

takes bootblack and banker alike. But when Tony goes to
his sister will take his place.
H *rp is one sister already on the job.

NORTHPORT.
Mrs. Mary Emery of Belfast was
visitor at the campground recently.

25c. or sent postpaid on receipt of
price by Fruit-a-tives limited,
Ogdensburg, New York,

a

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Catell of Bangor
are at their cottage on Griffin street.

Colors,” Vaughn

Mrs. Abbie Dyer of Philadelphia is
among the latest arrivals in Nonhport.

S

Mrs.

Anna Page of Bath is at her
cottage on Clinton avenue for the season.

Miss Mildred Wentworth: “The Rid has
Gone to the Colors,” Miss Ida Soule;
Dr. and Mrs. Carnes of Somervilie,
reading, “The Burning of the School- Mass., have arrived at Rock-a-way cothouse,” Miss Susie Perkins; song, “Our tage for the season.
Flag,” by Misses Rena Dutton, Ada
Mrs. Ralph Blethen and daughter ElizaAchorn, Erma Thomas, Gladys Achorn beth and Mrs.
E. W. Dudley of Dexter
and Adelaide Merriam; song; “The Battle
are at the Blethen cottage.
of
the
the
Hymn
Republic,” by
Grange
Mrs. King and son Maurice of Bangor
choir; solo, “The Story of Old Glory,”
have opened their cottage and are boardby Mrs. Leroy Paul.
with Mrs. Walter Mahoney'.
Interspersed throughout the program ing
Mrs. Lake Smith and daughters, Cewere remarks by Comrades Trask, Stinson, L. C. Morse of Liberty, Revs. celia and Marie Louise of Orange, N. J.,
Michael Andrews of Belfast, Nathan have arrived at their cottage for the
Hunt.

summer.

Fred Morgan, Mrs. Morgan, Mr.
Shibles, Comrades Charles Wellman of
Belmont, E. W. Wiley of Searsmont.

The Bayside post office opened June
4th for the season, with Earl Dickey

Others were called upon but did not respond. Comrade J. H. Stinson of Bel-

Dickey store.

The ofTice is

postmaster.

fast sang, “Do the Best You Can” and

in the C. O.

Charles A. Horton and family of ProviR. I., are to spend the season on

Comrade E. F. Anderson of Belfast sang,
“The Cumberland’s Crew” and “Just

dence,

Tell Them that You Saw Me.”

Howes cottage.

the

Mr. An-

derson'; enlisted Sept. 12, 1863, at Boston
in the Navy and went to Fort Fisher in

North

Shore,

having leased the
They will arrive the

last of June.

June 3d and have leased the cottage on
the South Shore owned by Mrs. Mary
Smith.
tj—e

r?

r*

rvf +V10

T1

ni_

versity of -Maine, with Mrs. Simmons,
motored through here recently, spending
the night at Mrs. Walter Mahoney’s on
their way to Winthrop Center to the
Juvenile Volunteer mobilization camps.
Mr. and Mrs. T. George Dodworth and
J. W. Dugan of New York have arrived
on the North Shore at their summer place
for the season.
ers

MACHIASPORT PACKING CO. SOLD.

I

All

and will play

on

enthusiastic golfthe new Country Club
are

links this summer.

Millions of miles—the average of the combined fleets is
300,000 miles a week—thus settle the durability and
resilience of the Goodrich principle of the UNIT
MOLD, unbroken cure, Goodrich has always maintained was BEST for fabric tires.

17£h, when dinner will be served. Mr.
and Mrs. Billings, the caterers who were
with the club last season, will arrive Saturday next, having spent the winter in
New York.
Mr. Jenkins, the golf instructor and superintendent of the new
course, is looking after the links. With
good weather the course will be in shape
for the opening of the club, but the intolerable weather of the entire spring has
been anything but conducive to building
links. The first tee, 12x12, is complete

Buy this TESTED certainty of a lasting tire, backed up
by Goodrich Fair Treatment, in Goodrich Black
Safety Treads.
*here You See This
CtoodrichTlree are Stocked

THE B. F. GOODRICH

Goodrich also makes the famous Silver town Cords,
the tire which won the 1916 Racing Championship

exclusively

by members of the golf club. This will
be about 60 feet long and will contain a
general room with lockers.
Shower

Also the Best Tubes—Broun and Cray

A. H. Patterson, Main St Silfii:

baths will be installed in the house and
or four sleeping
rooms for the help, the quarters at the
club house being very inadequate for the

there will also be three

additional
this season.

help which wrill be necessary
E. E. Babcock of Belfast is

the builder.

While

it

is

necessary

to

raise the club dues this season, owing to
the high cost of everything, it is only
$2.60 more than last year, and this is
very much less than any other country
club in the vicinity. A slight difference
will be made in the price of meals, but it
so small that it will have but little effect, if any. The dining room will be
is

run

on a

much more elaborate scale this
There will be afternoon tea and

-—

''*'**'•'*

unuiia

uvci

last

year.

A

4fh,

concert will be given by the
with a ball in the evening,
McKeen of Belfast will furnish

splendid prugram has been arranged for the season, with Sunday afternoon concerts, so popular last
year,
a course of hops and a
bridge tournament.
The formal opening will take place
July
when

Belfast
when

a

band,

music.

It is expected that a large number will avail themselves of the privileges of the golf course, for which a fee
of $20 in addition to the membership is

charged,
wife.

this to include a man and his
An additional fee will be asked

for members of

undergrowth
clubhouse

are

family. The trees and
the west side of the
to be cleared out so that a
a

on

fine view of the links

can

be obtained

i

PRESIDENT WILSON THE MOST
HATED MAN IN GERMANY.
THE HAGUE, June 1. Professor Herthe
ton Delmer, who was attached to
Berlin University as professor of English
of the
many years before the outbreak,
Germany
from
here
arrived
has
just
war,
with his family. The professor spent the
first months of the war in the interment
camp at Ruhleben, but was subsequently
released and permitted to live in Berlin
with his family, w’here they endured
resulting
many hardships and privations,
in broken health.
German
people,
“The spirit of the
said Professor Delmer today to the representative of the New7 York Times, “is
from the
now7 kept up by hopes of results
ruthless submarine warfare and the widespread belief that Great Britain is about
to be forced to surrender, but otherwise
the people realize that Germany is at the
end of her tether.
“When America first entered the war
the cue wras that America w7as a decadent
dollar nation, not to be feared for w7ar,
and that no further effectual help could
be
to the Allies by her, as she had

given
already helped all she could, financially
The more serious minded, howrever, regarded this as a mistakej
and many considered that the government had played the fool w’here America
Men like Maximilian
wras concerned.
Harden outspokenly declare the policy
w7hich led to the break with the United
States to have been exceedingly shortsighted. The nation feels that it has
been deceived in President Wilson, as it
took him for a man who could be won by
and materially.

George Wadlin, a senior at the Uni- from the porches. Rustic seats will also
Large
versity of Maine, who had been at home be placed on the slope overlooking the
Maine Sardine Plant.
I for a few weeks owing to a severe illness, course.
Machiasport, Me., June 4. In the has recovered and left June 4th to resoft sawder. He is now the most hated
sale to the Booth Fisheries Company of
NO OFFENSE MEANT.
He will be graduated
man in Germany.”
the Machiasport Packing Company' prop- sume his studies.
We learn from a recent speech by
erty, trade rights and good will in busi- next week. Mr. Wadlin is planning to
ness, one of the largest real estate trans- enlist in the army as an electrical en- Chancellor von Bethmann-Hollweg in
Ghiiarsn
fnro otvrl mnef imnarf Qnf Kncinoeo franc
the Reichstag that “Germany never had
FOR FLETCHERS
actions in Washington County has been gineer.
the slightest intention of attacking the
closed. The business of the Machiasport
It is not known ye't whether the North- United States, and does not have such
Company has been the canning of sar- port Inn will be opened for business this intention now.”
When Germany sank the Lusitania,
dines, smoking of fish, maintaining of season or not. Manager Burnham was
GREAT VALUE OF TIN.
fish weirs and the general iish curing
slaughtering more than 100 American
business, all branches of which have been expected June 6th with parties to look citizens, she had no intention of attackcarried on on an extensive scale. The over the property, but did not arrive. It ing us. When she killed several scores It is Indispensable, and There is no Substitute For it.
business was established more than forty is hoped that someone will open the of other American citizens at various
and places in the past two years,
years ago by Henry Dodge, who was one
it would be a sad blow to the times
and tin are the only important
for
Nickel
house,
of the pioneers in the American sardine
she didn’t mean any offense. It was just
not been found in
Company

CO.

Akron, Ohio

and work this week will be commenced
on the golf house, to be used

season.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Johnson, Mr.
and Mrs. Edward Smith and Miss Cora
Smith of Bangor dined at the Waquoit

lage in every direction the Stars and
Stripes were flying from private homes,
and public buildings.
In the well kept
cemetery opposite the church there were
48 graves of the G. A. R., marked with
small flags.
The town gladly provides
these flags which are placed twice each
season—in May and in August.
The day was one well spent by the Veterans, the community and all who had
the pleasure of attending.

Fisheries

/

The Dixie Fleet;—The Pacific Fleet;—The Mountain
Fleet;—The Prairie Fleet;—The Lake Fleet;—The
Atlantic Fleet.

—

Hatch; “I’m Pretty
Small,” Winona Thomas; “Carlotta” by
S. W. Shibles; “The Fight Reluctant,”
by Erma Thomas, “Our Country’s Call,”

I

or

Six fleets of Goodrich Test Cars in six widely different
sections of our country, are daily putting the ROAD
TEST to Goodrich Tires to bring out the BEST in
tires for you.

l.’uys

j

DO NOT TRDST TO LOCK

1DSTLEMBS
Let

People Know
What You Haye to Sell

Ask Them to Visit Your Store*-

G:/

CASTOHIA

resort to have it closed.

business.
The new company that has taken over
this concern is a branch of the Booth
Fisheries Company of Chicago, an $11,000,000 corporation, with branches in all
the principal cities and is one of the
largest fish concerns in the world and is
in position to develop the great and valuable sea and shore fisheries of Maine.
Since the new concern has taken possession, many changes have been commenced in the matter of improvements on
buildings, and in enlarging the different

of her little Prussian ways. Nations,
like individuals, have their foibles.
When she inspired and financed a
great, hostile campaign in this country
North Shore and who intended to come for the perversion of public
opinion, the
this season, will be sorry to learn that blowing up of factories, warehouses and
the present war situation will compel the ships, the breaking of our laws and defiance of our neutrality, she didn’t mean
doctor to remain within 50 miles of the
any harm. When she tried to persuade
city and he has been obliged to cancel his Mexico and Japan to join her in making
W.
A.
Clark
lease of the
war against us, that was only another
cottage.
Louise Rogers of New York,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles E.
Miss

plants.
Rockland and

Bath

one

Friends of Dr. Judd and family of New
York, who spent last summer on the

Rogers, is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Ira
fo. Cobe at Hillside Farms, having reneed it turned with them on their recent trip to

Trunk Line.

Because the Government may
for a military road the trunk line between
Rockland and Bath is to be completed at
once.
The one weaK link is a section in
Lincoln County about four miles long,
but in spring and fall its condition is very
bad, and practically nullifies the trunk
line work which has been done elsewhere
between Rockland and Bath.—Boston

New York.

She will remain until her

parents

early in July to

summer

come

open

their

home.

Cottagers

are

pleased to learn that J.

F. Noyes of Belfast has bought an auto
truck with which to deliver mail, express and freight between Northport and

Globe.

ninuJDRainy.

vy ncil

sue

commerce off the sea, and
to blow up all ships ignoring
the command, that was an act of disinterested friendship.
The chancellor adds that “Germany
never desired war against the United
States, and does not desire it today.” Of
course not!
Germany never desired war
against Belgium or France. They were
simply so stupid as to imagine they had
been attacked, and so foolish as to fight
back.
Why can’t we be sensible about
it?—Bangor Daily News.

ordered

our

proceeded

Electricity

With the truck Mr. Noyes can
do much more efficient work than with

to

Run

Warships.

The coming superdreadnought Tenneswill be radically different from all
his horses and can make additional trips
other United States battleships in that
when necessary.
she will be propelled by electricity insteam turbines deChester E. Perkins, the well known stead of steam. Two
veloping over 33,000 horse-power will
resident and proprietor of the general drive
generators which in turn will furstore on the campground, was quite pain- i nish electric current to four electric
horse
his
motors of 6,700 horse-power, each of
fully injured June 4tb, when
became frightened and ran away, throw- which will drive a propeller. Electricity
! will be used for cooking, ice making and
ing Mr. Perkins out and dragging him numerous other duties.
Mr. Perkins was cut
some distance.
A Clear Skin Your Birthright.
about the head, much bruised and shaken
see

The Civil Service Reform Association
of New York City has found 200 persons
on the city pay roll in violation of the
civil service law.
When the National
Civil Service Reform League tried to
make an investigation of the National
pay roll, the officers of that organization
Even
were refused access to the records.
the Civil Service Commission, supposed
to be guarding the interests of civil service reform, would not grant an inspection of the records in its custody. The
Civil Service Commission knew that
“pitiless publicity” would expose the
wholesale allotmehts of good fat official
positions to “deserving Democrats,” and
the utter contempt for civil service regulations which this administration has dis-

The accident happened at the corof Broadway and Clinton avenue,
when the horse took fright at the autoup.

ner

mobile of C. O. Dickey, coming in the
opposite direction. Mr. Dickey did everything possible to relieve Mr. Perkins and

played.

Ohimtaxi Ury

called Dr. Elmer Small to attend him.

FOR FLETC^rS

C ASTORIA

luaaiftu

little

Belfast.
CIVIL SERVICE SECRECY.

pro-

gi ven under the direction of
Shibles: Recitations, “1917”

i

thousands of people who have
been sendingto Canada for their
supply
of these famous tablets, which are
made from the juices of apples,
oranges, figs and prunes.
So
great has been the demand for
“Fruit-a-tives” from all parts of the
United States, that the proprietors
deemed it wise to establish a branch
right in this country.
Offices and fruit tablet works are in
active operation at Ogdensburg, New
York from which point druggists and
general stores are being supplied.
“FRUIT-A-TIVES” is the only
medicine in the world made from fruit
juices. An English physician in
Ottawa discovered a process
whereby
fruit juices may be combined in such
a way that the natural medicinal
pro-

Booth

=

F*r

**Fruit-a-tives” is now made in the
"United States. This will be welcome

The program closed with “God be With
You Till we Meet Again.” In the vil-

program was opened
march from the Grange

“•<

news to

sk, who was detained in
no troubles, arrived fora

re-

__3

PrioenmSl^m>jll TWm.nTll3Blj
I Time Tested Road Tested (

WONDERFUL REMEDY

sence.

with sympathy and

mm.

.

of a

the Rhode Island.
He was mustered out
Dec. 20, 1867. He was one of the youngest
in the Navy, being born Jan. 8, 1852.

frequently mentioned

re

..

“Fruit-a-tive«” Is Made From The
Juices Of Apples, Oranges, Figs And
Prunes; With Tonics.

wonderfinTrecoro

The remark was

l

K

^=s^=^=-————,

TONY S PLACE

-

warm enough to reand listen to the maras the first thing on
nd appropriate program

nee.

■

l

ANTOINETTE JAKES

JPICINE

oordial greeting and
hat

If

<

Tne Country Club will be opened for
the (season to members Sunday, June

If your BKin is not smooth, fresh and clear,
do as others do and give it the remedy it needs
10 restore it to normal health and beauty Try
the soothing and healing treatment of Dr.
Hobson's Eczema Ointment. The severest
cases of eruptions, pimples, blotches and burnthis remarkable prepng skin yield rapidly to
aration. You’ll be gratified with tha rapidity
with which your complexions regains its health
and freshness. At your druggists, BOe.

metals that have

Run

a

pay-

ing quantities among our mineral resources, although the fact that we are
the largest consumers of tin plate in the
world has stimulated the search. Tin ore
in small quantities has been found in several places in the United States, but most
of what we use comes from Cornwall, in
England; Banka, in the East Indies, and
Malacca, in southern Asia.
Tin is a metal that has played an important part in the history of the world.
Combined with copper to make bronze, it
that man
was doubtless the first metal
converted to his use. Weapons, tools and
utensils made of bronze were used during
a long period before iron and steel came
into use. The United States now uses in
the manufacture of tin cans as much tin
plate as all other countries together use
for all purposes.
Price
There is no substitute for tin.
has little effect on consumption, which is
not true of other metals. If tin costs 15
cents a pound we should perhaps put a
thicker coating on our plates and make
better solder and babbitt metal, hut if it
were a dollar a pound we should still have
to use it for nearly every one of the purposes for which it is now employed.
The lack of tin is one of the few things
that keep the United States from being
self sufficient. If we were suddenly deprived of our supply of tin and solder we
should soon have serious sanitary troubles.
—Youth’s Companion.

Those Who Do This
Have The Busiest Clerks.
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capable girl or woman to
general housework. Apply
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A

Cottage for Sale
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Five looms and large piazza; city water
and flush closet,
N. J. POTTLE.
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essity of production and conservation of
food, but with no sweeping effect. It is
without less
even now apparent that
waste and greater economy the supply of
food is sure to diminish till we' are compelled to live on short rations. This is to
be feared quite as much as are the armies
of the Teutons.

Editor.

square, one
one week
and 25 cents for each subsequent insertion.
Subscription Terms In advance. $2 00 a
year; $1 00 for six months; 50 cents for three
ADVERTISING

has been said and written about the nec-

one

inch length in column. 25 c?nts for

months,

Of money, fortunately we have plenty.
We are the only great..nation which has
money to loan. We must loan large sums
to

our

Unless

allies and it mast be done at once.
we do .this we must before very

long fight Germany unaided.

As

NERVOUS, RUN-DOWN,
HAGGARD-LOOKING
Women and

men suffer from blood
conditions for which’it is
impossible to conceive of a bett r
remedy than Hood’s Sarsaparilla ami
Peptiron Pills taken in -conjunction,
one before eating and the other after.
These two great medicines aid each
other, and it is economy to take both,
a four-fold benefit being derived.
Peptiron Pills are the ideal iron

and

nerve

We

ate necessity which must b* met.
at war against ruthless and cruel

are

We have got to fight and fight
with all the resources which we have.

foes.

fight,

money

must

The time for serene indifference is

•

potential aid from her, at I but the writer did not wander in a maze
But the United of useless words.
present, is probable.
States has now aligned her 100,000,000
One of the Columbia students arrested
people with the Allies. There are now in the draft plot is a descendant of a
238.000,000 of population whooppose 144,- signer of the Declaration of Independence, which shows just how far some of
000.000 people of the Central Powers.
the descendants have descended.—Boston
If the United States fights as she can Transcript.
The practical way to prevent decadency
fight, fights as she must fight if her prestige and honor are to be maintained, is to improve the existing conditions with
Prussianism is doomed.
which
we
are
surrounded.
Agassiz
Tile combined navies of the Allies once said that “what environment can
and those of the Central Powers is as do serves to emphasize what environfollows: The Allies have 105 modern ment can not do.” Make environment
battleships, the Central Powers have 36; better and mankind will be better.
of older battleships the Allies have 35,
The voters of the Second District are
the Central Powers 10; of first class
beginning to realize what a big mistake
cruisers the Allies have 78, tiie Central they made when they swapped a man of
Powers 17; of second class cruisers the Dan McGillicuddy’s mental caliber for a
Allies have 5ti, the Central Powers have little fellow like Wallace White, who has
no

19; of third class cruisers the Allies have
73, the Central Powers 30; of destroyers
the Allies have 356, the Central Powers
103; of topedo boats the Allies have 353,
the Central Powers 70. Germany is so

overwhelmingly outclassed by the allied
navies that even the most chronic pessimist cannot persuade himself to believe
that in naval warfare there is any prob-

ability that Germany
triumph.

can

ultimately

Next to raising and equipping our army,
production and conservation of food is
most important. A famished army cannot win victories and a famishing people
will inevitable clamor for peace.
Not
only must our army be fed and our home
supply maintained, but a vast amount of

supplies

must

be sent to

our

allies.

Much

TInaisDt
DIAMOND CUT

BUNKER HILL
COFFEE
AND

Double Arrow
FOMOSA OOLONG

TEA
Morning, Noon and
Night.
Nothing Like Them.
The Taste Tickles.
DELANO, POTTER A CO., BOSTON.

i

Mr. C. H. Black of Chelsea, Mass., is
visiting at Mrs. Nancy Nickerson’s.
We understand that Fred Walker and
Clarence Curtis of this town have enlisted.

The grocer adds his guarantee
aftd it comes to you with all
these guarantees behind it.
Every sack of William Tell
Flour is sold under this triple

W.

Club June 7th.

The club is doing Red

Cross work.
The farmers in this vicinity have planted a lot, but they are afraid their seed will
rot with

so

much rainy weather.

Mrs. M. A. Littlefield, who spent the
winter in Bangor with Mr. and Mrs. J.
T. Shute, returned home last week.
Mrs. Guy West, who has been stopping
the past three weeks with Mrs. Harold
Hawes of Stockton, returned home last

week.
Miss Elizabeth Husband spent several
days with her mother in Sedgwick last

week,returning

to her school last Mondaj

Miss Augusta Rokes is visiting friends
in Union.
The Odd Fellows initiated

a

candid at

at their last meeting.
Mrs. Ralph Robbins has visited friends

Portland

burg and Edward Durgin of Roxbury,
Mass., were Sunday guests of C. W.
Nealey and family.

quite

J. W. Jewett of

on a

T.

W.

Pease

of Thomaston has

been the guest this week of Dr. and Mrs.
B. J. Keller.
The Rebekah’s will hold their District
meeting here with Golden Rod Lodge

Wednesday, June I Jill.
Maynard Brown visited his wife at
Hospital, Rockland, Wednesday
June 6th, using his new Ford car.

Knox

left Saturday,
West Somerville, Mass.,
where she will reside the coming summer.
Mrs.

June

Frances Gushee

9th,

Miss Geneva

Miss Ethel Rogers of Belfast visited at C. B. Jewett’s Friday af-

MONROE.

business trip.

June 2nd.
Mr.

Jackson,

for

Rev. Felix Powell had at his first evana large
gelist meetings in Searsmont,
this
number of his former hearers of

place.
Mrs. Winnie Talbot and son Joseph
have returned to their home in Camden
after a two weeks’ visit with her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Ames.

Mrs. Wellington Chase was the guest
of Mrs. Wm. Twombly one day recently.
Chester Evans, Maurice Littletield, and
Fred Walker have enlisted in the National
Guard.

j

Quite a large delegation of Rebekahs
from Loyal Lodge expect to attend the
District Meeting at Searsport today. June
14fh.
Freeman Clark, while working on Herbarn, stepped on a nail
which penetrated the flesh, inflicting an
ugly wound.
bert Cooper’s

Mr.
more

morning.

Mrs.

Saturday from Howland, where she hai

a

indigestion,

week with

a

| and Mrs. W. H. Harriman.

7"

;

of bake and puts the
in.

Co., WholesaleDiMriiu

more

sure

that it is the best medicine on

the market.”
This one sentence is worth a volume of
praise for it is given by a woman who
would not recommend anything unless
she was sure the product should be recommended. It is a statement of gratefulness, for this woman was suffering, and
she was given relief by Tanlac, hence
she is more than glad to tell others of
the benefits she derived in hopes that
they too will benefit by her experience.
Mrs. M. Tilton of Plymouth, Maine, is
the giver of this statement.
Her story
in her own words follows:
"I suffered from stomach trouble for
some time” she explained. "Always after
eating I would have pains in my stomach
and a very heavy feeling.
I was unable
to get enough sleep to keep me going
through the day. Intense spells of gas
on my stomach kept me suffering botn
night and day. Quite naturally I was
getting in a run down condition.
“Tanlac was recommended to me by a
clerk in one of the Plymouth stores, who
told me it had helped him for stomach

1
K
1

!'>VM

trouble, so 1 decide
trial.
“The results were

“I

can

now

eal

a

.1

my stomach is in
that it is able to dig.

My nights

are

muct

have no trouble in sle
have those terrible
stomach, and I am fe
way.
“I now have no he.

mending Tanlac, he
helped me lots, and I
is the best medicine
“Mrs. Tilton is je
other men and wort
the Tanlac Man. ,<■
her bit” and althom"
mends anything pul
she feels as if evert
the good qualities
vegetable tonic that i
thousands in the r
suffering with ston.
and liver trouble.'
Tanlac is being spt
Belfast at the City I
agents in nearby tow
Brooks; Ames Co.,
C. Dow & Co., Prosj

but at last reports

was

WANTED

some-

what better.
Fred F. Palmer and Charles Durham
attended the graduation exercises at the
Brooks High school, on Thursday evening of last week.

Laborers wanted for shipyard construction.
Good pay, short hours.
Apply to Civil I
4w2Department.
THE TEXAS STEAMSHIP CO..

Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Palmer plan to attend the Encampment of the Grand
Army
in Portland this week.
Mrs. Palmer will

scons HUISIOM

Arthur V. Otis and J. E. Hall were in
Belfast June 6fh and each bought a horse.
here last Sunday
congrega-

Children cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

ASTORIA

me

been ill for
serious case of

a
Drug-laden pills and alcoholic concoctions cannot build up in
woman’s strength, but the concentrated medicinal food properties

Grass is looking well. There is a prosj
pect of a good crop of hay.
There is so much rain farmers are badly set back with their planting.

O

■

Christopher Moody has
than

Women, more than men, have excitable nerves, because
delicate
more
tiring work and physical strain tax their
chronic
and
and
age
bring premature
nervous systems
treated
intelligently.
weakness—unless

Miss Anzelia Harriman arrived hom<
been teaching school and will spend he]
summer vacation with her parents, Capt

it for ev rvtUs
*

use

Bath,

Maine.

DO NOT TROST TO ®

Let People Know
What Yon Have to Sell
Ask Them to Visit Your
Bun

a

.Yeat Little Ad. in The J-

WOMEN’S NERVES

Roscoe Thurston has bought the Fred
A. Clement farm.

good

good

than any other medicine I have ever taken, and because I am

ternoon and remained for the night.

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Berry and son Roland, visited Mrs. Berry in Searsmont

A. Hall.

a

out
vor

‘‘I recommend Tanlac because it has
done

Mr. Charles Bills has recently been to

E. Hall has been helping C,

preached

can

—bread, rolls, cakes and
tries—and every tiling
taste just a little hv.k-r
liam Tell Flour take-

SO THAT OTHERS M W

Perkins and

at Burkettville this week.

Stanley Stevenson is at home from

Mr. Davis

You

baking

Cut the cost of living end live better by baking in your even home.

Mrs. Walter Smith of New-

Mr. and

APPLETON.

Dodge has had electric

forenoon. There was
tion and fine sermon.

..

and wonderful

PLYMOUTH WOMAN ANXIOUS TO
“DO HER BIT,” FREELY TALKS

I

Left to right are: Charles M. Brown, son of former governor of Georgia;
Hugh M. Comer, son of former governor of Alabama; S. J. Catts, son of the
governor of Florida, and Dan Fowle, son of former governor of North Carolina. They are all training at the officers' oamp at Fort McPherson. Ga

Orono.

Maynard

William Tell Flour i,
Ohio—right in the \; ln, » 7
ley, where the rich Inn-^' |
soil gives it a delii

Swan-Whitten-Bickford

HALLD&LE.

Mrs. A. A. Ginn entertained the H. H.

''

Use WILLIAM TELL Flour
!

Leslie Hall has returned from represent the Ezra M.
Billings Relief j
has
lights installed in his home.
Knox Hospital, Rockland, where she
Corps of this place.
Her
mother,
Dirigo Grange will hold memorial ser- been receiving treatment.
About a dozen from here motored to
is caring for
vices in their hall Sunday, June 17th, at Mrs. Minnie Wentworth,
Morrill to attend the meeting of the
her.
one o’clock p. m.
Waldo County Veterans’ Association, on
Chas. E. Ripley ana meivin
The Nickless brothers have given up
Thursday of last week, and report a very
June 2nd,
their business repairing autos, and Percy motored from Bath Saturday,
enjoyable occasion.
Riple>
has moved home with his father in Unity and were guests of Mrs. Georgia
The County Convention of the W. C.
SunBath
to
and John has hired for the season with and G H. Page, returning
T.
U. which was held in the Grange hall
to
Mrs. Ripley intends
day afternoon.
Phil. Bryant.
on June
6th, was a successful and well10th.
June
Bath
in
return to her home
The alumni held their annual meeting
attended meeting.
Mrs. Livingston, the
to
Vassalboro,
motored
Keller
ofDr. B. H.
June 14th and elected the following
speaker at the evening session, was very
his
by
accompanied
ficers for the ensuing year: President. Thursday, June 7th,
interesting.
Edith and Dorothy, and T. W.
William Thompson; vice president; E. J. daughters,
The W. R. C. and Morning Light
Keller
Marie
returning with Miss
have each donated live dollars to
Vose; treasurer, George Bryant; secre- Pease,
Grange
Grove
who has been at school at Oak
on
the Monroe Auxiliary of the Red Cross,
tary, Roberta Wiggin; committee
and this money will be used to purchase
arrangements, Lee Kenney, Elbe M. Flye Seminary.
materials for work.
Donations of matej and Fred Thurston.
WHITE’S Corner, (Wiaterport.)
not been heard from since he went to
I
Mrs. Woods from Orono were
and
Mr.
rials
will
also
be
welcome.
F. L. Palmtr
Age.
Washington.—New
closed June has
Woods,
The grade schools in town
given the use of his office to the
Mr. Gillicuddy seriously urged a large the guests of their son, Harry
through 8th for the summer vacation.
Auxiliary, and the rooms will be open
appropriation for constructing a canal principal of Freedom Academy,
Mr. Woods was
and
motor- on Tuesday and Friday afternoons of
week
commencement
If
Lewiston.
this
tide
water
to
from
W. J. Bartlett and party of Etna
at the alumni
on relatives.
each week. Everyone is invitedfto,come
shows the “mental caliber” of the erst- one of the principal speakers
ed to town Sunday and called
studwhile congressman he is a piece of short dinner. Quite a number of the old
Moore of Boston was and help.
Elizabeth
Miss
them Mr. and
several
range ordnance useful only for throwing ents were present, among
Elwin Dickey met with a painful [accithe guest of Mrs. G. H. York
Mrs. Clarence Jonnson irom waieivmc
gas bombs.
dent recently when a hook on the halter j
week.
last
days
and Mrs. Ola Goodwin from China. Mrs.
Club of an unruly animal tore into the fleshy j
The members of the Boys’ Corn
President Wilson has recently discov- Edith Vose, matron of the girl’s dormipart of the right palm inflicting a deep
a meeting of the
attended
this
vicinity
in
ered that “Practical questions can only tory, prepared and served the dinner,
wound. He had it dressed immediately by
evening.
Saturday
club at Monroe
be settled by practical means. Phrases which every one appreciated.
and no serious results are
and Mrs. Dr. Watson,
Bartlett
W.
E.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
We
will never accomplish the result.”
expected.
LUCE-ELLIOTT. A pretty home wedfew
a
Pownal
spent
Ida Atwood of West
ho pe he will paste these facts in his hat,
ding occurred at the residence of Mr. and
The Monroe Auxiliary of the Red Cross
Bartlett and
lest he forget.
days recently with C E.
town
on
this
of
Elliott
Mrs. George
was organized on June 9fh with a memfamily.
PROSPECT FERRY.
Wednesday, June 6th, the occasion being
bership of thirty, and several others inClifton Stevens and Miss Maude
second
their
of
daughter,
the marriage
tend to join immediately’, but were unBanin
who have employment
Ross Green is home from Belfast on a Ethel D. Elliott, to Edmund H. Luce of Nealey,
able to be present at the first meeting
called on friends here and in Monroe
vacation with his family.
Work was begun on comfort pillows,
Fairfield. The youngest sister of the bride gor,
her brother was ring last Sunday.
and plans were made for other varieties
W. D. Harriman visited his daughter, was flower girl and
Mrs. S. P. Stevens of Monroe and Mrs. of work to be commenced at once. SevDavid Brackett of Belfast
Mrs. J. A. Pierce in Sandypoint last Sun- bearer. Rev.
the double ring Llewellyn Clarke of West Winlerport eral are already knitting socks and band- ;
the
ceremony,
performed
day.
last Sunday
service being used. Those present were visited Mrs. R. C. Nealey
ages, and it is believed that a good
Mrs. Cleve Hooper and children returnamount of work will be accomplished.
the bride’s near relatives and the groom’s afternoon.
ed to their home in Stockton Springs last
Mrs. A. J. Luce of FairA. J. Clarke of Bangor spent two As all will wish to help, it is expected
Mrs.
grandmother,
week.
field, and also Eli Jacobs of Roxbury, weeks with Mrs. F. D. Clarke and Mrs. that many will be in attendance at the I
Alvah Berry has come home from BosMass. Many beautiful presents were re- Clarence Brown, returning to Bangor rooms for work, whether they are memton and gone to farming at his mother’s
bers or not. The following officers were
ceived. The couple left for Boston Thurs- June 11th.
home.
and
elected: Mrs. Annie Durham, chairman;
day morning, accompanied by Mr.
Mrs. Julia White, Mrs. C. W. Nealey
Mrs. Helen
Capt. W. H. Harriman was home from Mrs. E. C. Nutt. They will reside in Fair- and Mrs. C. M. Conant attended the Mrs. Alice Palmer, treasurer;
[
Cooper, secretary. Any information reRockland to spend Sunday with his field on their return.
at
the W. C. T. U.
garding the work may’ be obtained from
j county convention of
family.
these officers.
I Monroe June 7th.
D.

gjve c
plete satisfaction whn ,,,.
ly handled.

your grocer.

The majority of the school children have
had violent attacks of nausea from no

Hon.

guarantee, that it will

William Tell Flour is sold under a. triple guarantee.
It is stamped with the Ohio
Better Flour Label, which signifies that it has met every requirement for license to bear
this guarantee.
The Ansted & Burk Company,
who make it, guarantee it to

SWANVILLE.

fight.
past. Within a year a million and a half apparent cause.
of our citizens must be under arms. A
Mrs. Leon Trundy of Frankfort was
bitter struggle, much privation and much
the guest of her sister, Mrs. Chester
sorrow will probably be our lot, but the
Trundy, last week.
security of our homes is at stake, yea,
Mrs. Charles Libby of Winterport visitthe existence of the Nation itself, and we
ed her sisters, Mrs. Luella Nickerson and
situat
the
It is wise to look
WE MUST FIGHT BUT WE CAN WIN. must fight.
Miss Cora Persons recently.
ation as it is, and shape our course to
We believe that many of our people are meet it
Miss Doris Nickerson, having closed a
successfully.
in Stonharassed by a fear that Germany will be
\iery successful term of school
SUBMARINES.
victorious.
It may be that this is an opington, returned home Saturday.
portune time to consider what the chances
All those who are interested in Red
We note in our exchanges that many
really are. The issue or outcome of the of our seaside hotels will not
to meet at the
open this Cross work are requested
present war depends mainly upon four
afternoon.
next
Saturday
Hall
Grange
usual
at
season.
sojourners
Many of the
great factors. First, the size of the our coast resorts fear the advent of Gerhave had no
we
weather
bad
Owing to
armies which the Allies and the Central
There is no reasonable services for the past two Sundays, which
man submarines.
Powers can respectively raise and equip
basis for this fear. The German effort is is much to be regretted as our pastor, Mr.
with armament, munitions, etc.
Second, to sink ships employed in the carrying
Blair, is so soon to leave us.
the size and efficiency of the navies of
trade. The submarines lurk in European
Mr. and Mrs. S. A. Strickland and Mrs.
these opponents. Third, food for the’
waters because vessels bound for EuroChauncy Hardison and two children of
armies and the non-combatants. Fourth,
pean ports are for the most part loaded
credit and money.
Bangor spent Saturday and Sunday with
with supplies for the Allies. They are
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Cunningham.
Armies must be recruited from the out for big game.
Submarines cannot
Mrs. J. Bridge who has been visiting
people. Hence the population of a coun- well operate on our coast without a conher
mother Mrs. Harriet F. M. Phillips
to
seems
be
a
try
proper basis for esti- venient base of supplies, which they canto
mating the fighting man power of that not obtain. Besides that, the submarine for the past two week, left Wednesday
country. Leaving the United States and is a vulnerable craft, which a rifle gun join her husband at camp Minnyata,
Moosehead Lake.
Russia out of our calculations for the
discharging a three inch shell is able to
present, let us consider the ultimate sink. Speedy motor boats and steam
The memorial exercises at our church,
fighting power of the nations now des- yachts equipped with guns are already Sunday were very interesting. The church
perately engaged. The British can draw patroling our coast and the number can was tastefully decorated with evergreens,
recruits from about 60,000.000 of the vast be
readily increased. They draw very flags and potted plants. Our pastor, Mr.
number of people over whom they have
little water and afford a very small mark A. A. Blair of Belfast, delivered an exdominion. The French can recruit from
for a torpedo. Most of them are speedy cellent sermon which was much enjoyed
39.000,000, Italy from 32,000,000. Poor boats and can zigzag like a humming
by a large and appreciative audience.
little Belgium threw every available man
bird. German submarines are not this
Mr. Walter S. Gilford, a Salem man,
of her 7,000,000 people into the breach to
sumifier to be feared on our coast.
was recently chosen Director of the
who
sa' e
France and possibiy England, and
Not long ago the German foreign sec- Council of National Defence, is well rewhat is left of her little army is fighting
the people here.
now.
She took the toll of war from retary addressed a note to the Brazilian membered by many of
a student
Germany in full measure and still de- government. This note was a protest When a child and later while
against the seizure and use of German at Harvard he visited here, the guest of
serves to be counted with the Allies.
his maternal step-grandmother, Mrs. R.
Germany can recruit from 60,000,000, ships interned in Brazilian ports.
The reply of Brazil was, in part, as fol- G. Royal and her daughter, Mrs. Harriet
Austro-Hungary from 34,000,000, and
F. M. Phillips. There is a lengthy article
Turkey from 30,000,000. In the summary lows:
“The utilization of German ships by in the May number of The Nation’s Busithe Allies above mentioned have a popuBrazil follows the torpedoing of Brazilian ness in regard to Mr. Gilford and how he
lation of 138,000,000, and the Central
merchant ships and assures direct and imPowers have 144,000,000. Without the mediate satisfaction for the losses caused came to be chosen for such a responsible
32 years old, but
aid of Russia, or the entrance to the war by German submarines. Brazil is acting position. He is only
know he deknow
him
those
who
on
the
basis
of
even
and
German
best,
lawfully
of the United States, exhaustion and
law. It has taken a step which all na- serves the success which he has achieved
famine would finally bring “peace withtions take, even without abandoning its
his country
out victory.” Russia has a population state of peace, for the sole reason of and the confidence which
of 160,000,000. She espoused the cause forcing an offending nation to make due places in him.
of the Allies, but the Tzar was a traitor reparation.”
This note is less ornate than those which
FREEDOM.
and listened to the intrigues of the Germans.
Russia is now seething with dis- have' been written by President Wilson,
sension and

You Run No Risk under
the Triple Guarantee of
William Tell Flour

one

loan our money to the government is not
only a patriotic duty, but it is an immedi-

our

Daisy Baker’s Mother Say,

preparation—no injury to teeth, r >
constipating effect. All druggist*.
C. I. Hood Co., Lowell, Ma s.

writer not long ago said, we must help
the Liberty Loan to “save our hide.” To

Our armies must

SONS OF GOVERNORS TRAIN IN SOUTH

l

f

build strength from its very source and are helping thousands
overcome
of women to gain control of their nerve power
tiredness, nervousness, impatience and irritability.

SCOTT’S is

liquid-food—free from alcohol.

a
Scott A Bewnct Bloomfield. N. J.

’*'T

Those Who Do This
Haw The Busies! iM

lu'Ult!ll

Rev. Arthur E. Wilson, Mrs. Wm. B
Swan, Mrs. Albert M. Carter, Missei

"fi^sur^al
McDonough,

Conn.

Caroline E. White and Charlotte W. Colburn left Wednesday noon to attend th<
sessions of the Unitarian State Conference in Augusta.

All the grade and district schools in th(
city will close tomorrow, Friday, for th<
summer vacation.
The regular lessons
will be heard in most of the schools, t<

William T. Faulkner, for the past yeai
principal of the Belfast High school, will
leave next Monday for Bangor, where he
has a position in the traffic department
at the depot of the Maine Central R. R.
Co. Mrs. Faulkner, who has been assistant in the High school for several months,

night operator
Mrs. George W. Lewis and daughter
is taking Mrs. F. A.
Schubert, who spent the pas
,,1,0110 exchange,
tion Miss Helen Hamm winter in Boston, are now in Colchester

1
k"

who had been employed
in (he Leonard & Baris now clerking in
,,
grocery store.
Intire, of Andover, Mass.,
image of her niece,

v

■

which the parents and

Vish, formerly of Belfast,
1,,-rt of Somerville, Mass.
take place early in July.

i

pupils

requested to bring

The Booth

young people autoed

oth to call

Mr. and

on

who went to SearsBoston boat to escape
a
large quantity of
iv

reached the bridal

The

Chicago, 111.,

nker of
e

Women's Alliance

Unitarian, of Bel..f the City National
i,

>

memorial to Isabella
■tuber of the church I

f

A'i,<inrr

!IK

son

of Mr. and Mrs.

city,

this

has been

improvement in

pen-

from the Banks Man-

g

pupil of Mrs. Mildred
,

,f Grade VI.
The following

ITERS.

remained in the Belthe week ending June
Miss Hazel Marie Hall.
li

Burk,
Mr.

i.

J.

S.

Decrow,

j. E.

Kendall,

Walker.

■,n

Wetherbee of Boston

May 30th, to spend
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her
ih

>

)

grandmother,

Mrs.

of

Miss

Brooks.

■■d up with Mr. and Mrs.
e
relatives in Oakland,
secretary of Fisher
v'.ss Wetherbee is now a
e

ug of >the Spiritualists
s and this vicinity will
■\l

Sunday, in the

morn-

and it is expected that
rge attendance.
Special
•idered and the speaker of
Jrs. Bessie Wentworth of
iiis will

the

be

annual

t an interesting day’s
arranged.

n

ert

of the season will be

J common to-morrow. Frithe Belfast

Kb:

J. Lee

The program:

'or

r
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Band,

Kanner,
First,

Losey
Rossini

The Sunshine of
Merraon

Your Smile,

Ray

F, Creamer

Lit.hgow
Herbert
Teller,
Little Thing in Dixie,
Gumble
>cal Chorus
Waldteufel
Childhood,
Burrell
Douglas,

;.he Fortune
.ery

mursuay,

win De od-

’nbers o£ the Boy Scouts
short parade and it is
full troop will turn out
The troop will form in

he

Memorial Hall promptly
nd there will be a short

;

eral of the streets in the
ill be

a

meeting of the

of the parade, when
some important work for
we

During the stay of
in the city the past
.its did a lot of work in
lees.
rs

Wednesday,

June

20th,

■lay in the history of the
uts, as they will at that
l

he members of the CamTroop in this city as a

is

expected that

some

20

th<

will accompany him.

The Man-Spun Silk
Do not judge Hose of
Luxite by the many
products being offered as
substitutes for silk.

j

It is

Company have
bought of Dr- Eugene D! Tapley his 54foot 40-horsepower boat, the Onawa,
which they will use in their business.
The run of fish is gradually increasing
and the season promises to be a good one
for their Belfast plant.

Signal.
si

friends of

always welcome.

Coe-Mortimer Co., concluding her duties
with that firm last Saturday.

to sew on Red Cross
questions will be asked
,,1

,:i

are

Miss Helen H. Kittridge entered tht
employ of The City National Bank Iasi
Monday. She has been employed a number of months as stenographer for the

will meet to-morrow,
with Mrs. Frank Riggs,
,arc

!

Their many Belfast friends hopi
to see them at their Waldo avenue hom<
in the near future.

** :,bsence'

Fisheries

meeting of Seaside Chautauqua Circle will be held with Miss Grace
E. Walton, Lincolnville avenue, Monday,
June 18th, at 2 p. m.
Roll-call, Current
Events from The Independent. Lesson,
chapters twelve and thirteen from theX.
L. S. C. book, “The Things Men Fight
For.” Monday afternoon, June 11th,
was the last meeting at the Peirce schoolbuilding and the Chautauquans were very
pleasantly entertained by the teachers,
Following the study hour ice cream and

a new

;

Harvard Banking school.

preceded it in silken

[

j

beauty, lustre, elegance
!
strength.

Camden will come and

the musical patrol,
the piccolo as an instruk, under instructions from

quarters in New

York,

the

Miss Leona J. Achorn, teacher of English in the Belfast High school, has resigned and will soon be married to Allen
P. Gillis of Lubec.
Miss Achorn gradu-

I

Bluebird Fiye Ree,

Kathlyn Williams

jL. .a-J

mo

in.

a

most noted musicians of the country and
was all the most critical could desire.

summer

home at Hutchins

Cove,

Isles-

boro.

(a) Reverie
(b) Whirlwind

Hennebains
Krautz

Mr. Brooke
Trio (Violin, ’Cello and Harp)
(a) Liebestraume
(b) Kleiner Valse

Lisz*
Cirreno

Squires

Meditation
Folacca
Mr. Nast

David

I Quartet, Scenes Bohemes,

Malat

Johnson Bicycles
Croquet Sets

ver

lorrfo

mntci-

K+

u„i-

to William H. Folwell of
Philadelphia,
who will arrive at his summer home next
Monday. He has also put the launch

Oneco, owned by Bowdoin N. Pendleton
of

Islesboro, and Mr. Folwell’s launch
Ike in condition for summer use. The
30-foot motor boat owned by Prof. Mather
A. Abbott of Yale, a summer resident of
will not be put into commission
this year as Prof. Abbott has joined the
Naval Reserves. Clinton G. Ferguson’s

boats,

Baseball Goods
Tennis Rackets
Tennis Balls
AT

^^^^^^^Succeaam^^Carle&Jonea.

n

Castine,

Hammocks

*

He has repaired and painted the

flvncv

t.

FRED D. JONES’,

dory.

also stored with Mr. Macomber,
will probably not be used this season, as
Mr. Ferguson’s two sons have enlisted.
Mr. Ferguson, a- Belfast boy, is now located in New Bedford, Mass., but has always spent the summer season on the
Maine coast with his family. Mr. Macomber is now at work

boats belonging to F. R. Hoisington of Rye, N. Y.,
who is building a summer home on one
of the islands near Islesboro.
The Pejepon

scot Paper Co. has taken down the buildings in which Mr. Macomber has been
storing for several seasons, and if ship•

ed

commander of

the Maine

Division,

Mrs.

Nina Dickey Cook of Belfast was
elected chaplain and Mrs. Ethel S. Whit-

married this month to DeWitt Brewster
of Brooklyn, will be her sister’s matron
of honor and the bride will be attended

by Mrs. Frances Jones Paul of Morrill
and Miss Clara B. Keating of Belfast.
The wedding of Miss Dorothea Sargent
of Malden, Mass., and Claude B. Roberts
of Belfast and Houston, Texas, will take
place at the home of the bride’s parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank C. Sargent, on July

Finch,

Frank

Dickey,

The Pinnacle of

of Rockland.

drilled the officers for

urday the first box of hospital supplies
was shipped to the Boston office.
It contained 43 pajamas, 12 hospital shirts, 12
bathrobes, 12 abdominal bandages, and
2 1-2 doz. comfort pillows.
Work is already cut for the second box and we extend an urgent appeal to all to help in
completing this box as soon as possible.
All who can are asked to clip cotton materials for pillows, keeping the white
clippings which are used for fracture pillows, separate from the colored, which
are used for comfort pillows.
They may

division bought

a

$50 Liberty bond.

Mr. and Mrs. Jones
of Fort Fairfield have been guests of his
sister, Mrs. P. B. Redman,for a few days
SOUTH Belfast.

.Mrs. H. G. Tibbetts and baby daughter Ruth Evelyn of Sewickley, Penn.,

expected to arrive next week to spend
the summer with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Frank West.Mr. and Mrs. Fred

are

Curtis and. two children, Hazel and William, of Northport were Sunday guests
at Sunny Brook Farm.Mrs. Sidney
Roberts of Waterville was a guest last
week of Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Roberts.

THE red CROSS Auxiliary.

be left at the

rooms or

Jersey

Ice Cream
is

Benjamin

this week 12 pairs knitted woolen socks
to Rockland for the Coast Patrol. An ap-

pleasantly entertained at the home of
Mrs'. Charles Meader, Tuesday-, June 5th.
The ladies made a good beginning on the
pajamas for the Red Cross. They were
all very enthusiastic about the work.
A
fine treat was served by the hostess, consisting of hot cocoa, cake, fancy crackers

peal has

Frank

West

and Mrs.

on

come

from the Rockland Chap-

ter for sleeveless sweaters for the Coast
We would like to contribute

Patrol.

Through choice materials—hygienic processes—
and
a
machinery
sanitary plant.
JERSEY TCE CREAM achieves a Purity above the
requirements of the most exacting law.
The JERSEY DEALER places purity ahead of
profit, r e pays more—to give you the best cream
made,

“Look for the Tripl-Seal”
JuRSEY ICS CREAM CO., LAWRENCE, MASS.
J'

READ & HILLS, DRUGGISTS

ioC

as follows:
lib. wool, 1 pair bone or wooden needles

ft

nr

fi

us

could not fight to do their duty in buying
Liberty bonds. He explained fully how
the banks of the city had made it possible
for all to do their part in this matter, as

Improvement

building is carded on in the Pendleton
called four young men responded. The
yard he will be obliged to give up this Band
played national airs and all present
part of his boat business.
felt the thrill of patriotism.

~~

im

mr~

*--

-- 1

—

1——1

=^=
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ANNOUNCEMENT

o

_

H. R. McDONAlD, 45 No thport Avenue,

Has

Opened Antique Parlors
AT THE ABOVE ADDRESS.

The collection

we

2

have on hand at the present represents two years

collecting and includes many pieces of beautiful old mahogany in
SHERATON, HIPPLE-WHITE a d CHIPPENDALE. The public
is invited to inspect the same. Tel. 336-11
WE BUY ANYTHING ANTIQUE.

of

TTi

jj
O

H
ro11<

~^IOI

Belfast-Camden

Auto Service

“The American
ON

AND

AFTER JUNE

LEAVE BELFAST, Windsor Hotel,

8.00

m„S12

a.

m.

I 3.00. p.

Line.”

LEAVE CAMDEN, Bav View Hotel,
9.30 a.m., 1.30 p. m., 4.30 p. m.

1917,

ARRIVE IN CAMDEN about

j

ni.

1,

j

9.00

Ij

ARRIVE IN BELFAST About
10.30 a. m., 2.30 p. ni., 5.30 p.

a.

m..

1.00 p. m., 4.00 p.

m.

m.

Connections mada at Camden with electric cars to and from Rockland; at Belfast for BanCentral Railroad; boat to Castine and Islesboro. Extra cars at
gor and Waterville, via Maine
Belfast, for special trip3 to any point desired. Careful drivers and first-class serviee.

MAINE TRANSPORTATION

THE

COMPANY,

ORRIN J. DICKEY, Manager, Pythian Block, Belfast- Maine

| 316-3
Telephone j 375

Jgtf;

|

GIRL

THE

are

committee, presented the great necessity
of money to equip and feed the army and
navy and urged all patriotic citizens who

bearing arms. Lieut. R. G.
White of the Supply Co. and Sergeant A.
E. Brown of the Machine Gun Co. of the
Second Maine regiment, who are here recruiting, made patriotic addresses in favor
of volunteering, stating its advantage
When volunteers were
over the draft.

®

Sale by

or

one

Cast on 81 stitches, rib 3 inches, knit
A Patriotic Meeting, a large crowd until it measures 26 in. from beginning.
Make neck hole as follows: knit 28
assembled on the upper school common
finish ofr 26 (loosely* knit 28.
last Thursday evening to attend the pa- stitches,
Knit 4 rows on each side. Knit 24 stitches,
triotic meeting. After one selection by cast 28
stitches, knit 22.. Knit for 20
the Band it began to rain and ajl adjourn- inches, rib 3 inches.
Sew up sides leaving ample arm hole.
ea to xne upera nouse, which was packKnit or crochet edge 1-2 in. deep around
ed.
Morris L. Slugg, president of the
neck hole.
Board of Trade, presided. Mayor Edgar
For heavy wool: Needles Nos. 6or 7. Cast
F. Hanson spoke of the need of young on 72 stitches, rib 3 inches.
Knit 26
inches.
Make hole for neck as follows:
men in the army and navy of the United
Knit 24 stitches, bind off 24 stitches, knit
States. He urged those of the draft age
24 stitches, knit 4 rows on each side.
to enlist and spoke of the advantages of Knit 24 stitches, cast on 24 stitches, knit
the volunteer over the drafted man. Mr. 24 stitches, knit 23 inches, rib 3 inches.
Mrs. Carle’s Red Cross window brought
O. E. Frost, chairman of the Public Safety

as

—

dozen and will furnish yarn to anyone in
the county who will knit.
Directions

and cookies.

essential

(Brick or Bulk)
purer than the law demands.

with Mrs. Chas.

Mrs. Harriet White last
Thursday.The Ladies Aid Society was

Mrs.

even

modern

On Sat-

H. Walden, Court street. A large quantity can be used. We are also sending

Colcord called

Purity

The law protects you by
setting certain
standards—which all Ice Cream must meet.

James D.

Staples, Jesse Wood, Raymond L. Lord,
Otis E. Cole, Geo. B. Richards, Leroy
H. Thomas, Loren Hall, Walter F. Gray

done by Mrs. Mabel D. Webber.
Much
credit is due Mrs. A. C. Mossman, who
The

Featurc

place July 25th at Hillside Farms, Northport, the residence of Mr. and Mrs. Ira
M. Cobe. Miss Louise Heal, who will be

ing, press correspondent of the Division
The exemplification of the and Elmer H. Wentworth of Belfast;
Auxiliary.
work by the Belfast Auxiliary under the Walter C. Sargent, Harry McCaslin,
direction of their president, Miss Bessie Arthur Young and Mr. Hamlin of SearsHubbard, with Mrs. Ethel Fowler, pianist, port; Geo. C. Clifford, Beni. Berry and
Mr. Mills of Unity; George Peavey, Cheswas beautifully done and highly complimented.
Both were presented with large ter Evans, Fred Walker and Charles M.
bouquets. The secret work was also ably Littlefield of Monroe; Arthur E. Winslow

the work.

WEDNESDAY
Ethe, Clayton in
“Man’s Woman”

shelve them.

v»ni

family of door. The program will consist of a ceremonial and portion of the Camplire
two. Apply at The Journal office.
ritual,
in which the members will wear their
The Boston ceremonial
THE LYCEUM COURSE.
gowns; a typical program of
Symphony Elite Quartet, A. Brooke, games and songs by the Bluebirds in cosflute; L. Nast, ’cello; H. Sauvelet, violin tume; and a bright little
comedy, ‘‘The
and piano; T. Celia, harp, gave the closHappy Day,” presented by seven of the
ing number in the lyceum course at the older girls.
North church Tuesday evening.
The
The ladies ol the Universalist church,
seats were arranged to correspond with
accompanied by Fuller C. Wentworth and
those in the Colonial Theater and the
Mrs. S. A. Parker, went to Stockton
with little inconcourse checks used
Springs last Friday to repeat The Old
venience.
The entire course has been
Peabody' Pew, which they recently gave
perfectly satisfactory and the best for
most successfully here. They were most
It was announced that it would
years.
hospitably received at the church and
be necessary to have another entertainwere entertained in private homes. They
ment to meet the financial expense of the
made the trip in the cars of Rev. Arthur
course and that the management had arA. Blair, Charles N. Black, George A.
Doris
of
for
Miss
MadiCarpenter
ranged
Leavitt and S. A. Parker. They report a
son, a graduate of the Leland Powers most
enjoyable visit, regardless of the
School of Expression, Boston, who stood
thunder shower and muddy streets.
of
200
second in a class
students, to read
Wilbur A. Macomber recently completThe parsome time during this month.
ed an order for several pontoons and
ticulars will be given later. The concert
bridges for Cyrus Brewer, who has a
Tuesday evening was by some of the
housework in

Upheaval"

returned at the Free Library until the
library opened again. Beginning next
Saturday, this rule will be changed and

H

1

nitter.

train-

TUESDAY

House Peters and

j

making a canvas of the ’Cello Solo,
test of Liberty Bonds and
(a)
(b)
■sing out some very attracn

a

The

MONDAY

It has been the custom to retain books

Evening^

Matinee and
Lionel Barrymore in

“The Marcellini Millions”
!

TARKINGTON

SATURDAY

Beban in

George

ated from the Belfast High school and
later from Colby College, with high rank
in both. She aught for a time in Lubec.
Mr. Gillis is a graduate of the University 28th.
Miss Sargent arrived Tuesday
;
j
of Maine and is engaged in the drug busi- morning to visit Miss Anne M. Kittredge
|
Sergeant
Brown of the 2nd Maine Regij
and Miss Clara B. Keating.
Miss Kitment has assisted Scout Master Orrin J. ness in Lubec.
[ cake were served.
Dickey in drilling the Boy Scouts during
Emily Chadbourne RacklifT, a bright .tredge gave a breakfast at 10 a. m., WedThe Liberty Bond Sale. There is
his leisure hours.
little Belfast Miss of seven years, began nesday in honor of her guest. The table
still time to buy your Liberty Bond, if
to inquire in the facts of the Liberty decorations were blue and white violets
|
Amos P. Lord has enlarged his
factory
tied with red ribbons. The score cards
I you have neglected that important duty
about 50 feet at his residence, near the bond matter which was fullv exnlained
to your country in its hour of need.
for the three tables of auction that folDo
to
her and also the fact that her money
|
foot of Commercial street. He has re[ what you can to-day, even if your sub- ceived a direct
in the bank would buy a Liberty bond. lowed were decorated with National emgovernment contract to
blems and the prizes were hat pins bearThe sale has been
scription is small.
make several thousand army tents, and After reflecting a while she said: “Well,
brought to the attention of every man,
ing
(lags and shields.
expects to employ about 25 men and mama, I can’t knit, and I would like to
| woman and child in Belfast, even the 9 women all summer.
do something for the soldiers, so I would
B H. S. Graduates Honored.
The
p. m. reminder with factory whistles and
like to change my money for a Liberty Belfast High school has received a letter
The twenty young men, who have been
church bells. The house to house canvass
bond.” She is now the happy owner of from Dean James N. Hart of the Univerby the bank clerks met with a ready re- taking factory work at the Coe-Morti- the bond.
sity of Maine, stating that Miss Blanche
mer Company’s plant in this
It was thought the
city under
sponse from many.
had attained a most satisfactory
Jenneys
Colonial
Theater.
matiTo-day,
total sale in the county would reach the direction of Morris L. Slugg, have renee and evening,
the photoplay adapta- ■ eciuu in ner worn in tne Domestic.
turned
to
their
homes
in
New
York and
$150,000 last night at 9 o’clock and it is
tion of Booth Tarkington’s famous novel, Science coutse and had received honorhoped $200,000 may be subscribed by noon New Jersey, preparatory to entering upon
“Seventeen” is offered, with Jack Pick- able mention. Miss Jenneys is the daughto-day, Thursday. Do your part while their duties as travelling salesmen to take
ford and Louise Huff in the leading roles. ter of Dr. and Mrs. C. W. Jenneys of
orders
for
the
company's fall delivery.
you have the opportunity!
Belfast.Miss Alfreda Ellis, daughterjof
Herbert R. Dickey, who has also been at This is a noteworthy play, one that all
the late Alfred and Annie (Wilson* Ellis
New Advertisements.
Some of the the
factory the past few months, will go who can, should witness. Friday, mati- of
articles carried by Fred D. Jones, succesBelfast, who graduated Wednesday
nee and
evening, the famous George
to Philadelphia in a few weeks.
His
from the U. of M., has also brought honor
sor to Carle & Jones, are Iver Johnson
Beban
is
offered
in
a
role
of
and
pathos
bride will accompany him.
She obtained rank in
bicycles, croquet sets, hammocks, base“The Marcellini Millions,” Sat- to the B. H. S.
J. A. Crane, who recently came here appeal,
ball goods, tennis rackets and balls.
matinee and evening, Lionel Bar- the Domestic Science course that excusurday,
from Winter Harbor, claims to have inH. R. McDonald has opened antique parin a Metro Wonderplay, “The ed her from the final examinations and
vented a submarine destroyer that will rymore
her to enter at once on her
lors at his residence, 45 Northport avenue,
Upheaval.”
Monday, matinee and even- permitted
sink any submarine in this or any other
duties as State leader of the Girls’ Agriand has on hand many fine pieces which
House
Peters
and
fol h
Kathlyn Williams
Mr. Crane has had 20 years ing,
—7
the public are invited to inspect.The country.
in a Paramount play “The Highway of cultural Club work at the U. of M.
experience as a machinist and has workDinsmore Store carries the Hose of Luxmatinee
and
Hope,”
Tuesday,
evening
Lieut.
R.
G.
White
of the Supply Co.
ed 10 years for the government in private
ite, the man-spun silk. It comes in all
the Bluebird feature of great timeliness of the 2nd Maine
Regiment, who has
yards on battleships, cruisers and all
the fashionable shades at 25 and 35 cents
“Behind the Lines,” Wednesday, mati- been here with Sergeant G. P. Brown of
classes of ships.
His craft is a type of
a pair for men and 50 cents a pair for
nee and evening,
Ethel Clayton in “A the Machine Gun Co. of the same
the undersea boat. He does not care to
regiwomen.Wanted, a maid for general
ment, was called to Augusta last Monmake a more public statement at present, Woman’s Way.”
housework by Mrs. James Mitchell, at
A large delegation from A. E. Clark day.
Sergeant Brown was left to con:
iaac ms liivciltlOIl
lip Willi Llie
the Jones bungalow, foot of Condon
tinue the work. Both young men have
S.
of
V.
and
their
atCamp,
Auxiliary
and
apply for a patent.
street.A “Traveler’s” electric iron is government
tended the Maine Division Encampment been very active in their endeavors, havNext Saturday at 3 p. m. the Campfire
a wedding gift which will be greatly apheld in Rockland last week, when the ing visited the manufacturing places,
preciated by the bride. The Penobscot Girls and the Bluebirds will give a public Belfast
Auxiliary exemplified the degree. churches and halls, where young men
Bay Electric Co. have a large assortment entertainment in the Unitarian church Allen L. Curts of
Belfast, past com- congregate and have enlisted twentyis
no admission
of electrical gifts for the bride.Girl parlor. There
fee, but a mander of A. E. Clark Camp, was elect- two, as follows: Fred M. Wentworth,
wanted at The Journal office....Woman silver offering will be received at the
William
U

l>
1

Bangor,

ed nurse.

25c and 35c the pair for men
50c the pair for women

|

her attending physician. The paShe is attend-

tient is very comfortable.
ed by Miss Etta Young of

FRIDAY-Matinee and Evening

in gowns and accessories.

The wedding of Dr. Ansel M. Lothrop
and Miss Marian M., daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. A. S. Heal of this city, will take

Small,

A PLAY YOU WILL REMEMBER-BY BOOTH

35 Spring street.

The B. H. S. window in purple and
gold at the Howes’ dry goods^.store is
most attractive and contains practically
everything tfcje sweet girl graduates need

7.00 and 8.30

“SEVENTEEN”

The annual meeting of the Children’s
Aid Society of Maine, adjourned from
May 15th, will be held Tuesday, June 19th,
at 2.80 p. m., at the home of the presi-

dent,

2.30—Thursday |

l^^rs.

Louise Huff and Jack Pickford in

society.

Mrs. George W. Frisbee underwent a
very critical operation for gall stones last
at her home on ConDr. Eugene D. Tapley was
assisted in the operation by Dr. Foster C.

Matinee

motored to Portland Wednesday to 'at
tend the meetings of the Maine Medica

the books can be taken out as soon as the
librarians have had the opportunity to

gress street.

That is why we have chosen it for you at this
store.
Hose of Luxite comes in
all the fashionable shades.

The Dinsmore Store

They have

,

Colonial Theatre

Dr. Eugene L. Stevens, Dr. Carl Stev
ens, and Dr. S. L. Fairchild of Searspor

rented their home to Mr. and Mrs. Clarence E. Read, who will soon move from
the Crawford house on Miller street.

Saturday morning

and

They make a boat landing' nearly
250 feet long over the flats. After raftthe 50 members of the
Every number was insistently encored
s city and there will be a
the pontoons and bridges, Mr. Maand greatly enjoyed by the large audi- ing
'. with other sports.
It is ence. The solos were particularly fine comber in a small dory towed them out
into the bay to meet a launch that was
me that the local Scouts
and the artists would have been kept un"cd the members from an- til morning,if they had complied with the to take them to the island. The launch
did not appear, so Mr. Macomber towed
"d the day is being looked encores. The program:
Hunter them the entire distance, an undertaking
much interest.
At the Quartet,
few would care to attempt, especially in
Moderato—Allegro Andante—Rando
i
meeting of last week
Labano
Harp Solo, Pensie Poetfque,
the rough weather prevailing this season.
ry telling by the members
Mr. Celia
It was the only time for ten days he
irham presided. Meetings Trio, (Flute, Violin and 'Cello)
Andante
(?) Minuet
Walckiers could have done it and then he was deinued on Thursday even(b)
Dvorak tained at the island four days waiting
’arker will this week be- Quartet, Humoreake,
Mute Solo,
for suitable weather to come home in his
*h-r of
urn

Mr. and Mrs. N. H. Small are packing
their household goods preparatory to lea ving Saturday for Cambridge, Mass., where
Mr. Small will continue his studies in the

texture, dif-

fering from all that have

next

wanted for

»

_

The Universalist Social Aiil will mee t
Mrs. M. C. Hill has returned from
this, Thursday, afternoon. with Mis visit with her sister, Mrs. A. J. Mason ii
Edith M. Southworth.
Bangor.

in the Engineers Corps at Banhas been at the enlisted
t-arter Hills
and left last Thursday for Fort Slo'
gor
assisting
week,
the past
cum, N. Y.
work.

ijt 1
Vlf>

Herman W. Whitmore of Northport
son of Mrs. Cleone Hills
Whitmore, hai

Belfast.

News of

is open for

WANTED

en-

gagements’for

1917

APPLY AT THE

Wm. M. Thayer
Business

I

Manager

j

two contributions of five dollars each;
from Mr. Elmer Hall and one from

one

Miss Hunt of Liberty.
school sent

a

League

The Children’s
of

the

contribution of four

earned by giving

an

Pitcher

dollars,

ice cream sale.

The

Citypoint Sewing Circle contributed ten
dollars.

This makes

total of $536 contributed for the work and $106 in mema

bership fees.The people of Monroe are
organizing an Auxiliary at Large and are
evincing much interest in the work. This
is the third auxiliary to organize in the
county.

FOLFY GOHAEIIC iAlkETS
St.'
cli

Keep

WANTED

Sweet-interActive-Bowels Reiular

A woman to do

work in

a

Apply

family

general house*

JOURNAL OFFICB.

fwHTI
o

of two.

Provide
a

to

THE JOURNAL OFt ICE.

NUFORM
CORSETS

)

a

style

<M
7

tor

every

fijure

at

price for every purse.

FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTORIA

j
S

?

00 UP
FOR SALE AT

MISS HILTON’S

Children Cry

A

WAIST A^D SP-CIALTY SHOP,
Journal Building Beifast.

8

f
|

~
—

“But has he backbone?”
“Backbone! He has so much that it
makes his stomach stick out in front.”—
World’s Work.

WONDERFUL STUFF!
LIFT uUT YOUR CORNS1

The

few drops then lift corns or calluses off with lingers—no pain.
No humbuv! Any corn, whether hard, soft
and
or between the toes, will loosen right up
lift out. without a particle of pain .or soreness
a com
This drug is called freezone and is
a Cincinnati
pound of ether discovered by

Apply

a

Soliloquy

of a Little Chicken.

steamer Hawaii Maru has arrived
a shipment of 5215 bales, valued at $3,129,000. The silk consignment
was rushed east on two special trains and
filled twenty-five box cars.
anese

here with

1 SOLD BY
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HOW SHALL WE
PAY FOR THE WAR?

Little
been playing like I was mama.
Dad—Is that so? What did you do,
dearie?
Little Helen—I bought you a nice present and had it charged to you.—Indianapolis Star.
Proof Positive.

Maine’s Commercial Development Now Assured.

Doris was radiant over a recent addition to the family, and rushed out of the
house to tell the news to a passing neighbor.
“Oh, you don’t know what we’ve got

Too much cannot be said in praise of
Maine Senator Hale’s work in having
Portland Harbor improvement incorporated in the war emergency measure.
This insures the passage of the appropriation at once, and the dredging of the harbor to a depth of thirty-five feet will
Portland has one of
commence at once.
the finest harbors on the Atlantic coast,
and with an added depth to the channel,
sufficient to permit the largest ocean
liners to come here, will place Maine in
the forefront and make Portland as it
deserves to be with its natural advantages, one of the leading commercial
ports on the Atlantic seaboard.—Chamber of Commerce.
our

Try

to Meet

Shortage

“What is it?” the neighbor asked.
“A new baby brother,” said Doris, and
she watched very closely the effect of her
announcement.
“You don’t say so,” the neighbor exclaimed.
“Is it going to stay?”
“I think so,” said Doris. “He’s got his
things off.”

of Labor in Aroos-

The shortage of labor for planting and
cultivating the great crops of Aroostook
county has become so serious that an
organized movement has been started to
make a canvass of the situation, ascertain the exact conditions and how they
be met.

Special meetings of the Chambers of
Commerce have been called in Houlton,
Fort Fairlield, Presque Isle, Ashland,
Easton and other towns the coming
week.
Farm labor is very scarce, of indifferent quality and at a high price. It
is probable that many squads of the boys
from the junior volunteers will be sent
into Aroostook. The farmers say that
all of the 500 now enrolled could be used
in this county, and many more.

County.

have been increased in recent years, but
on the roads,
about the same amount of work is being
done as formerly.
No one has enlisted from this vicinity,
but the boys are ready when called for, I
and the towns have not forgotten how to ;
care for the dependent families of those

j

drafted

The Maine Central offices will be all
shot to pieces, provided the draft is <
heavy. Out of their total list of clerks !
156 come in under the registration age
and naturally they all registered. This
takes almost half of the people in the
offices, there being a total of 373 in all.

Clocks Will Keep labs on State Officers.
AUGUSTA, Me., June 2. Time clocks
1

are

We have been in the State House for
about fourteen years and we know that
the girls there have not been slackers.

They have often worked overtime and
very rarely have failed to do a full day’s
work. We know of a few “higher officials” who ought to be put on record.
All the shirking should not be attributed
to the girls.
hichardson

The

towns

here

did

their full

Dead.

sweet corn as an uncertain crop, and
this is no year, to take chances.
Most
corn will be for the silo.
The request to increase acreage has
little effect on what I may term the veteran farmer.
Such had already planned
the year’s work, and no more work could
be considered. All that could be cared
for would be planted. He needed no urging; he saw the situation and had planned
to meet it. Some new to the business,
however, have planned to plant more than
they can care for; they want to plow up
more
than they can fertilize properly.
The result will be failure and shortage in
hay, I am afraid.
The price of grain is very high, but
eggs are nearly correspondingly high;
milk and cream are not so high, only a
little more than usual, but the cows are
now about to get on grass, and little grain
will need to be fed. The solution of the
situation is an abundant grain crop this
year.
Quite a number of farmers here
will sow wheat.
There is no change in the horse or sheep
industries.
Many farmers would like to
keep a flock of sheep, but where can they
them"?
It will take years to replace
buy
the flocks of 40 years ago. There is a
scarcity of little pigs, and they are selling
for $5 each.
Well, brother farmers, let
us “stand our hand;” be not stampeded.
Don’t sell the cows or hens.
Raise all the
calves we can feed, and the usual number
of chickens. When grain is high, eggs
are high, too.
Cattle will live with less
grain than they have had. Plant all that
we can care for, and no more, and remember that our hay crop is our most important crop in southern Maine. A shortage
in potatoes or garden truck can be easily
remedied, as the next few months will
probably show, but our flocks and herds
once depleted are not so quickly restored.
R. W. Howard.
In Maine Farmer.

Deer Isle, June 4, (Special.* Capt.
Ed. A. Richardson died at his home here
May 30th, after a long illness. Capt.
Richardson was one of the few remaining old-time captains of Deer Isle, and
was widely known in shipping circles.
|
lie was a man of commanding personal- :
I
and
in
all
his
ity, gentlemanly
relations,
a fine intellect made him one of the foremost men ever raised in this town.
He started as seaman on home vessels
HOW TO CAN BEANS.
when only a boy, but before he had I
scarcely reached his majority he was in j
The June Farm and Firesidesays:
command of a bark, and for forty-five
“Many of our readers are asking us how
years he had sailed large ships to principal ports of the world, his last trip being to can particular vegetables, such as
beans, peas, or corn. Here is the process
to
Liverpool, Eng., since the war broke for
beans in detail: Select beans of the
out.
same age and
color, and plan to can immediately after picking. String and
Hospital Head Resigns.
wash well, and if you do not wish to can
BANGOR, Me., June 4. Dr. Frederick them whole cut them into uniform pieces.
L. Hills, for seven years superintendent i line them canned whole.
Blanch

j

it

n___oj

.i.

by

tt_a_i_r_

placing in boiling water from five to ten
warded his resignation to the board of !
minutes, depending on the age of the
take
effect
lgt.
Dr.
July
trustees, to
beans, and then plunge them quickly into
Hills said he was leaving the institution cold water,
Fill the jars, packing closely.
because of ill health.
Add one teaspoonful of salt to each quart
--of beans, fill the jars with boiling water,
NONSENSE.
and put on the tops loosely. Put the jars
in the canner. This may be simply a
lard pail or wash boiler with a false botblight Mistake.
tom of wooden slats or, better, a wire
Female passenger in airplane some thou- rack, and the water in it should cover the
sands of feet up, excitedly—“Please, oh, cans about one inch. Have the water hot
please, won’t you go down? Pve just when the jars are set in and bring to a
dropped my pearl cuff button.”
boil quickly. Count the time from the
“Calm yourself, madam—that’s not moment it starts
boiling, and sterilize the
that’s
Lake
cuff
Erie.”—I beans two hours. Then remove jars and
button,
your
Puck.
tighten covers. Use the same method
for peas.
financial Shake-Down.
Two women were having a confab on
tfie troubles of life, that connected with
husbands in particular.
“I dinna wonder at some puir wives
having to help themselves out of their
husband’s trousers,” remarked one of
them.
“I canna say that I like them underhand ways mysell,” said the other matron.
“I usually jist turn my man’s
breeches doon side up an’ help mesel’ oil
the carpet.”—Rehoboth Sunday Herald.

BACKBONE TO SPARE.
Tilden’s

Forcible Way of Describing The
Unknown Cleveland.

In the summer of 1884, James J. Hill
had been sizing up the political situation
in his part of the country. Mr. Cleveland’s name was in the air.
Nobody
knew very much about him.
Mr. Hill went to New York and talked
with Mr. Tilden, whom he knew well.
They had great esteem for each other.
“What about this man Cleveland?”
was the question Mr. Hill had to ask.
“He is all right,” said Mr. Tilden. “He
is absolutely honest, is not afraid of any-

thing.”

By EDWIN R. A. SELIGMAN,

owing to higher wages paid

--

V

Be Apportioned.

helps.
Appropriations for highways and schools

duty in ’61 -’65 and will again.
Grass has started well; very little winThe offer of the Bangor & Aroostook ter-killing. There is considerable old hay
Railroad of $300 in prizes for the best on
hand, the most at this time of year in
field of wheat grown in Piscataquis recent years. Very little hay has been
county this season will increase interest pressed, or will be. It will be carried over
in the growing of this staple. The prizes and fed out. The price of hay has ruled
will be awarded by a committee composed low—about $10 per
ton, loose.
of Hon. Charles J. Chase of .Sebec StaThe acreage of potatoes and beans will
H.
agricounty
Bodwell,
tion, Joseph
be increased—nearly or quite doubled.
cultural agent, and William E. Wise of Sweet corn will be
decreased, in spite of
Guilford.
Many acres of wheat have the fact that factories are making a great
been planted, and there is much interest effort to increase
acreage, and have raised
in the outcome of the experiment.
the price to 3 cents. Farmers regard

Capt. Ed.

Five Reason* Why Excessive Taxes at
the Outset of War Are Disadvantageous—Great Britain Example Worthy
of Emulation—How the Taxes Should

Dover, Maine.

to be installed at the State House and
every one of the 225 employes, from the
men who scrub the floors, to the higher
officials, will have to register every time
they enter and leave the building. Every
There are 118
person will be numbered.
girls employed in the State House, and it
is said their arrivals and departures have
varied considerably. These time clocks
will check up all such variations. Maine
is the first State in the Union to adopt
this system at its Capitol.

LOANS BETTER THAN TAXES

The farmers of central and western
Waldo are interested in mixed farming.
No one branch is of pre-eminent importance.
So many of the young men have
gone away, that many farms are not
worked to their full capacity, the older
men doing what is easiest or that which
has to be done. There is no especial
change. The dairy industry is gaining in
importance; farmers are selling their
whole milk and are making less butter
and cheese, because there is less labor involved. Some boy’s and girls’ clubs have
been organized and the idea is good; it all

took.

may

AGonMive Criticism on the
House Revenue Bill.

upstairs.”

Waldo

Juki

aiKEYS"
Remedies

are
umphreys* Homeopathic
.assigned to meet the needs of families
>r invalids, something that mother, father,

nurse

or

invalid

can

take

the need of the moment.

give to meet
Have been in use
or

for over Sixty Years.
'o.
1
2
3
4
7
8
9
lO
13
14
15
16
17
19
90
21
27
30
34

Price
Fevers, Congestions, Inflammations. 25
Worms, Worm Fever.25
Colic. Crying and Wakefulness of Infants.25
Diarrhea, of Children and Adults—.25
Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis. 25
Toothache, Faceache, Neuralgia.25
Headache, Sick Headache, Vertigo. .25
Dyspepsia. Indigestion, Weak Stomach.25
Croup, Hoarse Cough, Laryngitis .25
25
Eczema, Eruptions.
Rheumatism, Lumbago..25
Fever and Ague. Malaria.95
Piles, Blind or Bleeding. External, Internal.25
Catarrh, Influenza, Cold In Head..25
tor

Whooping Cough.25
Asthma. Oppressed, Difficult Breathing.25
.25
Disorders of the Kidneys..
Urinary Incontinence.25
Sore Throat, Quinsy ...25

77 Grip, Grippe, La Grippe.25
by druggists, or sent
Medical Book mailed free.
Sold

on

receipt of

HUMPHREYS’ HOMEO. MEDICINE

WUUam and Ann Street*. Mew York.

for

Airplanes Shot Down on West Front.
LONDON, June 2. The morning papers
figure that 713 airplanes were shot down
on the west front in May, of which 442

and OWEN BROS.

prloe.

CO., Comer

MeVit’kar Professor of Political Economy. Columbia University.
On May 23. 1017, the House of Rep
resentatives passed an act “to provide
revenue to defray tvar expenses and
for other purposes.”
In the original
bill as presented by the Committee of
Ways and Means, the additional revenue to be derived was estimated at $1,810,420,000. The amendment to the income tax, which was tacked on to the
bill during the diseussiou in the House,
was expected to yield another $40,000.
000 or $50,000,000.
In discussing the House bill, two
problems arise:
I. How much should be raised by
taxation?
II. In what manner should this sum
be raised?
I.

How
now

Much
was

Should Be
Taxation?

ilie

Raised

by

ngure or $ i.oou.uuu.uou

arrived at ? The answer is simple. When
the Secretary of the Treasury came to
estimate the additional war expenses
for the year 1917-18. he calculated that
they would amount te some $(1,000.000,000, of which $3,000,000,000 was to
be allotted to the allies, and $3,000,000,000 was to be utilized for the domestic purposes.
Thinking that it
would be a fair proposition to divide
this latter sum between loans and
taxes, he concluded that the amount
to be raised by taxes was $1,800,000,000.
There are two extreme theories, each
of which may be dismissed with scant
courtesy. The one is that all war expenditures should be defrayed by loans,
and the other is (hat ail war expenditures should be defrayed by taxes.
Each theory is untenable.
It is indeed true that the burdens of
the war should be borne by the present rather than the future generation:
but this does not mean that they should
be borne by this year’s taxation.
Meeting all war expenses by taxation
makes the taxpayers in one or two
years boar the burden of benefits that
ought to be distributed at least over a
decade within the same generation.
In the second place, when expenditures approach the gigantic sums of

present-day warfare, the tax-only policy would require more than the total
surplus of social income. Were this
absolutely necessary, the ensuing havoc in the economic life of the community would have to be endured.
But
where the disasters are so great and
at the same time so unnecessary, the
tax-only policy may be declared im-

practicable.

Secretary MeAdoo had the right Instinct and highly commendable courage in deciding that a substantial portion, at least, of the revenues should
be derived from taxation.
But when
he hit upon the plan of 50-50 per cent.,
that is, of raising one-half of all domestic war expenditures by taxes, the
question arises whether he did not go
too far.
The relative proportion of loans to
taxes is after all a purely business
proposition. Not to rely to a large extent on loans at the outset of a war is
a

mistake.

Disadvantages of Excessive Taxes.
disadvantages of excessive taxes

The

___as_ii_

<1

1. Excessive taxes on consumption
will cause popular resentment.
2. Excessive taxes on industry will

disarrange business, damp

enthusiasm
and restrict the spirit of enterprise at
the very time when the opposite is
needed.
3. Excessive taxes on incomes will deplete the surplus available for investments and interfere with the placing of
the enormous loans which will be necessary in any event.
4. Excessive taxes on wealth will
serious diminution of the in
which are at present largely
drawn upon for the support of educational and philauthropic enterprises.
Moreover, these sources of support
would be dried up precisely at the time
when the need would be greatest.
5. Excessive taxation at the outset of
the war will reduce the elasticity available for the increasing demands that
cause a
comes

are soon

to

come.

Great Britain’s Policy.
Take Great Britain as an example.
During the first year of the war she
increased taxes only slightly, in order
to keep industries going at top notch.
During the second year she raised by
new taxes only 9 per cent, of her war
expenditures. During the third year
she levied by additional taxes (over
and above the pre-war level) only
slightly more than IT per cent, of her
war

expenses.
If we should attempt to do as much
Id the first year of the war as Great
Britain did in the third year It would
suffice to raise by taxation $1,250,000,000.
If, in order to be absolutely on
the safe side, it seemed advisable to
Increase the sum to $1,600,000,000, this
should, in our opinion, be the maximum.

In considering the apportionment of
the extraordinary burden of taxes in
war times certain scientific princip’es
ire

definitely established:

How Taxes Should Be Apportioned.
(ll The burden of tisxes must be
spread as far as possible over the
whole community so as to cause each
individual to share in the sacrifices according to his ability to pay and according to his share in tile Government
i2i Taxes oh consumption, which are
necessarily borne by the community at
large, slmtfld lie imposed as far as possible n articled of quasi-luxury rather
than mi these of necessity.
(3i Excises s liquid be imposed as far
us
possible upon commodities in the
hands of the final consumer rather
tbaii upon the articles which serve primarily as raw material for further

production.
(4) Taxes upon business should be
Imposed as far as possible upon net
earnings rather than upon gross receipts or capital invested.
(5) Taxes upon income which will
necessarily be severe should be both
differentiated and graduated. That is.
there should be a distinction between
earned and unearned incomes and there
should be a higher rate upon the larger
incomes.
It is essential, however, not
to make the income rate so excessive
as to lead to evasion, administrative
difficulties, or to lhe more fundamental
objections which have been urged
above.
(0) The excess profits which are due
to the war constitute the most obvious
and reasonable source of revenue dur
ing war times But the principle upon
ucpc

u

hi

|

uiu

in .iro

aic

laiu

must l»e equitable in theory and easily
calculable in practice.
The Proposed Income Tax.
The additional iuoome tax as passed
by the House runs up to a rate of (in
per cent. This is a sum unheard of In
the history of civilized society. It must
be remembered that it was only after
the first year of the war that Great
Britain increased her income tax to the
maximum of 34 per cent., and that
even norv in the fourth year of the war
the income tax does not exceed 42%
per cent.
It could easily be shown that a tax
with rates on moderate incomes sub
stantially less than in Great Britain,
and on the larger incomes about a>
high, would yield only slightly less than
the $532,000,000 originally estimated in
the House bill.
It Is to be hoped that the Senate will
reduce the total rate on the highest in
comes to 34 per cent, or at most to 40
per cent, and that at the same rime It
will reduce the rate on the smaller in
comes derived from personal or profes
sional earnings.
If the

continues we shall have to
and more upon the independ
come tax.
By imposing excessive rates
now we are not only
endangering the
future, but are inviting all manner of
difficulties which even Great Britain
has been able to escape.
war

more

Conclusion.
The House bill contains other fundamental defects which may be summed
up as follows:
(1) It pursues an erroneous principle
in imposing retroactive taxes.
(2) It selects an unjust and unworkable criterion for the excess-profits tax.
(3) It proceeds to an unheard-of
height in the income tax.
(4) It imposes unwarranted burdens
upon the consumption of the commu

nity.
(5) It is calculated to throw business
into confusion by levying taxes on gross
receipts instead of upon commodities.
(6) It fails to make a proper use of
stamp taxes.
(7) It follows an unscientific system
in its flat rate on imports.
(8) It includes a multiplicity of petty and unlucrative taxes, the vexatiousness of which is out of all proportion to
the revenue they produce.
*******

The fundamental lines off which the
House bill should be modified are summed up herewith:
(1) The amount of new taxation
should be limited to $1,250,000,000—or
at the outset to $1,500,000,000. To do
more than this would be as unwise as
it Is unnecessary.
To do even this
would be to do more than has ever
been done by any civilized Government in time of stress.
(2) The excess-profits tax based upon
a sound system ought to yield about

$500,000,000.
(3) The income-tax schedule ought to
be revised with a lowering of the rates
on earned incomes below $10,000, and
with an analogous lowering of the
rates on the higher incomes, so as not
to exceed 34 per cent. A careful cal
culation shows that an income tax of
this kind would yield some $450,000.000 additional.
(4) The tax on whisky and tobacco
ought to remain approximately as it is.
with a yield of about $230,000,000.
These three taxes, together with the
stamp tax «t even the low rate of the
House bill, and with an improved automobile tax, will yield over $1,250,000.000. which is the amount of money
thought desirable.
The above program would be in harmony with an approved scientific system.
It will do away with almost all
of the complaints that are being urged
It will refrain
against the **esent.
from taxing the consumption of the
poor.
^
It will thiow a far heavier burden
will not go to the
but
upon the rich,
It will obextremes of confiscation.
viate interference with business and
will keep unimpaired the social productivity of the community.
It will establish a just balance between loans and taxes and will not
succumb to the danger of approaching

either the tax-only policy or the loanonly policy. Above all. It will keep an
undisturbed
elastic margin, which
must be more and more heavily drawn
upon as the war proceeds.
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The Kind You Have Always Bought has borne the
s'
ture of Chas. II. Fletcher, and has been made
lnnlwn"
personal supervision for over 30 years. Allow lm
to deceive you in this. Counterfeits,
Imitations
“

German and 271 British and French.
British headquarters admitted the loss of
86 machines, but as the French do not
announce any war losses it is impossible
to verify the inference that they lost 185.
It is worthy of note that the estimate of
271 is compiled from German official reports. The total air losses for April were
estimated at 709.
were

Learning How.
Helen—Daddy, I have

MAINE ITEMS.
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Large Silk Shipment (rom Japan.
Seattle, Wash., May 25. (Special).
Carrying the largest and richest cargo of
silk ever brought across the Pacific by
an Osaka Shosen Kaisha liner, the Jap-

I’m what’e going to fly the coop.
Boas the yard and make things when;!
I won't be sat on by a hen.
I want to roost up with the men;
Flap and crow as father uster.
Fight and strut like a full fledged rooster.
Join the union agitators.
Smash and boycott incubators!
Now. mama halves her legal thirds
Of papa’s worms to feed us birds;
What's the chance of grub for me
Although aa smart as smart can be
With 15 others in the brood.
In one long scramble after food?

bottle of
Ask at any drug store for a small
but is
fre< zone, which will cost but a trifle,
corn or
of
feet
one’B
every
rid
to
sufficient
callus
Put a few drops directly upon any tender,
aching corn or callus. Instantly the soreness
disappears and shortly the corn or callus will
loosen and can be litted off with the fingers.
This drug freezone doesn’t eat out the corns
or calluses, but shrivels them.without even irritating the surrounding skin.
Just think! No pain at all; no soreness or
smarting when applying it or afterwards. If
him
your druggist don’t have fret zone have
order it for you.

—--^

Items of all Sorts.
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Just-as-good” are but Experiments, aud endangers
#
health of Children—Experience against
Experiment.
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German Army Nations.

(From

a

Staff Correspondent of The Associated Press.)

With the British Armies in

France,

via

1

London, June 1. The conditions as to food
In Use For Over
supplies in Germany may be conjectured
CtNTAUW COMPANY, NKW VO H K CITY
from the fact that it is now definitely ! __TMC
settled that the best fed of the German i
fighting units subsist on a ration which
equals only three-fifths in weight and
value that issued to the British troops.
REPAIRS ON INTERNED SHIPS.
The best nourished German troops are
MEN WANT FT:
those in reserve just back of the fighting
their Safety Razor Rh
lines. They receive the maximum ration.
Chairman William Denman of the Ship- ened better than
new.
Since the spring of 1916, however, their 1 ping Board
Oems, 2Ec. Cillett* s
recently announced that a de-

30 Years.

bread allowance has been cut down onethird. The greater part of this reduction
has occurred during the last eight months.
There are now two meatless days a week
in the German trenches.
Even the indispensable sausage allowance has been
cut down to two and three-quarter ounces
daily. Rice has been eliminated entirely,

|

machinery

be fashioned; and that the
necessary repair work is being rushed under the supervision of a corps of marine
architects in private shipping yards. Said
Mr. Denman:
“Immediately after the
removal of the crews from the interned
vessels the Shipping Board undertook to
repair them. It organized a committee
of experts, including Frank S.
Martin, of
New York, and Stephenson Taylor, chairman of the American Bureau of
Shipping.
The committee directed a survey of each
ship. It was found that many important
parts of the machinery had been destroyed or thrown overboard—parts that connected the power with the propelling

America, not to be outdone, has found
ozokerite, hitherto imported almost
wholly from Galicia, exists in quantities

that

near Soldier Summit and Colton, Utah.
Ozokerite is mineral wax and possesses
practically all the properties pertaining to
the common beeswax.

Briquettes.
Coal dust is to be marketable hereafter,
that two wholesale coal concerns
have found a method of “binding” it and
packing it into compact, egg-like form.
Briquettes have long been in general use
in Europe, and it seems strange that they
have never before been successfully manufactured over here. The wholesale price
of the new fuel in New York city is about
15 a ton.
now

Any one of the good black shoe polishes
may be used for the handbag.
Apply it
sparingly and brush well. After brushing take a piece of velveteen or old cotton cloth and rub the bag thoroughly until every bit of loose polish has been removed.
Black leather handbags can be kept in
excellent condition by the occasional rubbing of a little shoe polish, and if the
rubbing is done thoroughly there is practically no danger of the color rubbing ofT.
of V. hhows Gain in

Member-

Guernsey

At a Probate Court, he:
for the County of \\
Tuesday of May, A. i
A certain instrument,
last will and testamet
late of Searsmont, in
deceased, having beer
with a petition praying
and allowed and that lento Abbie M, Ordway arexecutors named therein.

Ordered. That notic*
interested by causing

published three we*
Republican Journal, a
Belfast, in said County,:

be

a

Probate Court, to be

Out for United States Senate

the Battlefields.

FOR PERSONAL HYGIENE
Dissolved in water for douches stops
pelvic ca r. ulceration and inflammation. Recommended by Lydia E.
Pinkham Med. Co. for ten years.
A healing wonder for nasal catarrh,
throat and sore eyes. Economical.
extraordinary cleansing aril germicidal pow-r.
Sample Free. 50c. ail druggists, or postpaid by.
The Paxton Toilet Coinr my. Bostoi

Has

bleed and the train.

physiological
facti that should be as well known by people
generally as they are by physiciars, is the deAmong the many important

pendence of the brain for its proper nction on
the vitality of the t,le< d
If this is impaired,
the blood effoids an imperfect stimulus to the
as a

follows, and

a

payment
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in the county of W'a.o
bonds as the law direi
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T he following clubbing offers are only for
subscriptions to T he Journal paid one year
in advance:
The

Give the Hair Root Nourishment and Stop

Journal and

Farm and Home,

$2.00

The Journal and McCall’s Magazine,
The Journal and Woman’s Magazine,

of Baldness.

2.25

2.25

The publications included in our
clubbing offer may be sent to different addresses.
Send in your

subscription

Belfast, Maine.

WANTED
HAND GOODS of every descrip-

SECOND
tion. Furniture, bedding, carpets, stoves,
If

I

It shall be lawful to t
pickerel at any time, ai
fish during the month.of each year, in acconia'
law of the State, in
rivers in Waldo Counts

WATERS CLOSED
BROOKS AN
Meadow Brook, so
Stockton Springs ami *
taries; Fifteen Mile St
(situated partly in Kenn

utaries to Duck Trap
utaries to Sleepy Hollow
and Belmont.

LAKES AM

(NOM
SPECIAL Kl-Cl
It is unlawful to fish
so-called, in the towns of
mont, EXCEPT during ::
June of each year, or in
except during the month
L

now.

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUB. CO.,

you
Antique furniture a specialty.
have anything to Bell drop me a postcard and
you will receive a prompt call.
WALTER H .COOMBS.
64 Main Street, Belfast.
Tel. 249-3

etc.

four years,
said commissi

ICE FISHING

CLUBBING RATES

HAIR GROWS THIN

BLAO BE*

rM

!

State of

WHAT TO DO WHEN

FOB "ACKACHE KIDNEYS AND

9

Fi.

Winternort, Me., May

payment immediately
CLIb i
Belfast, April 10, 1917

en-

gagements for

bringing 12600.”

FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS

I

immediately

JAMES LEWIS DUN'

“Since I left home, two or three days
ago,” said E. K. Gaylord, of Oklahoma
City, at the Willard, “line rains have fallen all over the State, thus assuring us a
crop of wheat that will equal if not exceed last year’s yield of almost 30,000,000 bushels. Our country is in fine condition and prosperity is general. There
is, however, the same complaint with us
that I find prevalent in the East—a general murmur against the high cost of
living. There is no dearth of food supplies, but almost all items that go on the
table are about as dear in Oklahoma as
Money is so
they are in Washington.
abundant, however, that people do not
worry very greatly over prices, especially
since our farmers, cattlemen and owners
of oil wells are the recipients of big
In Tulsa
money for all they produce.
recently, 52 head of high-grade cattle
were sold at an average of more than
5700 a head, one particularly line bull

Spread

of Wald.

the estate of

—

If you are rapidly losing your hair and fear
baldness. A. A. Howes & Co. invite you to
make a three days’ test of Parisian Sage. If it
does not stop the excessive loss of hair and
make your hair and scalp look and feel 1G0 per
cent better they will return your money.
Hundreds of men and women have written
telling of the good results obtained by using
Parisian Sage. People who were getting bald
say that they now glory in their beautiful hair.
Others who have bad dandruff and itching
scalp for years say they got a clean, healthy
scalp after a few applications of this splendid
treatment. No matter whether you are bothered with falling hair, prematurely gray hair,
dull and brittle hair, oily, stringy hair, dandruff
on this
or itching, head try Parisian Sage
money back offer. If your hair is worth saving Parisian Sage is worth trying and a large
bottle is inexpensive.

9
9

J

County

PUBLIC

makes its appearance.
It is probable that no other medicine ever
produced haB done more in the way of revitalizing the blind, making it pure and rich, than
Hood's Sarsaparilla, which should certainly he
given a trial where there is any reason to believe that the blood is defictive in quality or
deficient in quantity.

Crop

9

in the

b nds as the law directs,
demands against the t-i,
are desired to present :t
and all ii'.aebted theret

Livermore Falls, May

THE

necessary consequence, languor
of the entire nervous system
tendency to headache or faint-

Wheat

9

j

payment immediately.
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tion at all accurate about.

and
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ADMINISTRATOR."
scriber hereby gives
duly appointed admii.
nexed, of the estate
IRENE V. POLANi

On the western front England has approximately 1,350,000. France about 1,In Macedonia, England has
050.000.
(white troops) perhaps 100,000. France
150.000. Elsewhere outside of England
Great Britain has perhaps 000,000 troops,
and outside of France, France has about
135.000. Belgium has now perhaps 80,000 men under arms;Italy, all told, 2,200,
000.
Russia I can give you no informa-

brain, and,

NoticJ

Probate

_»

of three camps with 89 members.
Mrs.
Ethel M. Toward of Waterville presided
at the divisional meeting of the auxiliary.

The

K
H

_

can

ROCKLAND, June 6. A net gain in
Hon. Frank E. Guernsey of Dover has
membership was reported at the 35fh annual encampment of the Maine division, announced himself as a candidate for the
Sons of Veterans, Wednesday, in spite Republican nomination for United States
of the fact that the charters of two camps Senator, to be voted for at the primaries
have been revoked. Secretary E. R. in June, 1918. Mr. Guernsey made a good
Gould of this city reported there are now record as Representative in Congress,
51 camps with a membership of 2,323, and as a candidate for Senator will make
and that the junior order has a nucleus things lively in the primaries.

on
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ship.
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and for said Couniy, on t.t
mechanism.
June next, at ten of
“Draftsmen were engaged to draw de- and show
cause, if at
signs for the missing machinery, and re- same Hhould not be *| pr
are
pairs
being made in American fac- allowed.
HARRY
A true copy.
tories. Many of the interned ships were
Attes'
21
Ch>3 E
constructed in British yards. The British
authorities are furnishing us with the
WALDO SS. In Coat
original plans. Within five months the
most seriously damaged of the ships will Belfast, in vacation, m
Nellie F Ryder,
1917.
be ready to put to sea. The smaller ships
of Winslow A. R>der,
will be prepared for commission in a
! County, deceased, hav
much shorter time.”
i and final account of
The Shipping Board’s survey of ships estate for allowance.
interned in the ports of the United States
Ordered, That notice t
has disclosed that the three great steam- Weeks
successively, in T:
ships of the Hamburg-American line— a newspaper published .■
the “President Lincoln,” the “President ty, that all persons int.
I>«. U.
Grant,” and the “Pennsylvania” are the
most extensively damaged of the German ! 12th day of June next
they hav*», why the sa,
vessels. The repairs on each of these allowed.
HARRY
ships will approximate $250,000.
This
A true copy.
Attest:
estimate was made by John A. Donald, a
CHAS I
member of the board.—Marine Journal.

llenovate Black Handbags.

S

M

Re!fast.. Me.

ing the damage done each; that draftsmen have prepared drawings from which
the impaired or destroyed parts of the

being replaced by dry turnips.

Maine

50c.

tailed survey of each of the seventy-one
German and Austrian ships interned in
the United States has been made d isclos-

S'

PENAl.n
Whoever violates any
Rules and Regulations si a
less than ten

nor more

th;

costs of prosecution, for
addition thereto one dolls:
caught, killed or had in P“
of any provision of th se
HARRY B. A
LEON G t *
FOREST H
Commissioners of Inland h
Augusta, Maine, June 1.
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WE WILL NOT RANSOM THE
AMERICAN EAGLE.

CHILDREN’S HEALTH

OF FIRST IMPORTANCE TO A MOTHER.

We need to understand that the Amerieagle must find the sky free for his
[lights or the American people will cower
in their cellars. Either strong Americans
will win with bayonets or weak Americans will be pulling
out their pocketbooks. Either we kill the enemy or pay

Nothing causes greater anxiety to
*V mother of a family than the syrup's of illness in one of her children
v
:r;shness, loss of appetite, irritability,
or listlessness
developing unexpectedly
and without apparent cause, will at once
and worry in the
uneasiness
produce
mother’s mind, unfitting her for her daily
duties.
If the illness is due to digestive disturbances, worms, or a cold in its early
stages, there is no safer, speedier relief
for such trouble than prompt and systematic use of that old time household
remedy, “L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine. It

can

—

—

him.
There is

“L. F.” Medicine Co., Portland, Maine.
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The

Tina Lerner's

sport veils that go so perfectly
with the sport hats that everyone wears
are in perfect accord with the emphasis
given to long flowing lines. The striped
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Who by special arrangement have all the

Design

patterns all the time.
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made in Paris for an
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American naval traditions are richer for
another memorable saying, “When will
you be ready for business?” asked the
British commander at Queenstown when
the American destroyers appeared for
work in the “barred zone.” Instantly replied the American in charge: “We can
start at once.” And no time was lost in
putting to sea again.
The thrill is in that cool reply.
It was
characteristic of the American naval offiand
it
reflected
the efficiency and incer,
trepedity of the service, quick to respond
to the call of duty, ready for action, composed in the face of danger. The American people, always proud of their navy,
which has never failed them, will kindle
at the simple story told from Queenstown.
It stirs the blood only less than a brush
with the enemy, for it means that the
destroyers we have sent over are primed
to give a good account of themselves.
There is a coincidence that will please
our British ally in the fact that Rear Admiral William S. Sims, who commands
the American squadron, is a native of

those far

distant,

does much toward the
complete annihilation of space and causes
us to wonder what tomorrow
may bring
forth.
When we are far from home—and think
of the loved ones left behind, shall we
be able to commune with them through
music?
WcDDIMO
RUGG-ROSE.

BI'.LLs,

Frederic Warren Rugg
of Philadelphia and Miss Ogarita Fuller
Rose of Rockland were married June 4fh
at the bride's home on Broadway, the occasion being honored by the first appearance of the June sun.
Its radiance added
to the proverbial happiness which the orb
of day imparts to these happy ceremonies.
The wedding was a very quiet one, the
only guests being relatives and a few of
the bride’s nearest friends. As a social
event it was made extremely informal.
Rev. Pliny A. Allen of the Universalist
Church officiated.
Pink was the color scheme of the decorations, which were most tastefully arranged by Mrs. Charles A. Rose. Vases
of tulips, sweet peas and carnations lent
fragrance as well as the desired color
tone.
The bride, who is a young woman of
striking beauty, presented a most charming vision in a gown of gray crepe de
chine and figured georgette. She wore a
large rose hat and carried pink roses and
sweet peas. The bridesmaid was
Canada, although a Pennsylvania gradu- pink
ate of the Naval Academy at Annapolis. Miss Damie Rose, sister of the bride, who
Moreover, considering the hazards of the was gowned in gray silk. The best man
submarine patrol, it should be of good was Mr. Lowell of Portland.
Among those from out of town were
omen that the admiral was born at Port
Mr. and Mrs. T. C. Falesof Egypt, Mass.,
Hope.
Mrs. A. E. Lewis of Boston, Mr. and Mrs.
licit: is uue tiling we Know' auoui i\umiral Sims that is particularly reassuring; A. J. Iluston, Clarence Crowell and
Charles
Holden of Portland, Mrs. H. S.
he is an expert in gunnery.
When he
took command of the battleship Minneso- Woodman and son Harrison of Winthrop,
ta it shot its way to the top of the list, j Me.. Mrs. Julia A. Rose and Miss Lena
North Islesboro.
Any squadron he raises his flag over must M. Rose of
Wedding lunch was served by Mrs. W.
be able to shoot straight. An accomplished
F. Norcrciss, Mrs. Harry E. Brown, Miss
officer, scientific in his methods, alert,
clear headed and resolute, and, what is of Geneva Rose, Mrs. William Rhodes, Miss
great importance, a diligent student of the Marion Healey and Mi s Grace Walker.
naval campaign in British waters, Wil- The distribution of the bridal cake carried
liam S. Sims was an ideal choice for the with it these favors: Ring, Miss Marion
command of the American destroyer Healey; heart, Charles Holden of Portsquadron despatched to show our colors land; money, E. H. Rose; thimble, Clar“at the front” and to smash the enemy’s ence Crowell of Portland.
The couple left in the afternoon by auto
submarines.
for a honeymoon trip to New York and
The government must throttle the Atlantic City, after which they will regamblers in foodstuffs. In the midst of side in Philadelphia. Mr. Rugg is a graduate of Columbia University, New York,
war, nothing so hits the heart of conditions as this. No one is opposed to fair and has until recently been connected
profits to producers, manufacturers and with H. H. Hay Sons of Portland. He is
dealers, but everybody is opposed to enor- now representative of the firm of Bauer
mous speculative profits, which go into & Black in Philadelphia. The bride is the
the pockets of a few wealthy people and younger daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Eugene
are filched from the pockets of the rank H. Rose. She is a member of the Rubinstein
and file of the people who will have the Club and has studied with Madame Duff
heaviest burden to bear during the course in New York. Her vocal successes as
noted here and in Belfast in the opera
of the war.
Throttle the gamblers by immediately “H. M. S. Pinafore,” as well as on numpromise of a
prohibiting the dealing in futures on the erous other occasions, gave
stock boards. Eliminate from the situa- brilliant career in opera had she selected
tion the element of speculation and gam- that vocation. The joyous wishes of a
her into her
bling, and immediately will come some great circle of friends follow
relief.
I new home.—Courier-Gazette.
The government should act with !
promptness. “Do it now” should bethel
Newspapers by Aeroplane.
motto, before the situation becomes un- |
bearable and the people are tempted to
The aerial post between Turin and
protect themselves in their own way.— Rome, 325 miles apart, started last week
Portland Telegram.
when a Caproni aeroplane capable of
traveling 112 miles an hour left the Piedmontese capital carrying 400 pounds of
correspondence, besides a large consign1DnF»
~“:E KIDNEYS A
FOR
ment of local newspapers.
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Life’s

guarantee, that it will give complete satisfaction when properly handled.
William Tell Flour is made in
Ohio—right in the \iiami Valley, where the rich" limestone
soil gives it a delicious flavor
and wonderful baking qualities.
You can use it for everything
—bread, rolls, cakes and pastries—and every thing will
taste just a little better. William Tell Flour takes the ache
out of bake and puts the flavor in.

Better Flour Label, which signifies that it has met every requirement for license to bear
this guarantee.
The Ansted & Burk Company,
who make it, guarantee it to
your grocer.

!

The grocer adds his guarantee
ahd it comes to you with all
these guarantees behind it.
Every sack of William Tell
Flour is sold under this triple

i

Use WILLIAM TELL Flour
Cut the cost of living and live better by baking in your own home.

t=-

gg!3

—

Swan-Whitten-Bickford Co., Wholesale Distribursot.

AND

Belfast-Camden Auto Service

Real Service Stations

are

j

William Tell Flour is sold under a triple guarantee.
It is stamped with the Ohio

“The American

Highway.

ON

Line.”

AND

AFTER JUNE 1,
At college I saw fortunes spent every
1917,
teach football candidates how
to elude opposing tackles, but not a cent
LEAVE BELFAST, Windsor Hotel,
ARRIVE IN CAMDEN about
to teach them how to elude tuberculosis,
8 00 a. m.. 12 m. | 3.00. p. m.
9 00 a. m 1.00 p. m., 4.00 p. m
typhoid pneumonia or cancer. We were
required to dig out Latin roots and to unLEAVE CAMDEN, Hav View Hotel,
ARRIVE IN BcLFASr About
kink logarithmic gnarls, but there was no
I
9.30 a m., 1.30 p. m., 4.30 p. m.
10 30 a. m„ 2.30 p. m„ 5.30 p. m.
required course in intelligent living.
There was a perennial, concerted rockConnections made at Camden with electric cars to and from Rockland; at Belfast for Banribbed steel-girt conspiracy of silence gor and Waterville, via Maine Central Railroad; boat to Castine and Is!‘sboro. Extra cars at
for special trips to any point desired
Careful drivers and first-class serviee.
Belfast,
against the human body. The educational
system frowned upon bad taste in deportment, manners, language and literature,
but had taste in life itself was quite the
It was deemed more improper thing.
316-3
ORRIN J. DICKEY, Manager, Pvtbian Block, Belfast* Maine,
Toionhr.no t
portant to know quadratic equations than
lelepnone 375
18tf
(
the simple fact that to sleep habitually in
a room where the sunbeams never enter i
is as suicidal as a nibble of cyanide, al- :
beit somewhat slower.
Long before New York’s public school
children of today learn how to decline
“amo” they are taught to decline indiscriminate kisses.
Long before they learn
how Gettysburg was fought they learn
how fire is fought. The toothbrush drill
precedes the first spelling drill.
Long before they take up the avenues
This machine wll be sold for 375 cash.
of Caesar’s entrance into Gaul they are
Machine
instructed in the avenues of entrance of
is
in
and has never been used.
every
regiments of bacilli into the human
body. Gotham’s tots learn the necessity
If you want a
in one of the best
of frequent airing of bedding, the proper
cleaning of ice boxes, the curability of
The Journal
autumn to

BOYS’

AND

GIRLS’

CLUBS.

j

movement which ought to interest the people of the whole State of
Maine. It is practical and at the same
time is educational to the club members.
This is

j

a

It gives the sons and daughters of farman
opportunity to learn improved

ers

methods in agriculture, to aid in the food
production of tliC State, to fit themselves

on
in some decree for a more useful citizenImagine sailing on a ship in mid-ocean ! ship, and to earn nice little sums of money
and being able to hear your favorite pian- with their own hands.
ist in a concert that she is giving on board
Over forty-live hundred patriotic Maine
a vessel hundreds of miles
away! The
border of the veil especially designed for
and girls between ten and eighteen
possibility is not so remote as one might | boys
the beach, motoring, travelling and all
surmise, for on Washington’s birthday! years old have enrolled to date in the
and Girls’ Agricultural Clubs conout-door uses, adds to the allurement and last, lina Lerner, the distinguished
young i Boys’
effectiveness of the sport suit. Coming Russian pianist, gave a recital on board | ducted by the University of Maine, Extension Service. This membership is inthe Ventura on her homeward
in matching or contrasting color tones
journey)
from Honolulu, and enjoyed the unique cluded in 312 clubs which are distributed
j
that set off or harmonize with a costume, thrill of
feeling that her music was being all over the State from Fort Fairfield to
Each member has promised
and loosely adjusted this veil can be heard by wireless operators on board pas- Kennebunk.
j to do one of the following things:
raise
thrown back at will and the draperies are senger and freight steamers as far as 500
an eighth acre of potatoes, a quarter acre
miles away.
as fetching oif as over the face.
a
twentieth-acre
In the concert room where Miss Lerner ! of corn,
garden, a
was playing, a
BRAID AND SATIN.
transmitter was placed, square-rod garden, two flocks of chickens,
or
one
or
can
50
of
fruits and
pints
pig,
and by means of a recently perfected
Satin dresses are stylishly trimmed
wireless telephone apparatus, the music
“To Make the Best Better.” This is
with braids this season, either narrow was sent out over a
large radius.
The experience of listening to this con- the club motto and the club emblem is a
soutache or wider fancy braids.
cert was far more novel than participat- four-leaf clover with the letter H on each
Verona Clarke.
ing in the demonstrations which have leaf, which denotes the development of
recently been tried successfully, when Head, Heart, Hands and Health.
In organizing the clubs the University
singers and speakers in San Francisco
were heard at meetings and banquets in Extension Workers have received assistNew York and other cities. At these ance from superintendents of schools,
functions the guests were provided with school teachers. Granges, Public Safety
telephones, through which they heard Committees and other organizations.
In a number of cases mothers and fathevery tone distinctly.
Even the applause
that the singers received on the Pacific ers have joined the clubs as associate
Coast was accurately transmitted, and all members, and plan to receive and use the
the thrills that attended the real concert club instructions and to attend club meetwere felt by this
“proxy audience” on ings.
the other side of the continent.
Members Receive Instructions.
ARE FOR SALE IN BELFAST BY
That, however, was over telephone
As soon as a list of club members is rewires. To play the piano while isolated
ceived at the College of Agriculture, the
in mid-ocean and have the notes float
first instruction sheets are sent to the
through the air and bring pleasure to adult local
leader, who directs the secrenew
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TEACHING CHILDREN TO LIVE.

Co.,

10c. and 15c.
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BEACON FALLS, CONN.

the Blood

druggist sells Dr. Williams Pink Pills or they will be sent by mail
r®“'P? ?f Pnce 50 cents pet box, or six boxes (or $2.50, by the
Williams Medicine Co., Schenectady, N. Y.

Dr.

1

'RAZE.

h

cOR

worry.

thin the straight
if too stout

no

fOLE.s aidwey fills
BLADDER

EMPLOYMENT DEPT.,

Beacon Falls Rubber Shoe

non-alcoholic tonic. They build up the blood,
strengthen
die nerves, tone up the digestion and soothe aching muscles.
They
Me especially good for growing
girls and tired women who

angles,
B

BIG PAY and steady work for girls and
women in large rubber shoe factory.
Exp°ri
enced girls earn $10 and $18 a week. Inexwhile
perienced ones paid a worth
salary and
given free hoard and room while learning,
Live town, near
which takes about a momh.
large cities. Good theatre; fine working conditions. Company furnishes hall for dancing,
athletic fieid, free insurance and medical attention. Fine chance for a family: work for
all. Good homes at very low rents
Don’t de
cide now. Write today for illustrated booklet
—“A Good Job at Beacon Falls.” Address

Me a

the best French

■'.n7.es

are run

They me pale, tired, have

old, stout or slim, tall
.noble heresy to con-

*

down and debilitated at the end of winter.
no appetite, do not
sleep well, have
headache and backache. All these Me
symptoms of thin blood.
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11, 1917.
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Piece Gowns.

One
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Tautness

You Run No Risk under
the Triple Guarantee of
William Tell Flour

other course open to the
The
American republic in this war.
enemy is defeated or indemnified. We
either attack as Ty Cobb attacks or we
reluctant debtor
pay as a solvent but
meets his creditors.
There can be no happiness in paying
tribute. The joy of battle may be overemphasized, but it certainly is a pleasanter emotion than that which attends the
reluctant drawing out of the purse strings
at a conqueror’s command.
We may love ease' and slippers, but we
do not love humiliation.
There is no
American who would like to draw upon
his bank account to make up a sum demanded by a foreign commander who had
told his city that a certain large sum of
money must be provided within twentyfour hours.
If we do not like such prospects we
must work to avoid them. They are imminent in the world just now.
We need
the spirit of Ty Cobb and Hughie Jennings and Joan of Arc. We do not carehow good the pitching is—and the Germans are wonderful pitchers—we intend
to make the seventh inning rally and get
in the winning runs. Let the other fellow go dejected to the clubhouse. We
shall not need our end of the ninth inning. The game will be over when our
time comes for that.—Chicago Tribune.

prevents congestion of the digestive apparatus, increases the flow of bile, and
helps to correct the entire disturbance.
Always keep a bottle ready for use in
time of trouble, either for children or
adults.
At your dealer’s, 35 cents.

Press Association

Daisy Baker's Mother Says

tary to call

a

meeting of the members, at

THE

New $100 Oliver

I

perfect

phthisis.
It begins to look

made, apply

CLIMBED STAIRS
ON HEB HANDS

PRESTON’S
Livery, Boarding and Transient Stable.

JU-^T OFF MAIN STREET.
IS SITUATED ON WASHINGTON STREET,
e'c
C. ireful drivers if desired.
huckbosrds.
double
hitches,
and
1 have

single
Your patronage is solicited.

loo III to Walk Upright. Operation
'Advised. Saved by Lydia E.
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound.

FKO.tt

HOW TO PRESERVE STRAWBERRIES
Belfast

BKLFAST

depart..

Citypoint.

Always bears
Signature dL

_——

7 05
*7 10

12 20

2 20

tl2 25

t2 25

tl2
12
12
1
1
il
1
3

*2
2
t2
3
3
'3
3
5
5
5

t7 44
7 50
Unity. 7 5*
Winnecook. >8 08
Burnham, arrive. 8 20
Bangor. 11 45
Clinton... 8 39
8 48
Benton..
Waterville. 8 54
Portland. 1L 50
Boston, pm. 3 20
Knox
Thorndike.

35
47
59
05
13
23
35
00

3 29
6 60
8 00

FBI

35
40
5$
05
1?
23
35
05
11
20
5 25
8 26

I

j

L

BKLFAST
PM

AH

Telephone-stable,

AM

3 (

0

8 5(

Portland. 12 00

7 00

12 26

^^^.611^ proprietor>

Quarries,
Factory

T360

*

Locations

Farms,Sites

Mill Sites,

and

360 ARTICLES

1

ON ALL NEWS STANDS

EACH MONTH
~~

!

Camps

ij I POPULAR I

LOCATED ON THE LINE OF THE

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

MECHANICS
magazine

to

give opportunity to those desiring,,
make a change in location for a new start

£

in life.

Undeveloped ] Water

Power

0

indoor and outdoor
sports and play Largely constructive; tell*
how to build boats, motorcycles, wireless, etc

r*

S

FOR SALE BY 35,000 NEWS DEALERS

vj

Catalogue of Mechanical Books free on request.

regarding locations

receive attentions
addressed to any agent of the
MAINE CENTRAL, or to
will

when

j

j

RAILROAD,

6 North

Popular Mechanics offers no premiums:
not join in "clubbing offers,'* and
no solicitors to secure subscriptions

employs

!

PORTLAND. MAINE.
_»

Seth W.

<

GEO. t. JOHNSON,

Attorney at Lavv
BELFAST, MAINE.

a

specialtv.

Courts.

»

BROOKS,

Waterville.

Bangor.

7 16
7 00

Benton..

Clinton.
Burnham, leave. 8 36
Winnecook. 48 45

Unity

...

8 54
9 02
t9 10
9 25

10 02
—

10 08
10 17
10 30
110 40
10 65
11 05
til 15
1136
til 46
til 65
12 01

3 16
1 6(
324
3 34
8 60
4 00
4 09
4 17
<4 26
4 40
‘4 50
t6 00
6 05

Brooks.
Waldo
19 35
Citypoint. t9 45
Belfast, arrive. 9 50
tPlag station.
Limited tickets for Boston are now sold a
$6.26 from Belfast.
H. D. WALDRON.
General Passenger Agent.
G. C DOUGLASS,
General Manager. Portland Maine.
...

MUSE

WOOLENS
D-ess nnteriaij and oatings direct from
the factor/. Write tor samulis and
s

Probate' practict

ate garment

planned.

F. A. PACKAmu, BOX B,

Sift

CAtIDEN. MAISiE.

4m9

-.---

For Sale
Turbine Steel Steamships Belfast
and Camden

OF LAND situated at Long
Cove, Searsport Land is in tine condition and would make a splendid farm. Thera
is, also, in addition to this, a large amount of
standing wood. Terms reasonable. For full
particulars address
OZ\

ACRES

PM
AM

Norwood,

Attorney at Law,

___

Practice in ali

MECHANICS MAGAZINE
Michigan Avenue, Chicago ^

POPULAR

^
does

INDUSTRIAL BUREAU
CENTRAL

eonvAiient

your dealer to show you a copy; If not
to news stand, send $1.50 for a year’s subscription,
or fifteen cents for current issue to the publisher*.

Ask

J
fit

AWAIT DEVELOPMENT.

MAINE

Amateur Mechanics

0
A

Good Farming Land

invited and

readers each month.
20
each Issue tell# easy
ShOO
* NotflS nnapages
better wiiystodothingsin
the shop, and how to make repairs at home.

1?

ft

AND]'

Communications

WRITTEN SO YOU CAN UNDERSTAND IT
All the Creat Events in Mechanics.
Engineering and Invention throughout
the World, are described in an interesting manner, as they occur. 3,000.000

s'

Unlimited Raw Material

are

PICTURES

I
8

for Summer Hotels

BANGOR LINE.

Boston. 10 00

Knox

For Infants and Children

PM

..

T orndike.

4n Use For Over 30 Years

AM

*7 20
Waldo
Brooks. 7 32

TO

typewriters

Office.

at

if the public schools
of the future were to be a vast system of
service stations on the highways of human
life.—Newton A. Fuessle, in the
Craftsman.

BURNHAM.

CASTOR IA

particular
bargain

as

MAINE CENIKAL RAILROAD

In the June Farm and Fireside there is
article which says:
“Strawberries are a favorite fruit, but
must be given particular care in canning
Wash and drain the
if they keep well.
fruit after hulling. While doing this,have
cans and lids both heating in hot water.
Measure the drained berries, and for eac^i
(juart of berries allow one cupful of white
sugar. Place the sugar in an aluminum
or granite kettle, and add a few spoonfuls
of water to keep it from burning until
When the sugar has boiled long
it melts.
enough to drive all air out of it, add the
berries. As these boil up gently, stir
them down. W hen they have boiled up
the second time, lift off the fire and can,
taking the cans from the warm water one
at a time as you can; put on the lid before
filling the next can, tighten the lids, turn
the can upside down, and leave in that
position four or five days. The berries
then, when turned, will resume their proI ’never lose
per position in the cans.
strawberries when I follow this recipe.”

Typewriter

FOR SALE.

I

which the instruction sheets are distributed and discussed. Additional instrucThis woman now raises chickens and
tions are sent to the local leader for disdoes manual labor. Read her story:
tribution during the season.
The freRichmond, Ind.—“For two years I
quency of meeting is left to the club.
was so sick and weak with troubles
The most successful clubs are usually
from my age that
those which meet often.
when going up
Club members keep accounts of all
stairs I had to go
costs and receipts on blanks furnished by
very slowly with
the College of Agriculture, Extension
my hands on the
Service and usually bring these account
steps, then sit down
sheets to meetings for discussion and
at the top to rest.
comparison. On the account sheets are
The doctor said he
included under costs, rent of land, the
thought I should
cost of seed, fertilizer, glass jars, and of
have an operation,
all labor, whether it be that of the memand my friends
ber, his relatives, or hired workers. Unthought I would not
der receipts is listed the value of all prolive to move into
ducts raised or canned, whether these are
our new house. My
consumed at home or sold at market.
daughter asked me
The club may hold field meetings upon
to try Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
members’ plots, or, upon invitation, visit
a good farmer to see him select seed corn;
Compound as she had taken it with good
results. I did so, my weakness disspray potatoes, prune tomatoes, kill and
appeared, I gained in strength, moved
prepare poultry for market, or may visit a
into our new home, did all kinds of
commercial canning factory or expert
garden work, shoveled dirt, did buildhousewife who is making jelly. Harvesting and cement work, and raised huning bees and canning bees are also popudreds of chickens and ducks. I canlar under favorable conditions.
not say enough in praise of Lydia E.
The clubs are good-time clubs as well
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and
as work clubs; and parties, socials and
if these facts are useful you may pubpicnics are in order. Several of the clubs
lish. them for the benefit of other
have held fairs, entertainments, sales to
women.”—Mrs. M. 0. Johnston,Route
raise money for club expenses, for agriD, Box 190, Richmond, Ind.
cultural reference books or for travel expenses of members to and from county
and State contests.
Many club members keep notes of the
interesting happenings connected with
their work to include in the short story
of their club experiences which is reBELFAST AND
quired of all members. Snap-shots of
On and after Oct 1. 1916. trains connecting
themselves at work in their plots or with
at Burnnamand Waterville with through train,
their animals, also drawings, may be used for and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland and
to illustrate these stories.
Boston, will run as follows:

an

TRANSPORTATION COMPANY,

MAINE

Leave BelfaBt daily, except Sundays, at 6,00
p. m. for Camden, Rockland and Boston.
Leave Belfast daily, except Mondays, at
7.30 a m. for iSearsport, Bucksport, W inter port
and Bangor.
RETURN, leave India Wharf, Boston, daily,
except Sundays, a 5 00 p. m.
Leave Bangor daily, except Sundays, at 2.00
p. m. for Boston and intermediate landings.
FRED W. POTE, Agent, Belfast, Me.

Eyes Examined.

4w2lp

MRS. KATE C. CLOSSON.
Searsport, Maine.

ALBERT

E.

ANDREWS

REAL ESTATE
Odd Fellow* Block,

Belfast, Maine

Glasses Fitted.

Frank F. Graves,
Registered Optometrist,
Belfast, Me.. I. O. O. f. Bldg

WANTED
in. pine
A million feet of 2 in., ljj in. and
delivered at our mill at Fairfield, Maine.
M. F. D’ARCY & SONS COMPANY,

61 No. Washington Street, Boston, Mass
18tf

|

SEARSPORT.
Lynn,

John Carlson left Monday for
Mass.
All schools in town will close

Friday,

June 15fh.
Walter Carr of Bangor was in towr
last week visiting relatives.

Bangs of Belfast has sole
his garage to W. R. Gilkey & Son.
Hon H. E.

Levi Trundy, who had been visiting hii
parents, has returned to Tufts College.
The A. A. C. Company have finisher
shipping fertilizer,the stock
ing been cleaned up.

on

hand hav

Arthur B. Smith returned to Brewei
Saturday after a week’s stay at his cot
tage at Pleasant Cove.
C. Havener, who has been ii
business, has returned to he:

Mrs. L.
town

on

home in Worcester, Mass.
Miss Lucy T. Ross, who has been attending school in Montclair, N. J.,has ar
rived home for the summer.

Edward D. Black and daughter, Mrs
Elizabeth Snow, arrived Tuesday fron
Melrose, Mass., for the summer.
Robert Brown, who has been at worl
Gilkey and son for the pas

for W. R.

three years, has left their employ.
W. F. Runnells of Newburyport, Mass,
was in town last week visiting his par-

ents, Mr. and Mrs. W. T. C. Runnells.
Robert G. Ames of Jersey City was ir
town Friday visiting his brother, John B
Ames and sister, Mrs. Mial B. Sargent.
Steamer

Ruth, Capt. Briggs, finishec

discharging at the P. C. and W. Co. doc!
Thursday and sailed for Newport News.
Nehemiah Roulstone and friend arrivec
Friday from Boston and were the guests
of

Mrs.

Flora Roulstone

on

Reservoil

street.
Miss M. Ida West of Brooklyn, New
York, arrived Friday on a visit with he]
parents, Capt. and Mrs. W. H. W est foi
two weeks.
Mrs. A. J. Mitchell of Portland arrived
Thursday to spend the summer with his
sister Miss Orilla J. Carlson on Steam-

Friday at the home of her
parents, Mr. and Mrs L. S. Titcomb. Dr.
Fairchilcf of Searsport was the attending
Mrs. Jasper Sargent of Bangor is the
physician and mother anJ babe are'doing
arAllen.
She
of
her
Mrs.
guest
sister,
finely. Mr. Carleton joined his wife Sunrived Saturday night by train.
day night to remain for a few days.
The Auxiliary Aid of the Universalist
Mr. and Mrs. I. C. Atkinson of Boston,
society will be entertained tomorrow,
are guests air The Stockton, having arE.
Friday, afternoon, by Mrs. Elmer
rived Friday morning by boat for a stay
Thompson.
They may later
of indefinite length.
Miss Emma Hichborn came from Belbegin housekeeping at Sandypoint, if
fast for a week-end visit with her sister,
suitable apartments can be obtained near
Miss Nellie Hichborn, returning by jitney
the site of the shipbuilding plant which
Monday morning.
he is supervising.

STOCKTON

Miss Mildred

hours of last

SPRINGS.

Berry, daughter

of Mr.

Mrs. George S. Wardwell left Monday
for Rockland, where she will visit her
She will return to Stockton later in the

graduating class

of

the

Union

All are cordially invited to attend.
Mr. and Mrs. John M. Burleigh of North
announce the engagement of

Wednesday

tained

was

enter-

on

examinations for enlistment in the Coast
Patrol: hut fmdintr Ihp rpmiisi+p nnmliBr

Mr.

John M.

Tuesday,

June

5th,

our

Town

Trundy,

our
was

assisted by
High school, Mr.
at the Town House

to « p. m., the legally prehours for receiving registration

a.

m.

for the National Selective

Conscription.
made, everything proceeding quietly and cheerfully,
the number registering being 68, a goodly
No attempts at evasion were

with Mrs. Wellman
A cordial invitation is extend-

Saturday as a
Stockton, being

arrived

business guest at
The
a member of the
new
firm of The Stockton Yard, Inc.
Sunday morning the partners, H. L.

Mr. and Mrs. Hill and daughter of Peabody, Mass., arrived by auto last Friday
to visit, their cousins, Mr. and Mrs. Page
Spaulding. Their son, a student atOrono,
came down Sunday to spend the day with
his parents and relatives.

Hopkins,

W. H.

Morrison,

L.

A. Gard-

Harry L. Nason, who went to New
ner and C. N.
Taylor, accompanied by G.
York a few days ago, has shipped as
S. Wardwell (designer and master buildsecond officer of" the steamship Edith of
er) left in the Hopkins’ automobile, with
The Stockton found a succession of Leonard
the Porto Rico line running between New
LaFurley as chauffeur, for BurnY’ork and San Juan, P. R.
busy days during the past week and on ham and Canaan to examine a tract of
Arthur Y'oung passed an examination Sunday afternoon a stranded auto party large timber in the latter place, which
for the United States army Friday and came in for entertainment, remaining they contemplated buying for use in their
left for Augusta Wednesday to enter the over night and several persons of the shipbuilding.
Returning Sunday night,
service. Harry McCaslin was four pounds company remained over Monday.
they left Mr. Taylor at Burnham to take
under the regulation weight, failed to
It is hoped that the flag raising neces- train for his home, the others coming on
pass and returned home.
sarily deferred Tuesday, June 12th, by the to Stockton.
Capt. A. T. Whittier left Friday for cont inued inauspicious weather which has
The entertainment gratuitously given
Thomaston to make the trip to New absolutely prohibited the necessarypaint- by certain members of the Universalist
Y'ork in the new four-masted schooner ing of the fine pole, may be carried out church in Belfast for the benefit
next

Saturday,

June 16fh, aj, 7.30 o’clock

of the

parish of that denomination in Stockton
in the evening.
—“The Old Peabody Pew”—was most
Mr. Simeon B. Merrithew, Treasurer of acceptably presented and pleasantly rechartered to load for the West Coast of the Stockton Springs Trust
Company, ceived by our community. The audience
Africa, the freight being $125,000. The informs us that he has sold nearly $2,000 was a good sized one, considering the
schooner is owned by A. D. Carver of worth of Liberty Bonds.
Praiseworthy unpropitious weather. A heavy thunder
New York.
patriotism! sustaining the olden com- shower wPicP occurred during the gathering hour deterred many from attendDODGE’S Corner.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed- meuuauie records oi our seaside village.
■

Mr. and Mrs. James Crocker, who had ing, as previously planned. All present
family motored
from Union last Sunday morning and spent the winter with their daughter and greatly enjoyed the dressing, acting and
j
agreeable manner of the entire personnel
spent the day at their cottage....Mr. and husband, Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Magune,
of the cast. Many thanks are extended
Mrs. Walter Newton of Belfast are spend- in Bridgeport,
Conn., arrived home last
ing two weeks at Camp Wabes§p on the Thursday and immediately opened their by the entire parish to all assisting in
this delightful performance and to Mrs.
Matthews shore.Mrs. Delia Clark, who home for the summer.
We are glad to
Parker and ,little Miss Doris Wilson for
had been working for Mrs. Eli Colson, see our old residents
returning.
their readings in costume, the former a
returned to her home in Prospect last
Master Melvin Colcord, little son of
humorous character sketch, convulsing
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Colcord, after a serithe audience with laughter. The entire
ous attack of tonsilitis coupled with inaffair netted nearly $30 (which but for
TROY.
ward A. Matthews and

came

to live with Mr. and

morning, June

10th.

Many are suffering from rheumatism,
colds, etc., an unusual amount of sickness

at this

season.

Most of our town schools closed last
week. Some of the teachers, <M. C. I.

graduates,)

have gone to Pittsfield to
joy commencement week.

en-

flammatory rheumatism, is at this writ- the rain
ing, Monday afternoon, considerably imlarger) to
proved (although still confined to his
bed) under the watchful care of Dr. G.

A. Stevens.

Wednesday, June 6fh,
beautiful day

gave
of last week.

the

us

Mr.

Bagley,

Belfast Wednesday to report.
“And the rain descended and the floods

storm would have been much
our parish treasury.
It is hoped

the acquaintance thus pleasantly begun
may be continued in the future.

and

CASTOR IA
For Infants and Children

terport, accompanied by Mrs. Walker of
this village and Miss Elvena Grant and

In Use For Over 30 Years

Mrs. Dockham of Prospect

Always be—

as

guests.

Mrs. Carrie A. Gardner is at this writsevere

a

very
cold and attack of heart weakness.

Dr. G. A. Stevens has twice been called
to attend the patient and we hope to hear
soon of a very marked improvement.
Mrs.

J.

L.

Lancaster

of

Why

couldn’t

the

autos

be

H.

last Saturday.
by Miss Louise

You will

readily

McDonough, night

by the

way her eyes

)

niORRILL.
B.

C.

Mrs.

Merriam of Poor’s

■'*

Cambridge,

student at Bucks-

a

Morgan and family of
came through in their

rJune 6th, and will remain for the sumBlanche Clements, a trained nurse

mer.

!

Morgan,

a

came

near

is

spending

a

serious lire

time.

Charles Clement of Searsport recently
caught a 3 1-2 pound trout and a 1-pound

over

were

D. O. Bowen

Robertson of Swanville were guests
last week of their sister, Mrs. John

A

presence and
a*

cared

was

unable to attend

sympathy.

6U1“1'

of base ball last Saturday afternoon on
The score
the Heights in Swanville.

SANDYPOINT.
—

stood 18 to 16 in favor of Swanville.

|

Mrs. N. C. Partridge spent Thursday in

Bangor.

The Industrial Club met June 6fh at
the [home of its president, Miss Louise

Cunningham. There was a good attend- for a visit.
ance and quite an amount of work comIrvin Crocker and Miss Blanchard spent
pleted. The next meeting will be June Sunday in Belfast.
20th at the home of Mrs. Isaac McKeen.
and Mrs. Charles Shackford have
Mr.

|

returned to Boston after

j

here.

a

week’s visit

Capt. Harvey and family of Bangor
spent several days last week at their cotOne
tage here.

two first fingers from his left hand.
of the fingers was severed from the hand
and the other one nearly so and had to be

Hopkins from Camden
spent Sunday with her mother, Mrs.
Mrs.

removed.

j
SEAKSMONT.

Very interesting revival meetings are
being held in the Methodist church. These
meetings are conducted by the evangelist,
Rev. Felix Powell. Congregations of 150
listen attentively to the gospel truths,
which are presented in a plain earnest
manner;
Delegations come from Appleton, Union, Camden, Rockland, Rockport
and Belfast. These meetings will be continued until Tuesday. Sunday and Tuesday there will be three services. Rev.
Mr. Powell is meeting with great success
in winning souls for Christ.

HOW’S THIS?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for
Catarrh that cannot be cured by
case
Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
Cure has been taken by catarCatarrh
Hall’s
rh sufferers for the past thirty-live years, and1
has become known as the most reliable remedy
for Catarrh. Hall’s Catarrh Cure acts through
the Blood on the Mucous surfaces, expelling
the Poison from the Blood and healing the>
diseased portions.
After you have Uken Hall’s Catarrh Curs
for a short time you will see a great improvement in your general health. Start taking
Hall’s Catarrh Cure at once and get rid of catarrh. Send for testimonials, free,
F. J. CHENEY ft CO.. Toledo. Ohio.
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.

keeps my kidneys in perfect shape.” (Stategiven November 19, 1904.)

Nathan

208, Page 227, conveyt
the Belfast Savings I „i
tablished by law at i;.
Maine, a certain lot or ;
buildings thereon, situate'
County of Waldo and h:
and described as follows
the eastern side of the

Wilson Coombs; thenc*
Coombs’ land

cold,

I have noticed a slight return of kidney
trouble, but Doan’s ^Kidney Pills have never
failed to give prompt relief.”
Price 60c at all dealers. Don’t simply ask
for a kidney ren edy—get Doan’s Kidney Pills

publicly
Foster-Milburn Co., Props.,

recommended.
Buffalo, New York.

ley by

of

prepared

to

do all kinds of

Furniture and piano moving

just

Acme

a

trucking
specialty.

added to my equipment

auto true kmade

by

a

2-ton

the Cadillac con-

Leave orders at the stable, corner of

cern.

said

Belfast Sa>.

warranty bearing

evei.
n

Now, therefore, by
the condition thereof,
Bank claims a foreclose
Dated this eleventh day
BELFAST
By W. J. Im
It Trersurer,
D.
8w24

Notice of ForecSo =ure

Main and Cross streets, and they will

re

ceive prompt attention.

Telephone

County

situated on the south
in said Belfast, bound*
lows, to wit: Bounded
merly of the late Hen
said Condon street; ea-;
B. Peavey; and souther
the late George W. t
half of
acre, more

Now, therefore, by

Corrected Weekly for The Journal.
PRODUCE MARKET.
PAID PRODUCER.
*
00a 300 Hay,
12 00
18
dried, per lb., 7 Hides,
10 00 Lamb,
28
Beans, pea,
Y.
9
50
Lamb
l.OOal.SO
Beans,
E.,
Skins,
38a40 Mutton,
8
Butter,
88
lOalli Oats, 32 lb.,
Beef, sides,
10
3
25
Beef, forequarters,
Potatoes,
00 Hound Hog,
16
Barley, bu,
8 00
Cheese,
32lStraw,
26a30
Chicken,
80!Turkey,
Ualf Skins,
2
38Tallow,

bbl,2
Apples,per
"

Eggs,

13al5
20, Veal,
55
38^001, unwashed,

Fowl,
Geese,

26
18

Wood, hard,
Wood, soft,

5 00
3 50

RETAIL MARKET.

22a28 Lime,
Beef, Corned,
Butter Salt, 141b., 18a22 Oat Meal,
1 84 Onions,
Corn,
1 69 Oil, kerosene,
Cracked Com,
1 69 Pollock,
Corn Meal,
32 Pork,
Cheese,
2 60 Plaster,
Cotton Seed,
10 Rye Meal,
Codfish, dry,
11 Shorts,
Cranberries,
24 Sugar,
Clover seed,
14,60al6 00 Salt, T. I.,
Flour,
3 25 Sweet Potatoes,
H. G. Seed,
26 Wheat Meal,
Lard,

to

hat* h«A*>n hr.iL.

ancri*

BELFAST PRICE CURRENT.

PRICE.

!

<

W.,W. BLAZO,

RETAIL

;
>•

Leod and Frances i
White by her deed of w
ber 19, 1913, recorded
Deeds, Book 314, PagAnd, whereas, the

Waldo Avenue, Eelfast.

1

of Waldo

their mortgage deed i\
cember, 1914, and rec
j
ty Registry of Deed-, I
j
to
the
veyed
undersigi
i
Bank, a corporation est:
fast, in the State of
of
with
land,
parcel

premises conveyed

connection.

126

18THEREAS, Dan
VV
Frances L. Mcl
the

TRUCKING
Have

watt

that Mr. Heal has twice

same

am

low

And whereas, the c
gage has been broken.

On November 1, 1916, Mr. Heal said: “1
have every bit as much confidence in Doan’s
Kidney Pills now as when I gave my former
endorsement. At times, when 1 have caught

I

to

Sabbath Day Harbor, g.
westerly as the sho e
owned by William Ryde;
ly by said Ryder's land t
by Daniel Haynes, now’ e
easterly by said Haynes
tin V. Pendleton to land
Warren; thence north*,
ton’s land to the town
erly as said road runs
ning, containing fifty b
being the same premise
Farrow by Ihilena Wardeed dated October 23,
Waldo Registry of P-..
and the same conveyed t

ment

—the

®

a.

of {

1 10

7
8
14al5
10
24
1 13
6
2 50
9A
1.00
00
7

j

rt

the condition th'-r
Bank claims a foreclou
Dated this eleventh !.*
BELLAS 1
By W. J 1

!
■'

*

Its Treats
».

Notice of First Me
In the District Court
the District of Maim
>

the matter of Char
Woodbury, Bankrup
To the Creditors of
Freedom, in the Com
trict aforesaid, a Bank
Notice is hereby giveJune, A D. 1917, the eat'
In

was

duly adjudicated

a

the First Meeting of
held at the office of I)ur
Bank building, Belfas
of July, A. D. 1917. a
forenoon, at which tim
creditors may attend,

point

a

Trustee,

exam1

transact such other Lu•
come before said meeting

JDmN
Refer'

Bangor, Maine,

11

June

Orilla Shute.

Arthur French from Savannah, Ga.,
i has been the guest of his aunts here

during the past week.
Miss Flora Perkins arrived Friday from
Waldoboro and will spend the summer
here with her daughter, Mrs. John Little-

i field.
I

Congratulations to Capt. Ralph Curtis
and wife, who were married in Bangor
last week and left immediately for a trip

BORN
Carleton. In Stockton Springs, June 8, to
Mr and Mrs. Morton Carlet< n, a son.
C tRRY. In Troy, June 10, to Mr. and Mrs.

Frank Gerry,

a son.

In Bucksport, June 2, to Mr. and
JONES.
Mrs. Harry H. Jones, a daughter, Virginia
Lucile.
Staples
In Belfast, June 11, to Mr. and
Mrs. Dana Staples, a son.
Whitten. In Portland, June —, to Mr. and
Mrs. S. E. Whitten, a son, 10 pounds.

MARRIED.

to Boston and vicinity,
Miss Florence Harriman left Saturday
a week’s visit in Pittslield with her

for

sister, Agnes Harriman, who is to graduate at the M. C. I. this week.

Safety

any

|

confirms his statement. What better proof of merit?
Proved by years of experience.
Told by Belfast people.
This is convincing testimony:
W. J. Heal, retired farmer. 60 Miller street,
Belfast, says: “I suffered with my back and
kidneys. At times my back ached so severely
that it was difficult for me to stoop or straighten up.
Doan’s Kidney Pills soon reomved the
backache and corrected all difficulties with my
kidneys, I take this medicine occasionally arid
now

Duck,

Mrs. Westley Styles is in Island Falls

One day last week the two little sons
Lew Freeman were cutting wood.
While one was holding the stick, the
other brought the ax down and cut the

Doan’s.

it

County

the

Maine, by hie mortgage d~
teenth day of Noven her
in the Waldo County R..

be cured.

what caused it once will cause it again.
a Belfast man who has had several
attacks.
Several times in twelve years Mr. Heal has
used Do«n’s Kidney Pills.
He says that Doan’s have never failed him.
Twelve years ago Mr. Heal publicly endorsed

on ac-

bers of the Post and Circle called upon
him at his home, cheering him by their

Palmer in Monroe.
J.'i

usual and

count of illness, a delegation of seventeen veterans and their wives and mem-

Mrs. Noble of California and Mrs. E.

^uwaiivmv

200

can

Here’s

church with appropriate exercises by the
As Comrade
school children and others.

The little daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Lewis Murphy has fully recovered from
two runs of pneumonia.

dliu

as

a

for in the grange
dining room. At noon a fine large community flag was raised in front of the

salmon in Swan Lake.

IJl CUIVS

Association

large attendance and a fine
Forty veterans were present and

was

weakness

HERE AS, John h.

* *

Colds Affect the Kidneys.

being

Waldo County Veterans’
held its June meeting here

meeting in Morrill last there

for

But

her vacation with them.
There

number from this town attend-

Kidney

He

port Saturday to be present at the commencement of E. M. C. Seminary this

Thursday.

Signature

WHAT TO DO WHEN
HAIR GROWS THIN

Nickerson,

Fred H.

Back

Twelve Yeais.

came

and niece of Mrs.

and been accepted.

Quite

Experiences Going

Belfast

ForeciosJ

Notice of
187

son

June 6th.
A house owned by Delbert
Sunday', June 17th, will be observed by Paul and occupied by Orrin Thomas,
Garfield Lodge, I. O. O. F., and Mizpah caught fire from the chimney and burned
Rebekah Lodge as Memorial Sunday. a large hole through the roof. The teleHon. Ruel Robinson of Camden will give phone call brought out a large force and
the address at Union Flail in the after- the fire was soon extinguished.
Afterwards
noon, which will be public
The Good Times Club met with Mr. and
the members in regalia will follow the
Mrs. Charles Woods the evening of June
Winterport Band to Oak Hill Cemetery,
where the graves of the deceased mem- 6th and properly celebrated the birthbers of both lodges will be decorated, ac- days of two members, one birthday ocReJune 6th and one June 7th.
cording to the beautiful and impressive curring
freshments of chicken pie, mashed potaannual custom of the order.
toes, cakes, coffee and ice cream were
served. The next club meeting will be
SWANVILLE CEiVTER.
with Mr. and Mrs. Lester Wilson July
F’red Walker of Swanville has enlisted 30th—a birthday.

ed the veterans’

Always Reliable

Mills,

Belfast, spent several days with her

ca

j

v.

Bay Electric Compam

Penobscot

I Wollaston, Mass.,

■

DON’T I),

j

passengers to Winterport, who
i week.
the train that was derailed at
Rev.
Brewer last Friday night, were somewhat

via

beautiful display.

our

HAVE YOU BOUGHT YOUR “LIBERTY BOND” YET?

on

inconvenienced by the accident. They
came to the end of the Hampden car line

sight of these useful, lasting gif:

a

home Friday night and with
Mrs. T. N. Pearson, returned to Bucks-

The

were

at the

brighten up

large assortment at our stores.
Convince yourself by calling and inspecting

We have

Millard

phone operator, and they will spend the

n

Likes Electrical Gifts

port,

tele-

fragrance

that the bride

see

at C. B. Knowlton’s, Liberty.

Clements left for Boston
She was joined at Belfast

and the

romance

his is the time the bride fully appreciates the usefulness of a “Traveler V
Electric Iron, and will gratefully remember the giver of the gift.

Mrs. Ernest Bowen were Sunday guests

week together at the Hub.

the

Mass., who has been the guest of her parGive the Hair Root Nourishment and Stop
ents, Capt. and Mrs. Horace M. Griffin,
changed to boats? Some of our farmers for the
Spietfd of Baldness.
past fortnight left June 5th to
who were to plant many acres of potaIf you are rapidly lining your hair and fear
in
husband
her
join
Williamstown, Mass.,
toes haven’t planted a hill, some haven’t
baldness, A. A. Howes & Co. invite you tu
where he is superintending the conmake a three days’ teat of Parisian Sage. If it
even plowed.
Garden vegetables that
struction of a fine large dwelling house
does not stop the excessive loss of hair and
are up are looking fine.
White Sunday,
which will occupy him till winter.
make your hair and scalp look and feel ICO per
two weeks late, was June lOfh.
Fruit
Mr. Harold Griffin, second son of Mr. cent better they will return your money.
trees are full of blossoms with which the
Hundreds of men and women have written
and Mrs. Levi S. Griffin, recently passed
wind and rain is carpeting the ground.
his examinations at the Wentworth In- telling of the good results obtained by using
Parisian Sage. People who were getting bald
stitute, Boston, receiving his license for
Chase the Ache, Kill the Pain.
say that they now glory in their beautiful hair.
a
and
has
been
general
given
plumbing;
Use
Sloan’s Liniment
Get busy. Act now.
Others who have had dandruff and itching
for your rheumatic pains, toothache, neuralgia, position in the city to the great gratifiscalp for years aay they got a clean, healthy
cation of himself and many Stockton
acre mueciee, stiff joints, sprains and strains.
scalp after a few applications of this splendid
Better than anything you ever tried to soothe friends.
Congratulations to our young treatment. No matter whether you are bothhurts, reduce swelling and inflammation. townsman!
ered with felling hair, prematurely gray hair,
Cleaner than ointments or plasters, as it does
dull and brittle hair, oily, stringy hair, dandruff
Mr. and Mrs. Morton L. Carleton of
not clog the pores or stain the skin. Easy to
head try Parisian sage on this
Station B. & A. R. R. are receiv- or Itching,
Crystal
worth savwithout
it
apply,
rubbing. Always
penetrates
money l ack offer. If your hair is
birth
of
the
a
Parisian
upop
ing
congratulations
Sage ia worth trying and a large
have a bottle of Sloan’a Liniment in your meding
bottle ia inexpensive.
icine cheat. At your druggist, 25c., 60c., $1.00 fine 9-pound boy in the early morning
came.”

E.

of

one

Mrs. A. M. Ames availing themselves of
the sunshine, drove in their car to Win-

ing, Monday afternoon, suffering

town clerk and registrar
for Troy, spent Tuesday at town house,
enrolled 55 for this town, and went to
J. L.

ter.

entirely of

Costly Bridal robes and delicate lingerie become creased and wrinkled
heavily packed trunks and grips.

Mrs. Sarah Rogers of Belfast, a nurse,
is caring for Mrs. John Fenwick, who has
been sick for some time.

Bangor and made the remainder of
one for a town of Stockton’s
population the trip by a jitney. A thunder shower
between the ages specified by the Wash- also
contributed to the discomfort of the
ington Government, 21 to 30 inclusive.
journey. The 6 o’clock mail did not arMr. C. N. Taylor of Wellesley, Mass., rive at the post office until midnight.

The Ladies’ Aid Society of the Universalist parish is
invited to meet this.

ed by the hostessto all members interested in this good work.

son

LA GRANDE TOUR consists not
of orrnge blossoms.

!

Herman last week.

public safety purposes and to sell the
farm formerly owned by Valentine Por-

Mrs.

Mr. Walter F.

scribed

genuine city convenience for Stockton.

Barge Herndon arrived Thursday from
Philadelphia with 3,000 tons of coal to
the P C. and W. Co.,linished discharging
Saturday and sailed for Philadelphia in

A little

A special town meeting was held last
Saturday afternoon to raise money for

that later.

from 7

has recently bought a new Maxford auto
of hauling two tons; a

Hanson.

Mrs. Frank Gerry Sunday

Brides=Maid

Mr. and Mrs. George Dow and Mr. and

the Principal of
Charles A. Snow,

McLaughlin, always upequipments,

Thursday, afternoon,

ored from Belfast Sunday.

Charles Colson, who has employment at
Harbor, spent a few days at his home
litre last week.
The strawberry festival held at the M.
E. vestry last Tuesday was a successful
and pleasant occasion.
I^r

j

j Clerk,

in his livery stable

day.

Mrs. L. J. Sanderson and friends, mot-

|

lectricaP

The

Quite a party from here attended the
meeting of the Waldo and Lincoln Association at Liberty last week.

Last

of the present week

their cottage at Pleasant Cove,
returned to their home in Brewer, Mon-

Nancy Hanks, commanded by his brother
Capt. Frank P. Whittier of South Berwick. The schooner is reported to be

Capt. Geo. Crockett is ill. His sister
Mrs. Emma Kelley is with him.
Mrs. Mary A. Patch is keeping house
for Lewis Atwood this summer.

j

i

by Mrs. Howard Capen. The topic selected by the hostess was “Persons That
Are Being Talked About.”

truck, capable

tow of tug Germantown.

*

of measles in

The piano pupils of Miss Jessie Baker
already enlisted there they returned to
Belfast where they filed first registration gave a recital at her home last Saturday
afternoon. The progress made under her
papers, passing preliminary examinations,
making their However, this does not necessarily con- efficient instruction is highly satisfactory
stitute enlistment. They will determine to the parents.

their daughter, Anita Merrithew, to Mr.
Albert Robert Blanchard of Atlanta, Ga.

at

!

<_apt. Charles Cole and family, residents of School street for several years,
moved Wednesday, June 6th, to Cam-

to-date

days

cases

to'

Sunday Messrs. Hollis M.
Orcutt, Irving Littlefield and Orville
Simpson, the former two desiring to pass

season.

Berwick

Mr. and Mrs. L. D. Crook and daughter Doris, who have been spending several

Rockland

route for her home in Boston.

en

Mr. and Mrs. George D. Pettee of Barrington, Mass., arrived last week and I den, where they intend
have opened their house on the Belfast future home.
road for the summer.
The Current Events Club
The

Mrs. Elden S.

car

Mrs. Sidney M. Webber and daughter
Velma of Augusta arrived last week and
will spend the summer with Mrs. Webber’s

Grammar school are to have public exercises in their rooms at 2 p. m. Friday.

several

are

I

sister

Mrs. Pattee.

is at this

There
town.

writing,
Miss Rae Fraser of The Girard, Bangor,
Monday afternoon, the guest of her son
visited Mrs. Frank French, Wednesday
and wife, Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Shute of
and Thursday of last week.
and family in Caribou.
Boston, having left last Friday by boat.
Mrs. Clara Merrill was in Orono last
Mrs. Seth Brown accompanied by her Her young daughter Miss Louise, is boardher
little daughter Vivian, left Sunday for ing at the Libby House and spending the Thursday to attend the funeral of
Montville to join her husband,where they nights with Mrs. Alice T. Doe, at the aunt, Mrs. Annie Colburn.
will spend the summer.
home of her mother, Mrs. James M.
Bert Hackett moved his family last
absence.
week to the farm that he has recently
Capt. Edmund Hichborn left Tuesday Treat, during Mrs. Shute’s
Mrs. Samuel H. West is at this writing, bought of Mrs. Mary Quigley.
morning to join the new vessel, Maude A.
Mr. and Mrs. C. R. Hill and Mrs. G.
Morey recently launched at Bath, of Monday afternoon, in a very critical conwhich he is to take command.
dition, due to severe abdominal hem- H. Clements spent a few days last week
a
chronic at the former’s cottage at Swan Lake.
The public schools throughout town orrhages, consequent upon
trouble from which she has long been a
The lecture on anti-suffrage by Mrs.
closed last Friday with the exception of
Dr. G. A. Stevens is her medisufferer.
the so-called Roberts District, which will
Henry Preston White of Boston last
cal attendant.
Sympathy is expressed Wednesday evening was largely attended.
continue through the present week,
to the patient and her anxious husband.
Four applications for membership were i
arrived
from
Miss Fannie Mudgett
j Camden
Miss Sarah Shute of Milton, Mass., ac- received by Mizpah Rebekah
Lodge at its
Thursday afternoon, called here
her aunt, Mrs. Eugene regular
meeting Wednesday evening June
by the critical condition of her sister, companied by
Mrs. S. H. West. She will remain for a Greenwood of Keene, N. H., arrived in 6th.
Stockton by train Friday afternoon to
week.
Mrs. William Hill arrived last Saturday
visit Mr. and Mrs. WellVnan Hanson.
from New Hampshire for a week's visit
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Dobbin recently
Miss Shute left on her return trip Monwith Mr. Hill’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. C.
arrived from Portland and are at the home
day morning. Mrs. Greenwood will re- R. Hill.
of her grandmother, Mrs. Eliza Trundy,
main through the week, the guest of
where they
intend remaining for the
Town schools closed Friday, High
relatives in town.
I
summer.
school closed June 13th. A recital was
Lt.
H.
G.
Newell
and
Private Brown
|
given
Monday evening by the sophomores
Mr. Percy Baker of Fort Fairfield, arwere in our village last Thursday in a
and juniors.
rived Wednesday night, June 6th, to visit
special “recruiting car,” endeavoring to
his little motherless son, living with his
Hayward Kelly, adopted son of Mr
create enthusiasm and consequent enand Mrs. John Kelly who had been emmaternal grandmother, Mrs. Susie A.
listment in the 2nd Maine regiment now
ployed in Boston, has recently enlisted in
Rendell.
recruiting at Bangor to its requisite war
the Navy as mechanician.
Miss Nettie Morris, teacher of our in- numbers. Lt. Newell has been in the
Mrs. G. H. Clements was at the home
termediate village school for the past army doing guard
duty for 12 years and
of Mrs. S. E. Littlefield, West Winteryear, took train Monday morning, to saw service last year on the
Mexican port, to a Jolly Twelve meeting last Satspend her vacation at her home in East border.
Holden.
urday. Dinner was served.
Mr. Alvah C. Treat took in his
and Mrs. W. M. Berry ieft by train June
•5th to visit her sister, Mrs. E. H. Doyle

boat avenue.

mother,

Shute,

WIHTERPORT.

First with

Cough

and Cold.

"Oh, just a cough,” today may become grippe
pneumonia tomorrow, 't housands die from
neglected colds. Take Dr. King's New Discovery before your cough becomes chronic. A
few doses check the cold by killing the germs
The healing balsams soothe the throat, loosen
the phlegm and clear the air passages of secretiona which provoke coughing. Contains mild*
ly laxative ingredients which remove the waste
that aggravates the cold. At your druggists,
SOc., (100.
or

Crie-Woodcock. In Rockland, May 5, Edof Castine and Mrs. Ella Flavill
Woodcock of Belfast, formerly of Dorchester,
Mass.
Luce-Elliott. In Freedom, June 6, by Rev.
David Brackett, Edmund H. Luce of Fairfield
and Mits Ethel D. Elliott of Freedom.
In Belfast, June 6, by
Newton-Sholes.
Rev. Arthur E. Wilson, Walter I. Newton of
Portland and Misa Myrtie Louise Sholes of

ward P. Crie

Belfast.

DittM.

BEACON FALLS,
heavy work in a big
Bay $15 to $18 per wee*
weigh 160 to 200 lbs
lighter men. who wan’
Steady work,
making
>

for

vancement for

good

cap

large cdo
No labor tr
insurance.
trated booklet, “A Good

ous town near

weight, heigh
Employment Dept, Bea
Co,, Beacon Falls, Conn
State age,

wanted
A maid for general hou-,t
cottage; experience not m
Jones’ bungalow at the f
MRS JAM

Telphone

346-3

CiPlipM
Chl-eheo-ter

In Camden, June 3, Oliver
Farnsworth, aged 80 years.!
Hussey. In Freedom, May 29, Samuel Hussey, aged 36 years.
Richardson. In Deer isle, May 30, Capt. Ed.
A. Richardson. I
Farnsworth.

a

*
Fill* in Kcd
*;“
boxes, sealed
Take no other
DronUI- A:r' :'v,»
DIAMOND UK''*1’
«"•

years

known as Hot

i'

SOLD BY DRUG01S1S tVtK™

